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PREFACE
 Dear colleagues,
 “Linguistic Landscapes in English Language Teaching: A Pedagogical Guidebook” is the production of 
the intercontinental project (Linguistic Landscapes in English Language Teaching – LLinELT) carried 
out in 2019-2020 in a multitude of English language teaching and learning contexts in both face-to-face 
and online spaces. e project was coordinated by Dicle University in Turkey and Texas Christian 
University in the United States, and funded by US Embassy Turkey's Public Affairs Grant Program.
 e interactive e-book is consisted of eight sections, each of which features either theoretical or 
practical information about the introduction and implementation of Linguistic Landscape-centered 
activities in English language classrooms. Although some of the resources created by EFL teacher 
candidates and LL-based classroom practices shared by EFL teachers are speci�cally developed for English 
language teaching and learning contexts, the materials and ideas put forward in this book can be adapted 
into different L2 teaching and learning settings.
 In About LLinELT Project, we have provided information about our project including goals of the 
project, potential of LL for pedagogical purposes, and activities (e.g., workshops, symposium) organized 
as part of the project. 
 In e Pedagogical Model, we have a theoretical contribution from Jon Reinhardt who explored 
several methodological or curricular design frameworks informing Bridging Activities Framework (BAF) 
designed by Steve orne and himself. e other contribution in this section is based on the idea of 
employing BAF and other literacy frameworks such as Multiliteracies to develop a pedagogical model for a 
systematic integration of Linguistic Landscapes in L2 classrooms. 
 L�terac�es-Based Sample LL Lessons feature sample LL-based lessons which are designed and 
developed by EFL teacher candidates who took part in the workshop or webinar series organized as part of 
the project. Each lesson is crafted with LL-inclusive pedagogical model's stages in mind and includes 
sections such as target vocabulary, observation through lead-in questions, questions for image/text 
analysis, digital resources for post-analysis practices, and ideas for bridging activities.
 LL-Inclus�ve Pract�ces consist of LL-aware activities and practices developed and implemented by 
EFL teachers who participated in the teacher education series during the project. ese practices have also 
been shared at the Digital Symposium on LL as part of the project. erefore, a video screenshot and link 
of each presentation is embedded under the relevant content in this section.
 Digital Symposium on Linguistic Landscapes: Keynote Talks and Panels bring together the three 
inspiring keynote addresses and two international panels delivered at the Digital Symposium on 
Linguistic Landscapes in L2 Teaching and Learning Contexts in December, 2020. e content in this 
section includes not only the talks by distinguished keynote speakers (i.e., David Malinowski, Yasemin 
Bayyurt, Tamás Peter Szabo) and panels by the project team members and researchers from Saudi Arabia 
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and Indonesia, but also their video presentations which are recorded and uploaded to Youtube. 
 Linguistic Landscape of My City: Mini Research Papers consist of the works carried out by a selected 
number of EFL teacher candidates who investigated the presence of English in connection with the 
linguistic landscape of their environments. Studying in the 2nd and 3rd year of their English language 
teacher education program, these teacher candidates have designed their research, collected and analyzed 
data, and presented their �ndings as part of an elective 'World Englishes and Culture' course offered at 
Dicle University.
 Sample Databases of Linguistic Landscapes feature a selected number of image databases, which can 
be employed for pedagogical purposes. Although the majority of these databases are not created for 
educational use, they can be adapted and utilized in line with the goals of the planned practices and 
lessons. is section has been brought together by the project team as well as other participants who were 
involved in the project.
 Finally, Bibliography consists of selected references and works on linguistic landscapes, 
schoolscapes, and particularly linguistic landscapes in educational contexts, which can be useful for 
researchers who are interested in the amazing works produced by scholars across the world.
 We would like to take this opportunity to thank the contributors of this guidebook as well as the 
project including but not limited to our project assistant İbrahim Özkaya, the Dean of Ziya Gökalp 
Faculty of Education and the head and faculty members at the Department of English Language Teaching 
at Dicle University, College of Education and the Library Services team at Texas Christian University 
(TCU), US Embassy Turkey Grant Program and the team including David Fay, Roger Cohen, Aycan 
Yaman, Fulya Yavuz, the designer of project materials Halil İbrahim Önal, hardworking volunteers of the 
project, EFL teacher candidates studying at various departments across universities in Turkey as well as 
TCU, EFL teachers across Turkey, and presenters and participants of Digital Symposium on Linguistic 
Landscapes.
 We believe that this e-book has the potential to contribute teachers, teacher educators, 
researchers, and other professionals to craft and implement their own Linguistic Landscape-aware 
practices and research in not just English language classrooms but the whole second language teaching and 
learning contexts at multiple levels. We look forward to seeing, reading, and engaging in further research 
on linguistic landscapes with an added emphasis on pedagogical practices as well as LL-inclusive L2 
educational materials and resources for a wider audience.
 Best wishes,

 Osman Solmaz & Steve D. Przymus
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About LLinELTProject



The Linguistic Landscapes �n English Language Teaching Project

 

 We live in an increasingly interlinked world, where issues such as human right violations, 
inequality, and wars threaten the peace. As stated in UNESCO's Global Citizenship Education program, 
we need to respond to these challenges “by empowering learners of all ages to understand that these are 
global, not local issues and to become active promoters of more peaceful, tolerant, inclusive, secure and 
sustainable societies” (UNESCO, 2018, para. 2). English language teachers, among many other 
professionals, need to take an active role in responding such challenges by bringing issues around global 
citizenship into language classes. However, many teachers and teacher candidates may not know how to 
integrate these issues into their classes to create occasions which will increase global citizenship awareness 
of English learners. Many pre- and in-service teachers of English are often unaware of the techniques they 
can use to empower their learners to approach worldwide issues as global citizens. 
 In an effort to address this problem, the current project aimed to teach pre- and in-service teachers 
of English to be equipped with the pedagogical information, which enables them to integrate issues 
related to globalization and global citizenship into language classrooms. In order to reach the goal, we 
introduced the concept of Linguistic Landscapes (LLs), signifying the language surrounding us in forms 
of words, images, murals, or graffitis in public and/or private spaces, and engaged project participants in a 
series of activities including seminars, hands-on workshops, webinars, and a digital symposium on LLs in 
Second Language Teaching and Learning Contexts. 
 We believe that the use of LLs as materials can be particularly useful because;

l LLs are everywhere,
l ey generally re�ect sociocultural and linguistic diversity of a community;
l ey exemplify symbols and signs featuring language play; 
l ey provide quotidian examples of the presence of English language in non-English settings. 

 Despite the presence of English in cities in the everyday life, these valuable resources have yet to be 
purposefully integrated into educational contexts. English language classrooms are ideal spaces for the 
inclusion of LLs due to the heavy presence of various forms of English language and culture in the 
everyday landscape. All in all, the ultimate goal of our project was to present opportunities for teachers 
and teacher candidates to learn and practice integrating LL-based materials into their classes, and thus 
create a safe atmosphere for learners to discuss issues related to globalization, global citizenship, English as 
a Lingua Franca, and translanguaging/language play, and engage them in meaningful real-life tasks. 
Finally, it was through the project that an online educational community was created at 
LLinELTproject.com by means of hosting a database of open-access LL materials and lesson projects for 
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teachers, teacher candidates, and learners of English across the globe.
 Overall, the LLinELT Project aimed to reach the following objectives:
Ÿ Raise awareness of pre- and in-service teachers of English as well as the learners of English in terms of 

global citizenship-related issues.
Ÿ Present opportunities for teachers to enable their learners to discuss globalization-related themes 

including but not limited to global citizenship, linguistic diversity, translanguaging, and English as a 
lingua franca.

Ÿ Introduce the everyday LLs including commercial signs, government signs (e.g., street signs), 
storefronts, graffitis, advertisements, murals, and posted notices as ELT materials.

Ÿ Bridge the divide between languages used in course books and a variety of English language forms 
present at linguistic landscapes in the everyday life.

Ÿ Create an educational community where pre- and in-service teachers of English language can �nd 
open-access LL-based materials.

Ÿ Provide opportunities for learners to engage in meaningful real-world tasks, which are to contribute to 
their understanding of global citizenship in general, and more speci�cally the societal use of various 
English forms in both U.S. contexts and non-English spaces. 

Ÿ Offer a space for the collection and publication of LL images for pedagogical use under Creative 
Commons licensing.

Ÿ Illustrate the different ways of using English language as cultural, economic, and linguistic resources in 
the public and private spaces, and transfer such dynamic resources to language teaching and learning 
contexts.

UNESCO (2018). Global c�t�zensh�p educat�on. Retr�eved from https://en.unesco.org/themes/gced on 
December 13, 2018.

 In order to reach the goals speci�ed above, we have created a website, which is accessible at 
www.LL�nELTproject.com  (F�gure 1). e webs�te funct�oned as the meet�ng space for access�ng 
anyth�ng related to the project �nclud�ng regular posts and updates on the project, �nformat�on regard�ng 
sem�nars, workshops, web�nars, photos from the events, resources created by the project team and the 
part�c�pants, and �nformat�on about d�g�tal sympos�um on l�ngu�st�c landscapes, wh�ch was organ�zed as 
part of the project. 
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 In an effort to create a freely accessible database of Linguistic Landscape images, the project leader 
took pictures in multiple locations in Texas, United States. ese places included and were not limited to 
storefronts in local places, signs at restaurants and coffee shops, public signs, brochures, bulletin board 
signs, multiple types of road signs in a number of towns and cities such as Houston, Dallas, and 
particularly Fort Worth, where collaborating institution (i.e., Texas Christian University) is located. All 
the images taken were brought together, categorized, tagged with keywords, and uploaded to the project 
website (Figure 2). In addition to these images, some other photos taken by the project team at various 
locations in the US as well as those contributed by volunteers living in the US were uploaded to the gallery. 
e database features nearly 1000 LL images, which that can be pedagogically employed in EFL 

Figure 1. A screenshot of the main page of LLinELT Project website

Figure 2. A screenshot from the LLinELT Project Image Database Gallery
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classrooms.

 e project also brought together nearly 100 English as a foreign language teachers and teacher 
candidates in Diyarbakır, Turkey at a multi-day event featuring seminars (Image 1) and workshops (Image 
2). Participants, who registered for the event beforehand, were informed about both theoretical and 
pedagogical background on the integration of Linguistic Landscapes (LL) in English as a foreign language 
classrooms. e seminars featured an introduction to the concept of Linguistic Landscapes, its theoretical 
background, the potential of LL for language classes, and why/how to integrate LL into English language 
classrooms through the pedagogical model of Bridging Activities Framework. During the workshops, the 
project team illustrated multiple ways of implementing LL resources for learners of different pro�ciency 
levels in English language teaching and learning contexts. Participants brainstormed ideas for creating 
activities and developed a lesson plan during the workshop. Teachers and teacher candidates were also 
encouraged to develop their own LL-Based practices and participate in the upcoming symposium.

Image 1. An image from the introductory seminars on the integration of LL into EFL classrooms
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Image 2. An image from the hands-on workshops on the integration of LL into EFL classrooms

 Due to the COVID-19 epidemic outbreak, the second phase of the project consisted of a series of 
online educational activities including webinars for English language teachers and teacher candidates. 
Nearly 160 participants learnt about the term and theoretical background of linguistic landscapes (LL), 
through which they were able to develop and design their LL-based lessons. e webinars took place 
multiple times through October, 2020. It was through the webinars that participants familiarized 
themselves with the term Linguistic Landscape and its pedagogical implementation in the English 
language classroom. Participating teachers and teacher candidates were equipped with the necessary 

Figure 3. A screenshot from webinar series on the integration of LL into EFL classrooms
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theoretical and practical information about carrying out successful LL-based English lessons and projects. 
Following the webinars, participants were invited to participate in the digital symposium where they had a 
chance to share their experiences regarding the designing of LL-based practices for their current and future 
students.
 Following the both face-to-face workshops in March and webinars in October (2020), 
volunteering EFL teacher candidates developed lesson plans and materials centered on the concept of 
Linguistic Landscapes (Figure 4). e �rst group of volunteers made use of the images uploaded to 
LLinELTProject.com Image Database, while the second group integrated resources from both the project 
website and the digital wild (i.e., the Internet). e successful materials were selected and improved in 
collaboration with volunteers and the project team. Finally, selected works are uploaded to the project 
website and also included in this guidebook as a reference point and potential resource for inspiration for 
EFL teachers.

Figure 4. A view of sample materials developed by project participants
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 F�nally, we have organ�zed a D�g�tal Sympos�um on L�ngu�st�c Landscapes �n Second Language 
Teach�ng and Learn�ng (L2TL) Contexts. Featur�ng talks by three keynote speakers (Dav�d Mal�nowsk�, 
San José State Un�vers�ty; Yasem�n Bayyurt, Bogaz�c� Un�vers�ty; Tamás Péter Szabó, Un�vers�ty of 
Jyväskylä), the sympos�um took place on December 17, 2020, and marked the complet�on of the project. 
e sympos�um also featured two panels and mult�ple presentat�ons by Engl�sh language teachers and 
teacher cand�dates. ere were over 500 reg�strat�ons from nearly 50 d�fferent countr�es. All the 
presentat�ons from the sympos�um are ava�lable on the project's YouTube channel. In add�t�on, the 
abstracts of the presentat�ons  and the�r v�deo record�ngs are also �ncluded �n th�s gu�debook.

F�gure 15. Poster of the D�g�tal Sympos�um event
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The Pedagogical Model



Bringing digital texts and practices into the language classroom: e 
frameworks that inspired bridging activities

Jonathon REINHARDT
jonrein@email.arizona.edu
University of Arizona, USA

Digital participation for many has increasingly come to mean the creation and sharing of digital texts in a 
variety of types, for example blog entries, YouTube videos, Facebook comments, Twitter tweets, and 
messaging texts. Social participation in communities built around these texts requires a variety of 
linguistic, analytic, and technological literacies necessary for their creation and interpretation. For 
language learners, this begins with to exposure to texts and observation of communities in the language of 
study, followed by guided analysis of texts and scaffolded participation. For advanced language curricula, 
the use of digital technology in the classroom becomes not just a means to the goal of language learning, 
but a goal in itself, as digital participation in the language of study becomes part of the symbolic and 
intercultural competence expected of expert users. 

Digital texts can be seen as the products of emergent cultures-of-use (orne, 2003), or artifacts that have 
evolved “from the manner in which (digital) tools mediate everyday communicative practice” (p. 38). In 
this sense they are both the object and means of production, i.e. they are created and re-created through 
participation. Moreover, since these texts are highly contingent on context of situation and culture, they 
differ “interculturally just as communicative genres and personal style may differ interculturally” (p. 57). 
Understanding digital texts in the language of study goes beyond comprehension to participation in 
cultural activity. Working with digital texts in the intermediate or advanced language classroom therefore 
necessitates a pedagogical approach that differs from methods that treat target language texts as authentic 
but static artifacts.

e bridging activities approach outlined by Steve orne and myself (orne & Reinhardt, 2008; 
Reinhardt & orne, 2011) argues for a pedagogy that brings learners' everyday digital communicative 
practice into the advanced language classroom. e approach is centered on guided exploration and 
analysis of student selected or created digital vernacular texts originating in Web 2.0 and other 
technologies/practices of the digital wilds such as social media and online multiplayer online gaming. 
Central to the pedagogical application of bridging activities is learner involvement in selecting the digital 
texts for treatment, which ensures relevance, builds motivation, and affords several key goals of the 
approach. Brie�y, the goals of the approach are for learners to:

Ÿ develop understanding of the relationships between genre, linguistic choice, and social-
communicative actions
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Ÿ raise awareness of genre speci�city and contextually appropriate language use
Ÿ build the analytic skills that will enable continued participation in digital text genres and practices
Ÿ make connections between language activity inside and outside the classroom
Ÿ increase their own agency in the language learning process

Pedagogical integration and application of bridging activities is structured around a three-phase iterative 
cycle of 1) observation and collection, 2) guided exploration and analysis, and 3) creation and 
participation (orne & Reinhardt, 2008, p. 566). e purpose of this paper is to explicate the structure 
of this cycle by exploring several current methodological or curricular design frameworks that have 
informed its design. ese include frameworks for teaching communication and culture (Shrum & 
Glisan, 2005; Moran, 2001), for teaching genre (Hyland, 2001), for developing multiliteracies (Cope & 
Kalantzis, 2000; Kern, 2000; Kress, 2003), and for developing language awareness (McCarthy & Carter, 
1994). 

ACTFL Communication Standards

Aiming primarily at U.S. secondary schools, the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages 
(ACTFL), offers a straightforward set of curriculum standards (NSFLEP, 2006) known colloquially as the 
5 C's— communication, culture, connections, comparisons, and communities. Shrum and Glisan 
(2005, p. 177) present an interactive model for treating a text through integration of the three 
communication standards: interpersonal (productive and receptive interaction), presentational 
(productive writing and speaking), and interpretive (receptive reading and listening). In the �rst, 
interpretive phase (preparation), students complete traditional pre-reading activities such as previewing, 
predicting, and anticipating new vocabulary. In the second, interpretive phase (comprehension), students 
read for general understanding and main ideas. In the third, interpretive and interpersonal phase 
(interpretation), students interpret the text and discuss cultural meanings. In the fourth, presentational 
phase (application), students complete a written assignment or presentation in follow-up to the reading, 
and in the �fth, interpretive phase (extension), students use their understanding of the �rst text to make 
comparisons with other texts in regards to language, structural features, and cultural content. In this way 
the model is cyclical and integrates all the communication modes. 

A strength of Shrum and Glisan's model is the balance of communicative modes, so that the interpretive 
skills applicable to understanding texts are complemented by treatment of interpersonal and 
presentational skills. In addition, by allowing for critical comparison, the extension phase leads into 
preparation for subsequent texts. While this cyclical dynamic could be applied in a bridging activities 
approach, the cycle is complicated by the dual practice-product nature of digital texts, so that the 
application phase would involve interpersonal participation rather than simply presentation. For 
example, if a learner posted a social media post or a YouTube video, s/he might expect feedback in the form 
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of a threaded discussion commenting on the product from a worldwide audience, which could then serve 
as text for further interpretation. 

Cultural Experience

It may be possible to apply a pedagogical model of cultural experience and participation to digital texts, 
insofar as they are both cultural products and practices.  Moran (2001) offers a model for teaching culture 
and language using an experiential learning cycle with the goal of 'personal competence', “a capacity to 
enter other ways of life with purpose, con�dence, and empathy” (p. 155). is is achieved through the 
development of culture-speci�c and culture-general understandings, a range of cultural and 
communicative competences, integrative and socially critical orientations, and an enhanced or 
transformed sense of self-identity on the part of the learner with regards to the culture and language of 
study. To this end, learners engage in an experiential cycle of participation, description, interpretation, 
and re�ective response. e model �rst leads learners to 'know how' by developing skills and behaviors 
through participation in cultural practices. Learners are led to 'know about' by gathering information and 
describing the practice in detail, and then to 'know why' by interpreting practices, discovering 
explanations and relating perspectives. Finally, learners engage in 'knowing oneself' by responding and 
re�ecting on interpretations, drawing comparisons, and developing meta-level awareness, ultimately 
leading to more meaningful participation. 

Moran's model provides a means to incorporate participation in a bridging activities framework, while 
addressing a broader range of competences than Shrum and Glisan's framework does. A major bene�t of 
using digital media in the language classroom is that it provides opportunity for the development of 
competences that are difficult to address traditionally, as it allows immediate access to, and interaction 
with, individuals, communities, practices, and texts in the language and cultures of study. Afforded by the 
relatively anonymous nature of digital 'lurking', learners can participate at their own pace, shifting from 
peripheral observation to participant observation to active participation. While Moran's response phase, 
where learners re�ect and develop personal competence, would be effectively applied to a bridging 
activities framework, the interpretation phase could be expanded since the cultural practices are captured 
as texts. As such, the contextual and structural, i.e. genre-based, features of the texts under study, as social-
communicative phenomena, can be given more explicit attention.   

Genre Instruction

Hyland (2001) outlines a �ve-phase cyclical model for teaching and learning genre awareness based on a 
systemic linguistic approach (Feez, 1998, in Hyland 2001 p. 128). e �rst phase involves developing the 
context, where learners explore the social and situational features surrounding a text, including purpose, 
roles and relationships, audience, and the role of choice in authorship. In the second phase, modeling, 
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teachers and learners explore the explicit grammatical and rhetorical structures that comprise the text, 
including stages and sequencing. e third phase, joint negotiation, entails explicit construction of texts 
using the knowledge gained through model deconstruction, with scaffolding provided by the instructor as 
necessary. is leads to the fourth phase, independent construction, where individual learners construct 
texts “in which they combine a knowledge of content, process, language, context, and genre” (p. 136). In 
the �fth and �nal phase, comparing texts, learners juxtapose the texts they have constructed with other 
texts and re�ect critically on similarities and differences. Central to the approach is critical comparison 
among texts and contexts, across and within languages and cultures, as this “encourages students to draw 
on their knowledge of genre and focuses them on reinterpreting how they use and experience genres” (p. 
138).

Several features of Hyland's model are adaptable to a bridging activities framework for working with 
digital texts in the classroom. Just as they would a print text, learners can explore the context of a digital 
text by considering cultural, situational and structural features, with additional attention to the text's 
hypertextual, multimodal, and dynamic qualities. For example, learners can examine the purpose of a 
particular blog in which they are interested, and consider when, how, why, and what is posted, and the 
function and structure to the blog comments, if the blog is interactive. e structure of a blog comment 
thread can be examined, and an appropriate comment to a blog post of the class' choosing might be 
constructed as a class. In this way, participation is scaffolded through modeling and joint negotiation. 
Ultimately, students can post comments on their own and return to the class with samples of their own 
participation for re-analysis. is may involve comparison or contrast with similar texts and consideration 
of their own roles as participants, which leads to language awareness and greater understanding of the role 
of choice in meaning making.    

Language Awareness
 
Carter (1998) explains that language awareness is about “understanding of tendencies, variable rules, and 
choices according to context and interpersonal relations” (p. 52). In this view, language is a social semiotic 
(Halliday 1978), a uni�ed, coherent system inextricable from culture and social interaction. Translated 
into a pedagogical approach, building learner language awareness means raising learner consciousness of 
the role of choice in language use, as “different choices from within the grammatical system realize 
different meanings”, both textual and ideological (p. 29). To achieve this, learners explore the relationship 
between features of discourse and the social contexts in which they function. McCarthy & Carter (1994) 
offer several key curricular principles to develop language awareness.  e contrastive principle involves 
contrasting the same or related content from different genres. e continuum principle involves exposure 
to a variety of texts in the same genre by different authors. e inferencing principle involves teaching 
strategies or interpretative skills, for cultural and literary understanding. 
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McCarthy and Carter's principles offer guidelines for the sorts of comparative analyses that are central to a 
bridging activities approach.  To understand the role of choice in digital language use, students could 
contrast the structure of a blog in the language of study with that of a blog on similar issues in English. 
Students could compare a social media advertisement for a product with a print advertisement for the 
same product, or the contextual and structural features of a chat they have participated in with the 
transcript of a regular conversation about the same topic, in the language of study and in English. 
Changing one feature of two texts under comparison, for example the author, participants, content, 
genre, language, or medium, affords awareness of the role that particular feature plays in meaning making. 

Multiliteracies

A �nal framework that has informed a bridging activities approach allows for critical consideration of the 
multi-modal, social-communicative nature of internet texts. Grounded in the research of the New 
London Group (Cope & Kalantzis 2000, Kress 2003), the notion of 'multiliteracies' is a reaction to the 
“burgeoning variety of text forms associated with information and multimedia technologies” (Cope & 
Kalantzis 2000, p. 9). To function equitably in an increasingly diversi�ed society, students need access to 
and critical engagement with a variety of cultures, discourses, and semiotic systems, in order to 'design 
their social futures'. rough access to these 'Available Designs' (sic caps), they “gain substantively in 
metacognitive and metalinguistic abilities and in their ability to re�ect critically on complex systems and 
their interactions” (p. 15). rough interaction with other designs and designers, through re-presentation 
and recontextualization of meaning (re-design), learners transform themselves. e act of creative, 
transformative design allows for the production of new resources, which then “become available for 
subsequent acts of meaning design” (Kern 2000, p. 60). Design modes include linguistic, visual, gestural, 
spatial, and audio design, thus the notion of 'multiliteracies' (Cope & Kalantzis 2000, p. 26).  Available 
linguistic designs include the linguistic systems of orthography, vocabulary, syntax, and cohesive and 
coherence, as well as the schematic systems of rhetorical patterns, genre, style, and cultural models (Kern 
2000, ch. 3). Production and interpretation of meaning involves access to, choosing from, and interacting 
with these designs in sociocultural context.

A foreign language pedagogy of multiliteracies involves an integration of four components (Kern, 2000 p. 
33). e �rst, situated practice, entails immersion in meaningful practice and the experiential use of 
Available Designs without critical re�ection. e second, overt instruction, involves explicit and 
scaffolded pedagogical intervention directed at the development of metalanguage and control of the 
designs. e third component, critical framing, involves activities that promote the re�ective use of 
metalanguage to consciously notice relationships between systems and designs. e fourth and �nal 
component, transformed practice, entails the juxtaposition and integration, the re-design of Available 
Designs. It should be noted that the components may be treated concurrently, so that while some are more 
salient at one time than others, “all of them are repeatedly revisited at different levels” (Cope & Kalantzis 
2000, p. 32). 
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Key to a bridging activities approach is the situated practice of student selection of the texts and practices 
as the material for study. Many students of the so-called 'digital generation' participate in a wide variety of 
digital practices, creating, co-creating, interpreting, and re-interpreting texts on a daily basis. rough 
critical examination of target language digital texts of varying degrees of similarity to their own texts, 
students can develop the critical language awareness and competence necessary to interpret and 
participate in the digital texts and practices in the languages and cultures of study. Students can �rst be 
exhorted to document their digital practices, noting the kinds of texts they create and interpret, and the 
communities in which they participate, actively or passively. Students can then be led to �nd, observe, and 
collect similar texts in the language of study in which they have an interest, and in which they might like to 
participate. ese texts serve as the basis for the critical awareness activities that lead to transformative 
understanding of their own practices and the development of transcultural and plurilingual competences. 
In this way, situated practice is bridged to transformative practice.  

A Bridging Activities Framework

e above models have informed the design of a bridging activities framework for working with digital 
texts in the language classroom. As outlined in orne & Reinhardt (2008), the framework for comprises 
three main stages: 1) observation and collection, 2) guided exploration and analysis, and 3) creation and 
participation. Similar to all of the above models, the bridging activities framework is cyclical in nature, so 
that observation leads to analysis and participation, which leads back to observation. In consideration of 
Shrum & Glisan's (2005) ACTFL model, each stage is designed to allow activities that treat all skill areas 
and communication modes, so that reading, discussion, presentation, and re�ection can be integrated 
throughout. 

As in a multiliteracies approach (Cope & Kalantzis 2000), the observation and collection stage bases 
instruction in situated, learner relevant practices by having students observe practices and collect texts of 
interest. Activities might ask students to chronicle their own habits, noting the various digital media in 
which they participate every day, including texting, Web browsing, video watching, blog posting and 
commenting, podcast listening, or online gaming. Students can compare their habits as a class, and 
discuss which activities could be observed and collected in the language and cultures of study. On their 
own or in affinity groups, students can then search the Web for examples in the target language of their 
preferred activities, and report back to the class with examples and observations. ese can be presented to 
the class, chronicled in a weekly portfolio or journal, or linked from a personal or class blog. At this stage, 
students should simply focus on identi�cation, description, and re�ection. 

Similar to Hyland's (2001) genre-based approach, in the guided exploration and analysis stage, students 
are led to notice and critically examine the linguistic and social, i.e. genre, features of the texts and 
practices under study. Explicit instructor guidance at this stage serves the purpose of scaffolding learner 
interpretation and understanding. Guidelines for exploration of contextual and social-based features can 
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center on questions that draw learner attention to participants, authors, roles, media types, and situational 
and cultural features. e structure of a particular text or practice can be explored by considering the 
compositional elements and moves of the text. Students can analyze linguistic features by identifying 
similarities and differences in formal usage patterns in relation to genre features. To develop language 
awareness, all of these features and structures can be compared and contrasted according to the principles 
offered by McCarthy and Carter (1994) with other texts from similar or different genres, modes, and 
languages. For example, a blog or YouTube post in Spanish about a Latin-American pop star could be 
contrasted with a post about the same star in English, and students can compare how users of each 
language make commentary, agreement, disagreement, and humor, noting how direct translation of each 
would not capture meaning. A news story about the same star might be contrasted as well, to understand 
how genre conventions and audience affect the kind of language choices that authors make. In the 
classroom, these comparative analysis activities could be structured as reviews or reports, which students 
could then present. 

In the creation and participation stage, students participate in the digital communities and practices they 
have been observing through the creation of appropriate texts. Like the analysis activities, these activities 
require explicit instructor guidance and modeling, i.e. overt instruction (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000) and 
joint negotiation (Hyland, 2001). Students might compose a possible comment on a site like Reddit, a 
blog, or a fan�ction discussion board, checking its appropriateness with classmates and instructor, posting 
it, observing the response, and reporting and re�ecting on any responses received.  Ideally, the learners are 
emboldened to observe, collect, explore, analyze, create, and participate in new texts and practices in the 
language of study as part of another bridging activity, and ultimately, on their own as autonomous 
learners. 

Conclusion

A number of features from the above frameworks have informed the design of a bridging activities  
approach to working with digital texts in the foreign language classroom: from Shrum and Glisan's cycle 
based on ACTFL standards, the importance of allowing for balanced treatment of modes and skill areas; 
from Moran, the incorporation of participation and re�ection; from Hyland, a scaffolded, guided 
approach to textual analysis; and from McCarthy and Carter a series of principles for developing language 
awareness through analysis. Finally, a multiliteracies framework emphasizes the crucial importance of 
basing instruction in situated, learner relevant practices, affording critical understanding and 
transformation. Informed by these frameworks, bridging activities offer a means for the development of 
personal, transcultural and multilingual competence in the advanced foreign language classroom, by 
guiding students to observe, collect, explore, analyze, create, and participate in digital texts and practices. 
Using this framework, learners can see the richness and diversity of everyday language use online in the 
language and cultures of study just as in their own, and that digital texts and practices are not only 
resources for learning but communities in which they can participate. 
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Gaining further prominence in the last decade, Linguistic Landscape (henceforth LL) as a �eld 
encompasses not only the language surrounding us in forms of words, images, murals, or graffitis in public 
and/or private spaces, but also the motives and ideologies underlying a multitude of language forms and 
uses in such contexts. As an interdisciplinary �eld, LL draws from a broad range of disciplines including 
but not limited to language planning and policy, sociolinguistics, anthropology, urban studies, and 
cultural geography (Carr, 2019). e growing number of LL research in areas such as linguistics and 
education sparked an interest in the introduction and application of the concept in second language 
teaching and learning contexts (e.g., Cenoz & Gorter, 2008; Chern & Dooley, 2014; Rowland, 2013; 
Sayer, 2010) including population groups such as prospective language teachers (Grima, 2020), and in-
service language teachers (Shang & Xie, 2020) as well. e expansion of the �eld has also been re�ected in 
the increasing number of publications in various forms including edited volumes, which highlighted the 
potential of LL for language/literacy development, critical language awareness, sociolinguistics, 
translingual and transcultural competences (i.e., Malinowski, Maxim, & Dubreil, 2020; Malinowski & 
Tu�, 2020; Niedt & Seals, 2020). 

Linguistic Landscape Research in L2 Learning Contexts
To date, the focus of the majority of the research was often on learners' L2 development through their 
agentive LL-centered inquiries as part of LL projects developed by educators. To illustrate, Sayer (2010) 
modelled a project for EFL teachers to engage their students in the various functions of English in their 
environmental print and suggested extension practices for learners to perform the role of language 
detectives by exploring areas such as functions or forms of language. Drawing on Sayer's (2010) proposed 
model, Rowland (2013) required tertiary-level Japanese EFL learners to explore the ways and reasons of 
English presence in their communities in a group project and demonstrated �ndings in support of such 
pedagogical LL projects' value for EFL contexts, speci�cally in the development of multiliteracies. In a 
similar pedagogical task in Korean context, Chesnut, Lee, and Schulte (2013) reported that 
undergraduate learners gained further insight on the relationships between the roles and complexity of 
languages while developing themselves as English learners. Adapted from activities developed for English 
language learners in ESL contexts and rooted in Sayer's (2010) work as well, English literacy walk was 
another activity suggested in the literature (Chern & Dooley, 2014). As part of the activity, learners are 
encouraged to engage in the environmental print outside the classroom through a four resources model 
including code-breaking, text participation, text use, and text analysis. An important pedagogical 
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contribution of this model is that it provides possibilities for bringing linguistic landscape into the 
classroom context as well. 

More recently, Maxim (2020) and Bever and Richardson (2020) contributed to the scholarship exploring 
the potential of L2 learner-based research in LL as well. Highlighting the need for a pedagogical 
framework in the �eld, Maxim (2020) presented a LL project carried out by intermediate learners of 
German during their study abroad program. e project illustrated that learners could potentially 
accomplish the goals of a LL-based research by following a collaborative and iterative approach that 
required them exerting their agency with guidance from the instructor and support from their classmates. 
Adapting LL as a medium to stimulate learners' creativity and analytical thinking through participants' 
collection and analysis of LL examples from daily life and virtual contexts, Bever and Richardson (2020) 
reported the incorporation of LL into curriculum through a series of LL-related tasks. is allowed 
learners to broaden their linguistic, multimodal, and symbolic competences. is classroom-based 
research is particularly valuable as it is a successful example of developing and conducting LL-based 
activities in a foreign language (i.e., German) in a context (i.e., Tucson, Arizona), which is not among the 
dominant languages spoken in the local community. 

Overall, previous research showcased the potential of LL as a pedagogical resource in and out of classroom 
contexts. Among the highlighted possibilities are LLs presenting opportunities for learners to take on the 
roles of language investigators and users rather than being limited to the role of learners; providing 
alternative extension activities that can bridge the classroom with the outside world and engage learners 
with their own communities; incidental language learning taking place; the potential for the development 
and stimulation of pragmatic analysis, multimodal analysis, learners' translingual and transcultural 
competences (e.g., Cenoz & Gorter, 2008; Sayer, 2010; Malinowski et al., 2020). Such �ndings and 
possibilities are perhaps not surprising given that LL “is an ideologically loaded space shaped by both local 
and global forces and displaying a full range of communicative modalities” (Rowland, 2013, p. 512). It is 
this dynamic and authentic nature of LL which serves as a valuable pedagogical resource for teachers to 
incorporate into the curriculum. erefore, L2 teachers should imagine and �nd new ways for L2 learners 
to comprehend, become aware of, and engage with the discursive and semiotic articulations of Linguistic 
Landscapes.

Literacies-Centered Pedagogical Models for LL-inclusive L2 Teaching
As mentioned above, learners' agentive LL-based inquiries in out-of-classroom contexts as part of tasks 
designed by educators have occupied center stage in LL research with a pedagogical vantage point. 
However, as recently illustrated by Maxim (2020) and Bever and Richardson (2020), employing a 
pedagogical framework can make a value-added contribution to the development of L2 learners' 
multiliteracies and multicompetences. e collaborative, iterative approach put forward by Maxim 
(2020) is particularly valuable as learners engage in a collaborative work by following steps with the 
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assistance of their teacher and classmates in the suggested framework. Yet, we need to gain a better 
understanding of how LL can serve as a site for adopting various types of pedagogies including 
multiliteracies (New London Group, 1996), implementing activities based on community- and project-
based learning, and leveraging instructional technologies for maximizing the pedagogical values of LL as 
highlighted in the scholarship (Malinowski et al., 2020). Such efforts are particularly crucial as LL needs 
to be systematically incorporated into L2 classes featuring students of various pro�ciency levels and ages. 
In response to the need for further investigation and a pedagogical framework to move LL-centered 
inquires beyond a single-time integration in L2 settings, this paper aims to introduce Multiliteracies 
Framework (New London Group, 1996) and Bridging Activities Framework (orne & Reinhardt, 
2008) as literacies-centered pedagogies to implement LL-based activities for L2 teaching and learning 
purposes in a systematic way.  

Extending the traditional de�nition of literacy, the Multiliteracies framework encompasses two 'multis', 
one of which takes the various meaning-making processes in a multitude of contexts into consideration 
while the other 'multi' highlights the increasing ways of meaning-making modes including oral, visual, 
audio and spatial patterns (Cope & Kalantzis, 2015). While the �rst one ensures that literacy teaching is 
not restricted to standard forms of language(s) and provides a space for learners to negotiate differences in 
meaning exchanges, the latter values the incorporation of a range of multimodal resources (e.g., the digital 
media) into the curriculum. For the purpose of engaging learners in practices of meaning design, the 
pedagogical structure of multiliteracies instruction is organized through the four major dimensions: 
situated practice, overt instruction, critical framing, and transformed practice (New London Group, 
1996). It is through these phases that learners interact with others, interpret and produce meanings, and 
transform their practices while revisiting each phase as needed. Situated practice comprises learners' 
engagement in meaningful and experiential practices without a critical re�ection and through building on 
their previous knowledge and background. Overt instruction involves explicit pedagogical activities for 
learners to “systematically analyze the formal and functional features of texts so that they may use them to 
construct meaning on their own” (Allen & Paesani, 2010, p. 123). Critical framing entails activities 
through which learners are encouraged to notice, critically analyze and interpret relationships between 
language use and sociocultural contexts. Finally, learners create new texts based on the samples provided, 
or reappropriate them for different contexts that may target alternative audiences as part of transformed 
practice activities. Overall, learners are expected to critically engage in a multitude of discourses and 
semiotic systems and actively participate in the participatory culture through their own designs and 
transformed practices.

Bridging Activities Framework (henceforth BAF) is another framework suggested for efficient and 
systematic LL-based activities to be incorporated into classroom contexts. Informed by awareness-
oriented and literacies-centered pedagogical frameworks, BAF is developed for working with student-
selected or created digital texts and communicative practices in L2 classrooms (Reinhardt, 2021; orne 
& Reinhardt, 2008). A major aspect of bridging activities is the emphasis placed on learner involvement 
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particularly in the selection of texts to be examined in class, through which students' digital literacy 
practices are showcased for a heightened analytic and experiential awareness. A three-phase cycle is 
followed for the implementation of bridging activities: observation and collection, guided exploration 
and analysis, creation and participation. While the �rst part of each phase (i.e., observation, guided 
exploration, creation) is implicitly based in situated practice principles, the second part of the phases (i.e., 
collection, analysis, participation) necessitates a more critical approach along with an explicit pedagogical 
intervention. Activities of the �rst stage, observation and collection, comprise students observing taking 
notes of their own literacy practices, and collecting digital texts and materials of interests in the target 
language. Guided exploration and analysis activities involve noticing, comprehending, and critically 
analyzing linguistic and social features of the practices and text under the explicit guidance of instructor. 
Finally, in the creation and participation phase, learners design appropriate texts and participate in the 
digital communities through overt instruction, modeling, and collaborative negotiation. Overall, learners 
are expected to develop critical awareness of their agency in a wide range of literacy practices through 
observation, exploration and creation of texts in the target language as well as the inclusion of their own 
digital experiences (orne & Reinhardt, 2008).

Literacies-Based Linguistic Landscapes in L2 Teaching and Learning 
Considering the ever-changing semiotic nature of LL, it is essential for language users and learners to 
successfully navigate through this ideologically loaded arena, which often consists of both localized and 
global content representing a rich linguistic and cultural diversity. Also marked by such complexity, this is 
true for digital linguistic landscapes, where varied discourses, forms, signs, and symbols are frequently 
represented, circulated, blended, and reappropriated for various purposes. us, learners are frequently 
exposed to such content and expected to engage in multiple literacy practices including transgenre and 
translingual literacies (Solmaz, 2015, 2017). e incorporation of a spatialized approach into second 
language classes can assist in addressing recent concerns of the �eld including fostering critical social 
awareness, cultivating symbolic and translingual competences, bridging in and out-of-class contexts. To 
serve these purposes and contribute to the efforts for the reimagination of second language education and 
literacy development through place-based approaches, I suggest the adoption of a literacies-based 
pedagogy informed by Multiliteracies and Bridging Activities Frameworks. A literacies-centered 
Linguistic Landscapes in Second Language Teaching and Learning (LLinL2TL) pedagogy can bring 
together major arguments of both frameworks such as the integration of multiple modalities and 
meaning-making processes, diverse set of semiotic repertoires through teacher-mediated activities 
accompanied by contributions from learners. is model is not presented as a replacement of activities 
designed and developed by language teachers. Rather, it is intended to present new ways for teachers to 
engage learners in understanding how language and non-linguistic resources co-create meaning, 
sociocultural values placed behind such meanings, the emerging semiotic productions and activities 
carried out at learners' communities, and the representation of the relationship between power, ideology, 
and play in a particular space through a synchronic and diachronic view of LL (Malinowski, 2020).
A pedagogical implementation of a LLinL2TL model would feature a 4-phase cycle of activities adapted 
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from Multiliteracies and Bridging Activities frameworks: situated practice, guided analysis, creation, 
transformed practice. Situated practice activities assist learners in developing an awareness of linguistic 
landscapes and semiotics through activating their background knowledge. Guided exploration comprises 
activities including recognizing and critically analyzing the linguistic and sociocultural features of the LL 
resource through an explicit guidance by instructor. Creation activities encourage learners to participate 
in teacher-provided tasks of designing signs or texts similar to the model. ese activities are conducted 
through individual, pair, or group work in classroom in hopes of learners developing further familiarity 
with the examined LL material. Finally, in transformed practice activities, students individually engage 
with the texts and signs in the genre under study in out-of-classroom contexts. Learners are expected to 
�nd or create authentic LL signs, re�ect on them, and bring them back to classroom for sharing their 
observations and analyses.   

Sample Activities in LL-inclusive L2 Teaching and Learning Pedagogy 
Several sample activities are presented below in an effort to illustrate literacies-based LL-inclusive L2 
teaching and learning (L2TL) pedagogy in classroom contexts. Although these brief examples feature all 
four-phase cycle, the activities can be reordered and/or reappropriated with respect to the factors such as 
the pro�ciency level, needs of students, and sociocultural contexts. As in other literacies-centered 
pedagogies, the pedagogical procedure follows a non-linear, cyclical format that can be revisited or further 
emphasized as needed.

Activity 1: Tipping Culture (Intercultural Awareness)
A sample lesson featuring all four stages might be centered on tipping culture, which can be either built as 
a stand-alone lesson or incorporated into and presented as part of a topic such as food and eating. Situated 
practice activities might start with the presentation of a tip jar image as a sample representation of what 
might be called as the linguistic landscape of tip jars (Image 1). Students' previous knowledge and 
experience in tipping practice can be activated through conversational lead-in questions and their 
interests might be raised through directing their focus to semiotic elements of the image. Depending on 
the previous preparation of instructor and the topics covered in class, images selected by students 
themselves can be adopted in this stage as well. In guided exploration, a teacher-mediated discussion can 
assist learners in recognizing and critically examining the functions of the relevant images/signs presented 
(Images 1, 2, 3). Students can engage with the LL resources through questions similar to the following: 
Ÿ What do you see in terms of texts and signs/symbols?
Ÿ Who wrote these texts? 
Ÿ Who is the intended audience?
Ÿ What is the message conveyed through these images? 
Ÿ Where do you think the pictures are taken? What do images reveal about the shops where these images 

are taken? 
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Such questions are particularly valuable for learners to notice and comprehend linguistic and social 
features of the LL materials under study. To illustrate, guiding students to make a guess about the type of 
shop can encourage students to question the connection and the relationship between the tip jar and the 
space it is located. Although there is limited text displayed in Image 2, which is taken at a coffee shop called 
Vaqueros (i.e., Cowboys in Spanish), students' discovery of the function of the milking bucket can be 
quite valuable for gaining an understanding of the value and embedded meanings of spatial patterns. A 
similar awareness from a language perspective can be achieved through focusing on textual message (e.g., 
Image 3) for learners to be exposed to linguistic input from a non-textbook environment.
In creation stage, activities entail learners taking part in instructor-designed tasks, which require them to 
create materials similar to the analyzed model(s). For example, students in pairs or groups can draw a tip 
jar design with signage that can be attractive for customers. Alternatively, learners can draw design two jars 
to be placed together, which can work as a strategy to attract more money as sampled in Image 4. e goal 
is to ensure that learners further their familiarity with LL materials or the genre under analysis. Organizing 

Images* 3 (left), 4 (right). Linguistic Landscape of Tip Jars #2.

Images* 1 (left), 2 (right). Linguistic Landscape of Tip Jars #1.
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the activities at this stage in classroom context is essential as students learn more about designing process 
through joint negotiation with support from their peers and instructor. 

Transformed practice activities comprise learners engaging in teacher-provided or self-decided relevant 
tasks involving autonomous and agentive practices. ese out-of-class individual activities may entail; a) 
tip jar designing featuring a persuasive text and appropriating it for a speci�c type of shop and intended 
audience, b) encouraging learners to participate in a tip jar contest at school as a follow up to the 
aforementioned activity, c) asking students to learn more about tipping culture between home and target 
language cultures and whether/how similarities/differences are illustrated through tip jar designs, d) 
�nding a shop with a tip jar, interviewing the shop owner(s), and analyzing the jar's meaning through a 
consideration of its (non-)presence and evolvement through time from a diachronic perspective. Such 
activities along with creation tasks can also be used as assessment tools as well as materials to be adopted for 
situated practice stage for the following lesson. 

Activity 2: T-shirt Talk (English as a Lingua Franca)
A sample lesson may focus on the text and signs featured on clothes, which can be utilized as LL resources 
due to their ubiquity and a large volume of English language presence on them. Situated practice activities 
might include a teacher-guided lead-in questions to elicit information about learners' views on the types 
of texts and signs they have on their dresses or observations about them. Following a discussion on 
languages and signs they often see on clothes, learners' attention can be directed at a sample t-shirt image 
displaying both texts and symbols (i.e., Image 5). Student-curated content can be shared at this stage as 
well. As part of guided exploration, learners can observe and identify relationships between the idiomatic 
expression (i.e., I love you to the moon and back) and other semiotic elements (e.g., shape of stars, hearts, 
moon) in Image 5 as well as the text (i.e., I may be nerdy but only periodically) and visual representation of 
textual elements (i.e., the use of periodic table) in Image 6. Students can critically analyze the functions of 
language and non-linguistic elements through teacher-mediated questions including: 
Ÿ What do you see in terms of texts and signs/symbols?
Ÿ What kinds of messages are given through these t-shirt designs? 
Ÿ Why do you think t-shirts are supported with multimodal elements?
Ÿ Where do you think these t-shirts are sold? 
Ÿ For whom would you buy these t-shirts and why?
Ÿ Do you think that the color choices (purple in Image 5, gray in Image 6) in these t-shirts are on 

purpose? Why or why not?

ese sample questions can be expanded and reformulated in accordance with the pro�ciency level and 
interest of the learners. Such questions not only create an interactive atmosphere, but also set the stage for 
instructor's explicit instruction and leading of the emerging discussions. Although a list of pre-set 
questions including inquiries about designer, textual and semiotic elements, and target audience of LL 
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As part of in-class creation activities, learners can take part in designing and drawing a clothes talk being 
inspired by the analyzed models at the previous stage. To illustrate, learners can form pairs and groups to 
work on designing a t-shirt in a collaborative manner. Students are expected to take some factors into the 
consideration while designing their products: type of clothing, age of target audience, and the 
combination of visual and textual elements. Given the fact that such in-class activities function as a 
preparation for individual out-of-class individual projects, learners who create quick sketches of the 
model can be encouraged to build their individual practice on the work created at this stage. Learners 
presenting their works at the end of the class can provide additional ideas for struggling students and 
create extended opportunities for further negotiation of meaning through analysis of student works.

Transformed practice activities, which are suggested to take place outside the classroom context, can 
involve agentive inquiries and projects including; a) learners visiting a clothing store to take pictures of 
English texts or write them down to critically analyze the linguistic and semiotic choices, b) asking 
students to check their wardrobe at home for the purpose of �nding clothes with English text for the 
purpose of observing and examining them, c) learners conducting interviews with friends or family 
members who possess clothing items with English on them about their awareness and learn about the 
choices of buying such dresses being purposeful or not, d) students visiting online websites of two 
different clothing stores (targeting individuals from different socio-economic backgrounds) to compare 
the (non-)presence of English on a speci�c type of clothing item across both brands, and e) designing and 
creating a t-shirt by incorporating multilingual and multimodal elements by making deliberate choices on 
the following: type and size of font, colors of dress and texts, socio-economic status of target audience. 
Depending on the extent and duration of each activity, some of the activities can be adapted into semester-
long projects, in which multiple groups of students make contributions. Smaller and single-time only 
projects can be utilized as part of the situated practice in the next lesson.

Images* 5 (left), 6 (right). Linguistic Landscape of T-shirts
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Images** 7 (left), 8 (right). “Dude with sign” holding cardboard signs

Images** 9 (left), 10 (right). “Dude with sign” holding cardboard signs

Activity 3: Dude with Sign (Critical Social Media Literacies)
Another lesson idea is inspired by the social media posts of a user named Seth, or more widely known as 
“Dude with Sign” (@dudewithsign on Instagram). Seth's posts on social media feature photos of him 
carrying signboards. Some of these signs can be adopted as LL resources since an individual's critical 
stance on a wide range of issues are re�ected, the posts often feature humorous elements as well as a 
critique of everyday face-to-face situations and social media actions. Situated practice activities may start 
with lead-in questions to activate learner experiences and background knowledge on what cardboard signs 
are, the functions of such signs, where they are used, how they are prepared etc. Following a teacher-led 
conversational discussion, a sample image (Image 7) can be shared for the recognition of linguistic and 
multimodal elements used in the picture during the second stage of guided exploration. 
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Learners are engaged with the resource in a critical manner through teacher-mediated questions. In an 
effort to create a further interest and curiosity among learners, the image (see below) can be covered in a 
way to hide the text written on the signboard. Following questions can be directed for the purpose of a 
detailed analysis:
Ÿ Do you know the person in the photo? Have you ever seen him before?
Ÿ Where do you think this picture is taken? What kinds of clues can help you in making a guess?
Ÿ What kinds of signs do you see in the image? Where/how are they located?
Ÿ Look at the poster behind the person. What is it? Do you think the guy is standing in front of it on 

purpose? Why or why not?
Ÿ What does the text on the signboard say? Does it have anything do with the poster behind him?  

Similar questions can be created for various LL resources (e.g., Image 8, 9, 10) at this stage, which will 
provide additional possibilities for learners to engage in a critical interpretation of various signs with a 
different focus. For example, while the signboard in Image 8 can be utilized to engage in a discussion 
centered on the family member relations across different generations, Images 9 and 10 can create an 
avenue of discussing and critically examining social media posts to discuss what kinds of digital actions are 
considered 'right' or 'wrong' for whom and why. Presenting multiple examples of the theme or genre 
covered in the lesson can be particularly useful since students are exposed to several samples, thus �nding 
extra means of analysis for a heightened awareness of the LL concept and signs. Furthermore, it can be a 
good activity to conclude this stage by guiding students to think and re�ect on the similarities and 
differences across the signs.

In creation activities, learners are engaged in tasks focusing on the production of comparable signs to the 
analyzed models. To illustrate, students could create a sign featuring a part of a dialog with a family 
member (e.g., a response to mom's repeated reminders), in which the model would be Image 8. As 
another activity modeled after Images 9 and 10, learners could design a sign including a potential critique 
of social media posts (e.g., couples possessing a single social media account). Presenting alternatives can 
positively contribute to the agency development of learners as they are more likely to experience a sense of 
freedom across the tasks. It is aimed that students gain familiarity with the type of LLs under examination 
through peer assistance and instructor support.

Out-of-classroom transformed activities could entail learner-initiated and led projects and inquiries 
including the following: a) learners engaging in a quest to explore the social media account 
“@Dudewithsign” for collecting posts they are interested in and bring them to class for peer interaction 
and further analysis, b) students observe the reactions of people to “@Dudewithsign” posts and analyze 
the linguistic and multimodal patterns across them, c) learners design a cardboard sign to create awareness 
on a social issue such as violence, animal abuse, social justice and equality and talk about their sign, the 
process of design, and its intended message, d) students make an online search of a teacher-provided 
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examples of protests for the purpose of observing and analyzing some of the signs created and presented as 
part of these protests. In addition to being adopted for assessment purposes, such tasks can be rewarding 
for learners if they are featured as part of situated practice activities of another class. 

Conclusion
e present paper attempted to describe a literacies-based Linguistic Landscape-inclusive second 
language teaching and learning (LLinL2TL) pedagogy to maximize the potential of LL for critical 
language awareness, literacy development, and translingual and transcultural competences among other 
bene�ts. Informed by Multiliteracies approach (New London Group, 1996) and Bridging Activities 
Framework (orne & Reinhardt, 2008) and inspired by the semiotic nature of ideologically loaded space 
of LLs, the suggested literacies-centered pedagogy aims to make a value-added contribution to the 
reimagination of L2 education and literacy development through place-based approaches. e pedagogy 
highlights the incorporation of multiple modalities, meaning-making processes, a multitude of linguistic 
and semiotic repertoires through teacher-guided activities. e overall goal is to present new ways for 
educators to engage learners in comprehending the ways language and non-linguistic resources create 
meaning together, sociocultural values embedded in those meanings, making sense of semiotic 
productions they come across at their own communities and online spaces, and the connection between 
ideology, power, and language play in a constrained space through both synchronic and diachronic LL 
perspectives. Finally, it is important to underscore that the four-phase cycle of the literacies-based LL-
inclusive pedagogy does not enforce a structured pedagogical intervention. Rather, its cyclical, non-linear 
nature is compatible with the dynamic features of LL and necessitates a highlight on student-selected and 
created content to successfully engage within the participatory culture.

* Images courtesy of the author. Images 1, 2, and 3: Fort Worth, TX; Image 4: Tucson, AZ; Images 5 and 6: 
Houston, TX.
** Images courtesy of @dudewithsign on Instagram.
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AIRPORT SIGNS (Pre-Intermed�ate – A2)

Kardelen ASLAN
EFL Teacher Cand�date, D�cle Un�vers�ty

                                                                                  

INTRODUCTION
Airport signs are the expressions that help people �nd what they are looking for. With these materials, it 
can be said that teaching airport signs will be bene�cial for both the students of Aviation English and those 
of General English. After using the materials developed and included here, students will learn the target 
vocabulary related to airport signs, use these target vocabularies in reasonable contexts afterwards, and 
comprehend the importance of cultural aspect thanks to seeing the usage of these airport signs. ese 
materials show that airport signs can be used to teach Linguistic Landscapes as well since students may not 
be aware of this topic. 

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Airport (noun)  : A place where planes land and take off.  
Strictly (adv.)  : Precisely, in a speci�c/exact way. 
Authority (noun) :  Person/people in command. 
Prohibit (verb)  : To forbid something. 
Lounge (noun)  :  A waiting room which can also be found at airports.
Departure (noun) : Leaving time and place.
Gate (noun)  :  e door from which people get on/off to/from an airplane.

OBSERVATION THROUGH LEAD-IN QUESTIONS
Ÿ Have you ever been to an airport before? 
Ÿ What have you done there? Did you �y or welcome/see off someone?
Ÿ Have you ever seen airport signs there? 
Ÿ Is it hard for you to understand the signs at the airport or bus station for you? 
Ÿ Are such signs useful at train or bus station, airport etc.? 
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#Image3
Ÿ Which languages do you see in the image?
Ÿ Do English and Indian languages look similar or different? 

In what ways?
Ÿ Where do you think this picture might have been taken?
Ÿ It is said that eating carpet is strictly prohibited at Chennai 

International Airport. Why do you think? Did someone eat 
the carpet before? 

Ÿ Do you think there is a mistranslation here? How can it be 
�xed?

(A general airport sign image)

(An image taken at Barcelona Airport – 
El Prat, Spain)

(Chennai International Airport, India) 

#Image1
Ÿ Where is this picture taken? What place could this be?
Ÿ What �ights do you see in the picture? Are these planes 

coming or leaving?
Ÿ Which �ights are on time and which ones are cancelled or 

delayed?
Ÿ At what time does Shanghai �ight arrive? To which gate will 

it approach?
Ÿ Which �ight arrives at 15:14 and to which gate will it 

approach?

#Image2
Ÿ Which languages do you see in this airport sign?
Ÿ Where do you think this picture might have been taken?
Ÿ Why does each line is written in a different color?
Ÿ Which language is given more priority over the other two 

languages?
Ÿ Do you think the small images represent what is written 

there?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ (Images)A�rport S�gns Stock Photo Database 
Ÿ (Classroom Act�v�t�es)Engl�sh ESL Worksheets for Role Play 
Ÿ (Story, Text)e Robot: A read�ng story 
Ÿ (Audio, Video) L�sten�ng Lesson: A�rport Announcements 
Ÿ (Video, Vocabulary)A�rport Engl�sh Vocabulary 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Since we should encourage our students to use English or any other foreign language outside, as an 
instructor, you ask the students to visit an airport and take a picture of an airport sign and make a 
presentation to the class by answering such questions: Is the sign creative? Is the sign helpful? Do you 
want to re-design this sign? Did you learn new vocabulary? What are these? 

Ÿ Your students may not have an opportunity to visit an airport or take a picture of it. In case of this, as a 
teacher, you may realize a competition in the class. In the light of the signs you have shown in the class, 
you ask your students, who are divided into groups, to design a brand-new airport sign. en, the 
leader of each group will come to draw their sign on the board. You, as a jury, will select which group is 
the best. In addition, this group will be the best of the day in the class.

Ÿ   material can be used as a drama play in the class if the students are ready. e �s role-play mater�al
unknown words or language items can be taught by the instructor in the class, or the students may 
study on them at home. 

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available  here.
Images in this material are used for non-commercial educational purposes. 
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https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo/airport-signs.html
https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo/airport-signs.html
https://en.islcollective.com/english-esl-worksheets/grammar/verb-tenses/airport/25969
https://www.bbc.co.uk/learningenglish/english/features/childrens-stories/therobot
https://www.bbc.co.uk/learningenglish/english/features/childrens-stories/therobot
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xyJhyoD2Qz4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xyJhyoD2Qz4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qF6fbkE-Qn0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qF6fbkE-Qn0
https://en.islcollective.com/english-esl-worksheets/grammar/verb-tenses/airport/25969
http://llineltproject.com/tema/genel/uploads/katalog/dosya/Airport_Signs_Pre-Intermediate_-_A2.pdf


AMERICAN RESTAURANTS (Upper-Intermed�ate -B2)

 M�zg�n DAĞ 
EFL Teacher Cand�date, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
Restaurants are indispensable part of our daily lives. ey can be found almost anywhere in the world. As 
they provide lots of visual and cultural elements, it can be a great idea to use them in English language 
classes.  As a teacher, you can make use of materials like menus, posters, price-boards, etc. in restaurants. 
You may want to talk about how to give an order. You may also talk about the language used in restaurants. 
Moreover, you can ask general questions to your students about restaurants and your students' food 
preferences. More importantly, you can make use of the images and resources below to engage students in 
discussions about a variety of topics. 

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Side Order :  An extra dish of food (vegetables or salad) that is served with the main dish. 
Loin  :  Meat from the back of an animal near the tail.
Brisket  :  Meat from the chest of a cow.
Chop  :  A small piece of meat with a bone in it.
Pint  :  A unit of liquid or dry capacity equal to one eight gallons.
Cob  :  Cylindrical woody part of the maize ear to which the grains are attached.

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Do you go to restaurants? If so, how often do you go?
Ÿ Do you have a favorite restaurant in your city? What is its name?
Ÿ What makes a restaurant a good restaurant?
Ÿ Do you have a favorite spot in your favorite restaurant?
Ÿ Do you have a regular meal in your favorite restaurant?
Ÿ Is side order a must for you? What is your favorite side order?
Ÿ Do you prefer home-made meals or eating outside?
Ÿ Do you like chain restaurants or places speci�c to your hometown?
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#Image3
Ÿ What kind of restaurant is this? Would you like to eat here?
Ÿ Do you think there are too many texts, posters etc. in this place?
Ÿ Do you see any similarities with the restaurants in your country? 

In what ways?
Ÿ Would you say it is a self-service restaurant? Why or why not?
Ÿ Do you think there is a mistranslation here? How can it be �xed?

#Image1
Ÿ What do you see in picture? What kind of restaurant is 

this?
Ÿ How do you like the text written on the back of the guy's t-

shirt? Do you agree or disagree with it?
Ÿ What can you say about the menu? How are the prices?
Ÿ Is fast-food popular in your country? How are 

#Image2
Ÿ Where do you think this picture is taken? 
Ÿ Do you think it is something appropriate for a restaurant 

to write something like that? Why or why not?
Ÿ How would people react if this was in a restaurant in your 

country?
Ÿ Can you think of any funny yet serious warning that you 

have seen in restaurants?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(An image taken inside of an American 
barbeque-style restaurant in Clear Lake, Texas)

(An image taken inside of an American 
barbeque-style restaurant in Clear Lake, Texas)

(An image taken inside of an American 
barbeque-style restaurant in Clear Lake, 

Texas)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ (LLinELT Images)“Amer�can restaurant” gallery created as part of the project 
Ÿ '  (Video)e Worlds most �nterest�ng restaurants
Ÿ (Images)e Art of D�n�ng: Menus, a d�g�tal collect�on 
Ÿ (List, Images, Text)21 Best d�ners �n the Amer�ca 
Ÿ (Movie Trailer)Ratatou�lle: e Chef 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Tell students to form groups and create a title for their restaurant. Encourage them to support their 
creations through a restaurant logo, a tag line, and a menu.

Ÿ Ask students to visit a restaurant or a local dining place to observe the menu and see how much English 
is used in their menus or inside the shop. ey can share their experiences in the next class.

Ÿ Encourage students to choose one of the best restaurants �n the Un�ted States onl�ne. Later, ask them to 
create a small poster summar�z�ng some �nformat�on about the restaurant �nclud�ng the t�tle, the type 
of food, and some rev�ewer comments. 
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A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images courtesy of LLinELTProject.  

http://www.llineltproject.com/photo/american-restaurant.html
http://www.llineltproject.com/photo/american-restaurant.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YqLxtzZoNBE
http://d.library.unlv.edu/digital/collection/menus/search
http://d.library.unlv.edu/digital/collection/menus/search
https://www.thrillist.com/eat/nation/the-best-diners-in-america-classic-american-diners-24-hour-diners
https://www.thrillist.com/eat/nation/the-best-diners-in-america-classic-american-diners-24-hour-diners
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVeNEbh3A4U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVeNEbh3A4U
http://llineltproject.com/tema/genel/uploads/katalog/dosya/American_Restaurants_Upper-intermediate-B2.pdf


APOLLO MISSION LUNAR LANDING (Intermed�ate –B1)

Neşe GÜZELSOY 
EFL Teacher Cand�date, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
Even though astronomy generally requires a special interest, it does not mean that it cannot be used as an 
authentic, fun resource/topic in English language classes. You may use logos, pictures of space-themed t-
shirts and cups, and movie posters which are about Apollo missions to talk about it. You may also talk 
about fan fairs which have a spacecraft and astronaut concept as well. Talking about toys that are designed 
for Apollo Missions is perfectly suitable idea as well. In addition, discussing some of the widely popular 
space-centered TV series, programs, and movies can be useful as well. You may start talking about NASA, 
Apollo Missions, what students are interested in terms of astronomy, and the frequently used terms, such 
as astronaut, spaceship, rocket and moonwalk. Later, you can ask students questions by showing images in 
the gallery and make use of digital resources included in this material.

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Control center :  A building where a series of operations are directed by a group of people 
Spacecraft :  A vehicle designed to �y in outer space, also known as spaceship 
Astronaut :  A person who is trained to travel in a spacecraft, also known as cosmonaut and spaceman 
Moon rock :  A piece of rock found on the moon 
NASA  :  An independent agency of USA that is responsible for the civilian space program
Moonwalk :  An act or period of walking on the surface of the moon. 
Apollo 11 :  e �rst manned space�ight mission landing on the moon

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Do you have a special interest for astronomy? 
Ÿ Do you want to go to outer space?
Ÿ Do aliens exist? How do you think they (would) look like?
Ÿ Have you ever dreamed to be an astronaut when you were a child?
Ÿ Have you ever heard about Apollo missions?
Ÿ What is a moonwalk? Who did the “moonwalk”?
Ÿ Have you ever seen a spacecraft or a rocket?
Ÿ How often do you see NASA's logo in your environment?
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#Image3
Ÿ Have you ever heard that famous quote; “One small 

step for man, one giant leap for mankind”?
Ÿ What is the difference between a step and a leap?
Ÿ Have you ever used this quote in your life? Where? 

Why?
Ÿ When is the newspaper in the picture published?
Ÿ Why and where is this newspaper exhibited? 

#Image1
Ÿ Is that picture from a movie? What do you think? Where 

is this picture taken?
Ÿ When do you think this picture is taken? What makes 

you think that?
Ÿ Who do you think works there? What quali�cations do 

you need to work there?
Ÿ What kind of texts are there on display? What are they 

used for?

#Image2
Ÿ Where is this picture taken? Is it the moon or a movie 

set? Why?
Ÿ What is that blue round shaped thing behind?
Ÿ Is it possible to drive a vehicle on the moon? How?
Ÿ Who sent these astronauts to the space? How do you 

know who they are?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(Apollo Lunar Mission Control Room)

(Neil Armstrong's well-known quote printed on the 
newspaper, which is presented at NASA Johnson 
Space Center as part of Apollo Mission Lunar 

Landing exhibit)

(A representation of lunar landing at NASA Johnson 
Space Center)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ (LL�nELT Images)“Apollo M�ss�on Lunar Land�ng” photo gallery 
Ÿ ' (Text & Playl�st)“Moon Tunes”: A Select�on of Songs about Earths Moon & Complete L�st of Songs 
Ÿ (Movie clip)“Houston, We have a problem” scene from the mov�e “Apollo 13”  
Ÿ (Text and Images) All about the moon: Facts 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Encourage students to observe streets, different products such as toys and t-shirts that have a space 
concept, take pictures of their images to present in class.

Ÿ Ask students to imagine as if they are reporters and the �rst manned Apollo (11) landed on the moon. 
What would they choose to write an impressive headline for this historic event? Display 3 best 
headlines as an award.

Ÿ Assign students to bring a few rocks from streets to introduce the class as moon rocks. Ask them to 
prepare a short display text for these rocks and choose the best display text according to the choice of 
the class.

Ÿ Tell students to imagine as if they were astronauts and assign them to write a day of their life in the 
moon as an astronaut. Award the most creative diary.

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images courtesy of LLinELTProject.  
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http://www.llineltproject.com/photo/apollo-mission-lunar-landing.html
http://www.llineltproject.com/photo/apollo-mission-lunar-landing.html
https://www.npr.org/2019/07/18/742624713/moon-tunes-songs-to-celebrate-our-glowing-orb
https://thirdrockradio.net/moon-tunes-2019/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3J1AO9z0tA&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C3J1AO9z0tA&feature=youtu.be
https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/all-about-the-moon/en/
https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/all-about-the-moon/en/
http://llineltproject.com/tema/genel/uploads/katalog/dosya/Apollo_Mission_Lunar_Landing_Intermediate-B1.pdf


ART AS A WAY OF EXPRESSION (Intermed�ate –B1)

Sabahat MENCİKOĞLU 
EFL Teacher Cand�date, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
Human be�ngs have always felt the need to express themselves �n var�ous ways throughout h�story. 
erefore, people resort to the art as �t �s a powerful tool to “sp�ll out” those soul-dra�n�ng emot�ons or/and 
the �nsp�rat�on that �s struggl�ng to be drawn out. In th�s regard, art can be cons�dered as one of the most 
product�ve and compell�ng means to teach the language, as �t forms a ground to ut�l�ze from v�sual 
mater�als, construct �ntell�gent and appeal�ng d�scuss�ons wh�ch a strong bond of conversat�onal 
connect�on �s formed. Furthermore, v�suals of art attract the students` attent�on and a�d concentrat�on, as 
well as help�ng to make the assoc�ated language memorable. Also, wh�le teach�ng the language, alongs�de 
teach�ng art related vocabulary, �mprov�ng wr�t�ng and speak�ng sk�lls �n Engl�sh, the students can create a 
connect�on w�th the�r �ntrapersonal persona. Add�t�onally, they w�ll learn how and what k�nd of quest�ons 
to ask about the works of art, and be able to evaluate and g�ve cr�t�ques on a var�ety of top�cs s�nce art �tself 
touches a w�de range of var�at�on. Lastly, as the art can be found �n anywhere �n mult�ple forms and shapes, 
students can be ass�gned to fulfill outs�de the classroom tasks much eas�ly.
  

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Masterp�ece : A work of outstand�ng art�stry, sk�ll, or workmansh�p.
Exh�b�t  : Publ�cly d�splay (a work of art or �tem of �nterest) �n an art gallery or museum or a trade fa�r.
Aesthet�c : Concerned w�th beauty or the apprec�at�on of beauty (adj.)    
Avant-garde :  New and exper�mental �deas and methods �n art, mus�c, or l�terature. 
Evocat�ve :  Work of art that expresses smt. very clearly and makes you have a strong react�on to �t.
F�gurat�ve : e art that represents people, objects, and scenes rather than repsresent�ng feel�ngs or 

�deas that the abstract art does.
Arty-crafty : Desp�te hav�ng �nterest �n art, lack�ng real art�st�c touch. Pretent�ously art�st�c. 

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Do you l�ke v�s�t�ng museums? How often do you v�s�t them?
Ÿ Have you ever been to an art gallery?
Ÿ Do you have a favour�te art�st? If yes, what do you l�ke about h�m/her and h�s/her art?
Ÿ Do you l�ke watch�ng art mov�es, documentar�es etc.?
Ÿ Have you ever come across any work of street art or any work that you th�nk of as an art? 
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#Image3
Ÿ Have you ever heard th�s quote before? Do you th�nk �t 

�s a famous quote?
Ÿ Why �s th�s quote wr�tten on a bench? Is �t a publ�c 

bench?
Ÿ What could be the bu�ld�ng beh�nd the bench? Why? 

(Clue:  the system on the r�ght)
Ÿ Do you find the quote �nsp�r�ng? What �s actually tr�ed 

to be conveyed by the quote?
Ÿ How do you th�nk th�s p�ece �s an 'art work'?

#Image1
Ÿ What �s your first react�on to th�s?
Ÿ Why �s th�s p�ece of art exh�b�ted alone? Why �s there 

noth�ng else �n the room?
Ÿ How do you th�nk th�s work of art �s created?
Ÿ What do you th�nk of the w�ngs? What �s the purpose of 

them?
Ÿ Are you rem�nded of someth�ng or someone by th�s 

work?

#Image2
Ÿ Have you ever seen th�s street art before? Do you have 

any �dea about the locat�on?
Ÿ What �s the art created on? Is �t legal to do th�s?
Ÿ Who could have made th�s work of street art? Is �t the 

state off�c�als or some random person?
Ÿ What �s the message here? What �s the art�st try�ng to 

tell?
Ÿ Would �t be enough to del�ver the message �f there was 

no pa�nt�ng at all? Would �t catch any attent�on?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(Book W�th W�ngs by Anselm K�efer at the Modern 
Art Museum of Fort Worth, TX, USA)

(An �mage of a bench w�th an �nsp�rat�onal quote 
taken �n USA)

(Street art created around the Market Street corr�dor 
�n West Ph�ladelph�a, PA, USA)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ (LL�nELT Images)Modern Art �mage gallery  
Ÿ (L�st, Images)25 best examples of modern art  
Ÿ (Text)How to g�ve an art cr�t�que 
Ÿ (V�deo)How to g�ve a proper art cr�t�que 
Ÿ (Blog)Fylers /templates for art exh�b�t�on 
Ÿ (Blog)Des�gn�ng a fyler 
Ÿ  (TEDed, v�deo)how anc�ent art �n�uenced modern art
Ÿ (L�st, v�deos)A l�st for the best art mov�es 
Ÿ (Documentary tra�ler)Struggle: e L�fe and Lost Art of Szukalsk�- Tra�ler 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Ask students to des�gn e�ther a fyler or a homepage for the open�ng of a so-called exh�b�ton. ey can 
form groups �f they l�ke. In th�s case, the 3 of the most appeal�ng works can be rewarded. 

Ÿ Encourage students to v�s�t a museum or an art gallery �n the c�ty and wr�te a cr�t�que or some rev�ewer 
comments for a p�ece of art work. Opt�onally, those who don`t l�ke go�ng out can develop a work on an 
art work they p�ck onl�ne. Rem�nd them to make use of sources they`ll be suppl�ed w�th.

Ÿ Ass�gn students to create “a p�ece of art” to pr�nt on the�r favour�te belong�ngs. ey can do �t �n the 
trad�t�onal way by us�ng paper and crayons etc. or through technolog�cal dev�ces such as apps �f they 
l�ke. 

Ÿ Encourage students to br�ng v�suals of anyth�ng they th�nk of as art they come across outs�de the class 
and create your own exh�b�t�on/art gallery �n the class.
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A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images (1-3) courtesy of LLinELTProject. Image #2 in this material is used for non-commercial 

educational purposes.

http://llineltproject.com/photo/modern-art.html
https://www.thewowstyle.com/25-best-examples-of-modern-art/
https://emptyeasel.com/2007/06/18/how-to-give-an-art-critique-constructive-criticism-for-artists/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rbEK2SvP7LI
https://www.mycreativeshop.com/templates/flyers/art-show
https://www.designcap.com/app/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9RrO0dtu5M
https://www.theurbanlist.com/a-list/best-art-movies
https://youtu.be/sPkoW4cmqT8
http://llineltproject.com/tema/genel/uploads/katalog/dosya/Art_as_a_Way_of_Expression_Intermediate-B1.pdf


ASTRONOMY (Pre-Intermed�ate – A2 )

Bahar SALTİKAL, Diren Dersim TUTAY, Mercan AK
EFL Teacher Candidates, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
Astronomy is a natural science exploring sky objects and celestial phenomena to explain their origin and 
evolution. Not only physics, but also mathematics and chemistry are also used for these purposes. Space 
and astronomy are remarkable and interesting topics especially for children. Galaxy, moon, planets and 
stars… All of them are quite attractive because they are far from us and people get curious about them. 
While teaching English to learners, various astronomy professions, planets, stars, or any space-related 
video and spacecraft posters can be used as materials.  Questions can be asked about what students know 
and what they wonder about space and astronomy. 

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Space  : An area or volume in a speci�c area.
Astronomy : e scienti�c study of the sky.
Planet  : It is a large object in space like Earth, Mercury and Mars. 
Periodical table : A table in which chemical elements are displayed.
Spacecraft : It is a vehicle for space exploration and transportation.
Rocket  : Rocket is a big vehicle that is launched into the air.

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Are you interested in space or planets?
Ÿ Do you think there are aliens? If so, how do you think they look like? Is there a language that we can 

communicate with them?
Ÿ Is going to space and have colonies there a good idea?
Ÿ Do you want to be an astronaut? Why or why not?
Ÿ Do you know Neil Armstrong? What did he do?
Ÿ Do you know what NASA is and what they do?
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#Image3
Ÿ Where do you think these two posters hung up? 
Ÿ Are they the same posters? If not, what are the 

differences between them?
Ÿ What does it say on the posters? What does the 

expression mean?
Ÿ What symbols and images are used in the posters? 

(Clue: Moon itself, &, arrows etc.)
Ÿ Who would buy these posters?

#Image1
Ÿ What do these letters mean on the t-shirt? Can you 

relate them to any school subject?
Ÿ Do you enjoy chemistry? Are there any TV series or 

movies related to chemistry that you like? (Clue: You 
may mention “Breaking Bad” and its type font maybe)

Ÿ Can you understand the joke?
Ÿ Where do you think this t-shirt is sold? How would/do 

you know it?

#Image2
Ÿ What objects can you see in the picture?
Ÿ What is the common point of these items in the picture? 

How do you understand it?
Ÿ Which socks would you like to buy?
Ÿ Where do you think this place is?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(A t-shirt product sold at the gift shop at NASA 
Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas, USA)

(Products sold at the gift shop at NASA Johnson 
Space Center in Houston, Texas, USA)

(Products sold at the gift shop at NASA Johnson 
Space Center in Houston, Texas, USA)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ (LLinELT Images)“Science and Astronomy” gallery at LLinELT project website 
Ÿ (Text)List of Great Scientists in Astronomy 
Ÿ (Resource database)European Space Agency teacher resources 
Ÿ ' (Video) Whats everyday life of an astronaut in space like? 
Ÿ (Web/Mobile app)ESA sky discovery portal to see the entire sky 
Ÿ (Video)Fun facts about International Space Station 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Ask students to draw a p�cture about space/astronauts and br�ng them to the class for a space-themed 
exh�b�t�on.

Ÿ Inv�te students to take part �n nam�ng the next Mars Rover. Watch th�s v�deo first, and then ask them to 
come up w�th names for the Mars Rover. ey share the�r name suggest�ons and why they chose them 
�n the next class. Vote for the best name.

Ÿ Encourage learners to observe the sky and take notes for a week. Ask them to share the�r notes w�th the 
class.

Ÿ Ask students to bu�ld/make a rocket sh�p by us�ng a cardboard (�nd�v�dually or group work), name �t, 
and br�ng the�r work to the class. (L�nk for a sample) 

Ÿ Encourage students to �mag�ne a day �n space and what they would do there. Ask them to wr�te a m�n� 
story and perform the�r work �n the class.

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images courtesy of LLinELTProject.  
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http://www.llineltproject.com/photo/science-and-astronomy.html
https://www.space.com/16095-famous-astronomers.html
https://www.esa.int/kids/en/teachers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eNbPoI8RPCQ
http://sky.esa.int
http://www.esa.int/kids/en/Multimedia/Videos/Paxi_on_the_ISS/Fun_facts_about_the_ISS
http://llineltproject.com/tema/genel/uploads/katalog/dosya/Astronomy_Pre-Intermediate-A2.pdf


AVIATION AND FLIGHTS (Pre-Intermediate – A2)

Yılmaz KASAPOĞLU 
EFL Teacher Candidate, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
No matter how you travel from point A to point B, when you hear an airplane jet noise, you look through 
the sky for �nding it. Also, during human life on earth stretching out for more than 12,000 years, 
attempting to �y has been the main issue for us. As an English teacher, this highly technological and 
historical area might be interesting for learners. e terms such as pilot, airplane, airport, and dynamics of 
�ying could be fun for many students in English language classes. Teachers may also help their students 
create their kites or simple plane models for the group project, organization, and presentations. Creating 
different airplane models can be enjoyable and it creates a gigantic impact on them by changing their 
thoughts about sky and �ying, as well as giving them opportunities for the expression of innovative ideas.

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Aviation : the act�v�ty of transport�ng people and goods by a�rcraft.
Cockpit : the part of the plane where the captain and his co-pilots sit.
Fuselage : the main part of the aircraft, in other words, the whole plane.
Gate  : place where passengers go to wait to board a plan.
rust  : the force created by the engine that moves the airplane through the air.
First-class : more expensive seating, with better services.
Jet lag  : tiredness due to travelling through different time zones.

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Do you have any �nterest for av�at�on?
Ÿ How old were you when you �ew your first k�te?
Ÿ Have you ever dreamed to wear a p�lot su�t?
Ÿ Do you want to �y a�rplane, a�r balloon or zepl�ne?
Ÿ How often do you hear a�rplane no�se �n your env�ronment?
Ÿ Have you ever been at an A�r Show?
Ÿ Have you ever travelled by plane? When? Where?
Ÿ Wh�ch a�rl�ne company do you prefer? What �s your thoughts about the�r symbols?
Ÿ Can you guess how many �tems are used for generat�ng an a�rplane?
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#Image3
Ÿ Read the quote �n the p�cture. Do you agree w�th �t or 

not?
Ÿ Where �s the second p�cture taken? Who could be the 

guy?
Ÿ What does the p�lot read �n cockp�t? 
Ÿ How would you react �f you had seen that?
Ÿ Wh�ch sk�lls do p�lots need to have? Do you th�nk that 

p�lot took the adv�ce of R�chard Branson?

#Image1
Ÿ Where �s th�s p�cture taken? What do you see �ns�de th�s 

place?
Ÿ What do you know about cockp�t? What are the 

d�fferences w�th other veh�cles?
Ÿ Is �t so compl�cated for you to detect �nd�cat�on and 

panel systems?
Ÿ Does p�lot use gas pedal for accelerat�on or another 

system for th�s pattern?

#Image2
Ÿ Have you ever been at an a�rport?
Ÿ Is �t clear to find exact locat�on w�th a�rport s�gns and 

�nformat�ons?
Ÿ Wh�ch languages can you see on the s�gns? Where �s th�s 

place?
Ÿ Wh�ch language �s used on top? What could be the 

reason for that?
Ÿ What are the mean�ngs of Check-�n hall, �nternat�onal 

park�ng bu�ld�ng, and P�ck-up Zone?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(W�ch�ta Dw�ght D. E�sebhower Nat�onal A�rport, 
Kansas, USA)

(A quote by Richard Branson and a pilot reading a 
book in the cockpit of a plane)

(An image taken at New Delhi Airport, India)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ (Images)Airline pictures 
Ÿ (Video)Turkish Airlines LEGO Safety Video 
Ÿ (Clip-arts, Coloring Pages, Worksheets)Aviation-related educational resources 
Ÿ (Video)How do planes �y? 
Ÿ (Video)35 Most popular airline logos of the world 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Encourage student for researching kite models, and then support them to make kites according to 
their own creations and their own models.

Ÿ Assign students to bring some pictures about planes and ask them to draw their models while changing 
some parts of planes and give more freedom to create different size and shape of planes.

Ÿ Ask students who want to play role like pilot, aircraft maintanence person, �ight attendant, air traffic 
controller, etc. for increasing their understanding regarding aviation. Organize this activity by 
providing guided instruction to students.

Ÿ Get permission from student's family and airport officers, then visit airport which is near your 
location. Get students talking with those who work there such as security guards, �ight attendants, 
pilots etc.
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A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images in this material are used for non-commercial educational purposes. 

http://www.airplane-pictures.net
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOFSYxhTdeI
https://www.teacherplanet.com/content/aviation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wFTHh-6jIT8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5P9eEBVdPk
http://llineltproject.com/tema/genel/uploads/katalog/dosya/Aviation_and_Flights_Pre-Intermediate_-_A2.pdf


BLACK LIVES MATTER (Upper-Intermediate -B2)

Berat TURA 
EFL Teacher Candidate, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
Black Lives Matter (BLM) is a social movement supporting civil protests against police brutality and 
racially motivated violence that are currently happening especially in the USA. It is a non-violent protest 
suggesting their philosophy of peacefulness.  e movement started in 2013 as a Twitter hashtag and is 
now extensive all around the world. e expressions and vocabulary that are used in the posters and in 
movements are various. is activity will not only provide students with vocabulary-expression 
knowledge, but they will also be informed about one of the most widespread social movements currently 
happening. 

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Racism  : the unfair treatment of people who belong to a different race
Movement : a group of people who share the same ideas or aims
Campaign : a series of planned activities that are intended to achieve a particular social or political aim
Justice  : the fair treatment of people
Violence : violent behavior that is intended to hurt or kill somebody
Activist  : a person who works to achieve political or social change
Organize : to make all the arrangements for something to happen or be provided
 

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Have you ever encountered a movement or a protest?
Ÿ What do you think about racism? 
Ÿ Does your country have any type of racism against minorities?
Ÿ What do you think can be done about violent racism?
Ÿ Have you ever seen BlackLivesMatter protests? Do you know anything about that? 
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Ÿ Who is this person on the poster? 
Ÿ Have you ever heard the name of George Floyd?
Ÿ Why do you think people are holding his poster during 

a protest?
Ÿ What do you understand from the expression “Black 

Lives Matter”?

#Image1
Ÿ What are the people doing in the photo?
Ÿ What do you understand from the poster?
Ÿ What does she mean by that poster? 
Ÿ Do you think it is effective to raise awareness?

#Image2
Ÿ What do you see in this photo?
Ÿ  Why do you think people broke the window of that car?
Ÿ Do you think violence is an answer to justice?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(A girl holding a poster during a Black Lives 
Matter campaign.) 

(A person holding a poster of George Floyd)

(Back window of a car being broken) 
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ (Official page of movement)Black Lives Matter  
Ÿ (Reading text) Black Lives Matter: From social media post to global movement 
Ÿ (Reading text)Wikipedia Page 
Ÿ (Music video)Black Lives Matter Song 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Make students draw and create some #BLM posters in the class to make the lesson more 
permanent.

Ÿ Ask students about their beliefs in general and try to remove the stigma around the races they 
might have. Encourage your students to interact with their parents at home and bring some ideas 
to further discuss in the class.

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images in this material are used for non-commercial educational purposes. 
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BOOK COVERS & READING (Intermediate –B1)

Berna GÜNEŞ 
EFL Teacher Candidate, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
We are surrounded by books. So, do we know how they are designed? Publishers care about book covers 
because it's the �rst noticeable thing while buying books. A great book cover has an important impact on 
sales. at's why they specify some criteria to apply while designing. ere are �ve elements to create an 
aesthetically pleasing and marketable cover. Structure your layout, use a compelling image, perfect your 
typography, re�ne your color palette and choose sizeable format and size. Applying and combining the 
visual elements (images, typography, color) are important and makes the book eye-catching. ese 
elements are pulled into a layout. And �nally choosing suitable format and size creates a successful book 
cover to sell. Teachers can ask students to go to a bookstore and search some books in the target language 
for this lesson. It may make the students get curious about books in the target language and maybe it will 
help them gain reading habit. us, they can discover new areas and improve their reading skills. e 
teacher can ask them to prepare a book cover online or on paper in target language. In this way, the 
students will brainstorm and present while working solo or with a group. Book covers provide a different 
area for students while learning the language in a fun and unique way.

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Typography : Art and technique of printing with movable type 
Layout  : A plan or design of something that is laid out
Spine  : e part of a book's cover that encloses the inner side of the book's pages and that faces 

outward when the book is shelved
Blockbuster : An unusually successful hit with widespread popularity and huge sales 
Brand  : A name given to a product
Illustration : Artwork that helps make something attractive

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ What do you know about books? 
Ÿ Do you like to read? Which kind of books do you read? Why?
Ÿ Do you know how to design a book cover?
Ÿ Do you look over book covers while buying a book? If yes, why?
Ÿ What do you think is important when a book is designed? And why?
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Ÿ What do you think about this cover of the book? Is it 

different than regular books? If yes, how?
Ÿ Do you think the name of the book is related to the 

book's content or not?
Ÿ If you redesign this book what will you add to it? Why?
Ÿ What do you think about the price of this book?
Ÿ Did you hear this author or book before? If yes, from 

where or whom?

#Image1
Ÿ What do you think about this book cover? Is it eye-

catching or not?
Ÿ Do you think it re�ects the content? Why?
Ÿ If you give a name to this book what would you give 

based on the cover?
Ÿ Would you buy if you see on shelf in a bookstore? Why?
Ÿ Do you think this is a successful book? Does it sell 

much?

#Image2
Ÿ What do you think about this book cover? What is it 

about?
Ÿ Do you think book cover gives the message of the book?
Ÿ Do you think visual elements are appropriate or not?
Ÿ How would you design this book if you were designer?
Ÿ Which animal is it? Why did they use that animal? 

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(Chr�stmas book cover des�gn for “e T�cket” V�a 
B&J)

(A new edition of Margaret Atwood's e 
Handmaid's Tale has been released in hardback by 

Vintage)

(Cover for e Crow's Vow by Susan Br�scoe, des�gned 
by Dav�d Drummond.)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ ' (Images)Book cover of the handmaids tale 
Ÿ (Text and Images)How to Design a Book Cover: e 5 Elements of Best-Seller Cover Design 
Ÿ (Images)How to design a book cover: the ultimate guide  
Ÿ (Text)Find the perfect designer for your next book 
Ÿ (Tutorial Video)Design a Book Cover in Seven Steps 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Tell the students to go to a bookstore and look for eye-catching books and take photos if possible. 
Take notes about the visual elements, used language, font and size of books.

Ÿ Ask students to design a book cover, if possible, it may be online or on paper.
Ÿ Ask students to �nd different covers of the same books and discuss differences.
Ÿ Ask students to write down their own criteria to buy a book and discuss with their classroom 

mates.
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BOOKSTORES (Intermed�ate –B1)

Sema KUZU 
EFL Teacher Cand�date, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
Bookstores are safe places for people look�ng for a peaceful and n�ce atmosphere. ey are m�raculous 
places that open the doors of completely d�fferent worlds to people.In such places,many s�gns are used that 
attract people's attent�on.Serv�ng many purposes,these s�gns are mostly composed of �nsp�rat�onal 
sentences,d�fferent methapors and sentences wr�tten �n a humerous way.In add�t�on,they are used for 
�nter�or decorat�on and to protect the pos�t�ve energy �ns�de.Somet�mes even some concepts are created 
w�th these s�gns and presented to the customers.In language teach�ng classrooms,we can use these s�gns to 
teach some words,grammar or new express�ons �n a fun way and make them exam�ne one of the uses of 
engl�sh through real mater�als that are part of our l�ves.

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Author  :  “e person(s) or organ�zat�on(s) that wrote or comp�led a document.” 
Book stacks : “Shelves �n the l�brary or bookstore where mater�als—typ�cally books—are stored. Books �n 

the book stacks are normally arranged by call number. May be referred to s�mply as the 
stacks.

Censor  :“To exam�ne �n order to surpress or delete anyth�ng cons�dered object�onable”
Quote  : “repeat or copy out words from a text or speech wr�tten or spoken by another person”
Publ�sher : “a person engaged �n �ssu�ng per�od�cals or books or mus�c”

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Have you ever v�s�ted a bookstore?
Ÿ Have you ever seen a bookstore s�gn? If so,what was wr�tten on �t?
Ÿ Have any s�gns sparked your �nterest �n a bookstore?
Ÿ Do you th�nk a s�gn contr�butes to the popular�ty of the bookstore?
Ÿ Do you enjoy read�ng book? What k�nd of books do you l�ke to read?
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Ÿ Is th�s bookstore open every day? At what t�me �s �t be�ng 

closed?
Ÿ Can you buy the books at any t�me? How so?
Ÿ Do you l�ke the s�gn and message beh�nd �t?
Ÿ D�d you see any s�gn l�ke th�s �n your country?

#Image1
Ÿ What draws your attent�on when you first look at the 

�mage?
Ÿ For what purpose could th�s statue be used �n the 

d�splay?
Ÿ When was th�s photograph taken?
Ÿ Is th�s d�splay des�gned for a spec�al week?
Ÿ Why do you th�nk some books are banned? Should 

every person be able to read the book they want?

#Image2
Ÿ What �s a bl�nd date? What �s the relat�on between date 

and a book? 
Ÿ Why are those books packed? Are these books for g�fts?
Ÿ What �s wr�tten on the packages? Why d�d they do that?
Ÿ Have you ever prejudged any book by �ts cover?
Ÿ Where �s th�s photo taken? How can we know?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

 (A d�splay des�gned for Banned Books Week)

(A bookstore �n Oja�, Cal�forn�a, Un�ted States)

(A bookstore �n Fremantle, Austral�a)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ S�gnage t�ps for your Bookstore (Text)
Ÿ (Image)11 of the most h�lar�ous bookstore s�gns we could find 
Ÿ (Image)25 Irres�st�bly Clever Bookstore S�gns 
Ÿ (P�nterest Image Gallery)Bookstore S�gns and Chalkboards 
Ÿ (Vlog V�deo)20 Bookshops �n a town where 900 people l�ve 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Encourage your students to v�s�t a bookstore �n the�r ne�ghborhood and take photos of the s�gns 
that seem most �nterest�ng to them. Ask them to categor�ze these s�gns accord�ng to the�r funct�ons 
such as g�v�ng �nformat�on, attract�ng attent�on, creat�on concept ,advert�s�ng etc. Ask your 
students to select any of these s�gns and br�e�y present the�r observat�ons to the�r classmates.

Ÿ Tell your students to �mag�ne they are runn�ng a bookstore. What k�nd of s�gns would they use? 
Encourage them to come up w�th some �deas for those s�gns.

Ÿ Ask students to form groups. Each group should prepare a d�splay about a ser�es of books �n a 
genre of the�r cho�ce. Gu�de them �n find�ng �mages, texts and draw�ngs that w�ll support the�r s�gn 
wh�le prepar�ng the�r d�splay.

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images in this material are used for non-commercial educational purposes. 
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CHARLIE CHAPLIN (Pre-Intermed�ate –A2)

Sidar KARAKUŞ 
EFL Teacher Cand�date, D�cle Un�verst�y

INTRODUCTION
Charl�e Chapl�n was a producer, d�rector, wr�ter, and a comed�an who �s cons�dered as one of the most 
�n�uent�al com�c art�sts, and one of the greatest com�c talents �n mot�on-p�cture h�story. H�s l�fe and 
works may be very �nterest�ng to learners; they w�ll be cur�ous and they w�ll be eager to learn more about 
h�m. Meet�ng w�th successful people whose nat�ve language �s the target language w�ll mot�vate learners to 
love the target language and become more fam�l�ar w�th the culture of nat�ve speakers, wh�ch �s essent�al to 
adopt the target language. Posters, short scenes from Charl�e Chapl�n's mov�es or other s�lent films, and 
passages about the top�c can be used as mater�als. Students w�ll be encouraged to pract�ce target 
vocabulary through drama act�v�t�es, m�mes, and role play. An �nterest�ng p�ece of �nformat�on about 
top�c w�ll be used to get learners' attent�on then teacher w�ll ask quest�ons about top�c and help students to 
answer.

TARGET  VOCABULARY
S�lence  : e absence of any sound.
Pantom�me : e art of descr�b�ng a s�tuat�on or story by us�ng body language and fac�al express�ons.
Comedy : Shows that are generally made to enterta�n and make the aud�ence laugh.
Cr�t�c�sm : Mak�ng fa�r statements about good or bad qual�t�es of someone / someth�ng.
Scene  : Part of a mov�e, ser�es, book, or play.
Black humor : To descr�be and see sad or bad events, or people �n terms of comedy.
 

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Have you ever heard of Charl�e Chapl�n? If so, what do you know about h�m?
Ÿ Have you ever seen a s�lent mov�e? 
Ÿ What �s pantom�me? Have you ever watched any pantom�me shows? 
Ÿ Do you know any pantom�me art�st?
Ÿ Why do you th�nk about black and wh�te mov�es?
Ÿ Why do you th�nk Charl�e Chapl�n wanted to produce s�lent films?
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Ÿ Do you know who the person �n the p�cture �s? 
Ÿ What do you th�nk the v�sual m�ght be tell�ng you? 
Ÿ Have you seen the masks �n the p�cture anywhere else 

before?
Ÿ What do you th�nk the masks represent? 
Ÿ Why do you th�nk pantom�me art�sts prefer black and 

wh�te dresses? 
Ÿ Why do you th�nk the face of pantom�me art�sts are 

pa�nted? 

#Image1
Ÿ What do you th�nk about th�s poster? 
Ÿ Would you watch the mov�e after see�ng the poster? 
Ÿ What comes to your m�nd by “Modern T�mes”? 
Ÿ What do you th�nk he �s do�ng? 
Ÿ Do h�s clothes rem�nd you someth�ng? 

#Image2
Ÿ What do you th�nk about the�r clothes? 
Ÿ What do you th�nk they're do�ng? 
Ÿ What could they be look�ng at? 
Ÿ By the�r fac�al express�ons, what do you th�nk they 

m�ght be th�nk�ng? Why?
Ÿ What k�nds of texts would you place �n th�s scene �f �t 

was a mov�e poster?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(e mov�e poster of “Modern T�mes”)

(Car�cature, “Bye bye Marcel Marceau” by 
BenHe�ne)

(An �con�c scene from the mov�e “e K�d”)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ (Text and �mages)A p�ece about the l�fe of Charl�e Chapl�n 
Ÿ (Images)39 �mages of s�lent films by P�xabay.com 
Ÿ (Tutor�al v�deo)A pantom�me show by Ind�an students 
Ÿ (Tutor�al v�deo)Factory scene from modern t�mes 
Ÿ (Text and �mages) Top 10 s�lent mov�es, films by e Guard�an 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Encourage students to watch a s�lent mov�e and  take note of what �s  �nterest�ng to them about the 
mov�e. en, ask them to br�ng the�r notes to class and share them w�th the�r classmates. 

Ÿ Ask students to pract�ce a group act�v�ty. Groups w�ll be asked to prepare a pantom�me show by 
select�ng one of the subjects determ�ned by the teacher. When they're ready, they'll be asked to perform 
the�r shows �n classroom. 

Ÿ Students w�ll be asked to explore the l�ves of at least one famous s�lent film or pantom�me art�st and 
prepare a short presentat�on �n the classroom.
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COVID-19 AWARENESS (Intermediate –B1)

Merve ERGÜN 
EFL Teacher Candidate, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
Covid-19 is the disease caused by a new coronavirus called Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS-
CoV-2). It was �rst identi�ed in December 2019 in Wuhan, China. Covid-19 mainly spreads through the 
air when people are near each other long enough, primarily via small droplets, breath, coughs, or sneezes. 
Most common symptoms are fever, dry cough, fatigue, shortness of breath, headache, and loss of taste or 
smell. Specially to raise awareness about covid-19 pandemic, this is an important topic to use in English 
language classes. Also, Covid-19 disease is a global issue. So, students need to know general vocabulary 
and information about pandemic.    
                                                                                      

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Pandemic : a disease that exists in almost all of an area or in almost all of a group of people, animals, or 

plants
Symptom : any feeling of illness or physical or mental change that is caused by a particular disease
Disease  : an illness of people, animals, plants, etc., caused by infection or failure of health rather than by 

an accident
Immunity : protection against a disease or illness by particular substances in the blood
Vaccine  : a special substance containing a virus or bacterium in a form that is not harmful, given to a 

person or animal to prevent them from getting the disease that the virus or bacterium causes
Virus  : an extremely small piece of organic material that causes diseases in humans, animals, and 

plants

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ What do you know about COVID-19?
Ÿ Have you gone through the COVID-19 disease? Or do you know somebody that have been infected?
Ÿ What kind of symptoms do the infected people have?
Ÿ What kind of precautions do you take for not getting the disease?
Ÿ Do you know what quarantine is? Have you ever been in a quarantine?
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Ÿ What might be the aim of the government by adding 

this signboard?
Ÿ ere is a bilingual sign in this picture, and the other 

language is Chinese. Why do you think that it is written 
in Chinese?

Ÿ Do you think that the precautions written on the 
signboard are effective to protect us from infection?

Ÿ Can some of you show us how to wash our hands?

#Image1
Ÿ What is the signboard about? Did you get the message?
Ÿ What is ''social distancing''?
Ÿ How many meters is “6 feet”?
Ÿ Do you think social distancing can protect us against 

infection?

#Image2
Ÿ Where do you think this picture is taken? 
Ÿ How do/did you spend your quarantine days?
Ÿ Do you think that reading books is a good activity to 

spend time at home?
Ÿ Are you interested in art? How can you 'make' art?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

 (A signboard emphasizes social distancing in 
Nevada City, California, United States)

(A signboard from Vancouver, British Columbia, 
Canada)

(A poster from a bookstore in Hamilton, Ontario, 
Canada)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ (LLinELT Images)e Linguistic Landscape of Covid-19  
Ÿ (Video)Learn How to Wash Your Hands  
Ÿ (Images)Covid-19 in Pictures 
Ÿ (Article)Mental Health and the Covid-19 Pandemic 
Ÿ (Video)How to Protect Yourself 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Ask students to �nd any posters or signboards from streets and bring them to class. Organize students 
into groups and ask them to analyse the resources they have found. Set discussions about these 
materials.

Ÿ Get students to watch Learn How to Wash Your Hands , and ask them to form groups. Make some 
hand-wash�ng act�v�t�es.

Ÿ Ask students to make interview with an intensive care nurse and get some information about infection 
process. Of course, by taking essential precautions.

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images in this material are used for non-commercial educational purposes. 
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DIVERSITY AND HUMAN RIGHTS (Pre-Intermediate – A2)

 Yılmaz KASAPOĞLU 
EFL Teacher Candidate, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
Human r�ghts are r�ghts �nherent to all human be�ngs, regardless of race, sex, nat�onal�ty, ethn�c�ty, 
language, rel�g�on, or any other status.  Everyone �s ent�tled to these r�ghts, w�thout d�scr�m�nat�on. As 
teachers, we should place human r�ghts at the heart of the learn�ng exper�ence and make human r�ghts an 
�ntegral part of everyday school l�fe. Also, the school becomes an exemplary model for human r�ghts 
educat�on. Students are encouraged to take act�ve part �n school l�fe, regardless of status or role, and where 
cultural d�vers�ty �s celebrated. We can create new atmosphere wh�ch openness, tolerance and debate are 
promoted. 

TARGET  VOCABULARY
D�scr�m�nat�on : unfa�r treatment of a person or group based on prejud�ce.
Declarat�on : a statement that �s emphat�c and expl�c�t
C�v�l�zat�on : a soc�ety �n an advanced state of soc�al development
Resolut�on : a dec�s�on to do someth�ng or to behave �n a certa�n manner
L�berty  : freedom of cho�ce
Jur�sd�ct�on : power or author�ty
Ant�-rac�st : opposed to the unfa�r treatment of people who belong to other races

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Do you know the human r�ghts?
Ÿ Are all human rights equally important?
Ÿ Are human rights accepted universally?
Ÿ Why "should" anyone respect human rights?
Ÿ Are there special procedures dealing with violence against women?
Ÿ Are the rights of the child protected by international human rights law?
Ÿ Are the rights of persons with disabilities protected?
Ÿ Do human rights depend on culture?
Ÿ What is the relationship between human rights and human development?
Ÿ Are there any procedures established for the protection and promotion of the rights?
Ÿ Is there any instrument to prevent and eliminate racial discrimination?
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Ÿ Do you recogn�ze the gun and tomb �n mural?
Ÿ What other deta�ls do you see �n the mural?
Ÿ What �s the message of th�s mural?
Ÿ Wh�ch languages are used �n th�s mural? What do they 

mean?
Ÿ How do human r�ghts play a cruc�al role for peace? 
Ÿ Do human r�ghts protect every debate among people 

who have d�fferent sk�n, race or �dent�ty?

#Image1
Ÿ What do you see �n th�s p�cture?
Ÿ Can you not�ce that every l�ne has d�fferent color ?
Ÿ What do you th�nk about colors such as water wr�tten 

blue as well as love wr�ten p�nk?
Ÿ Do you th�nk that l�nes are connected w�th respect�ng 

d�vers�ty?
Ÿ What �s the mean�ng of “love �s love” ?

#Image2
Ÿ What �s the d�fferences between canvas 1,2 and 3?
Ÿ What �s the mean�ng of “No just�ce No peace”?
Ÿ What �s the purpose of th�s art work? How  does �t show 

the unjust�ce?
Ÿ What does black and wh�te color represent �n the 

�mages?
Ÿ What are all the colors �n the background? Do they 

mean anyth�ng spec�al?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(A s�gn �n a pr�vate yard �n Boston, MA, USA)

(Humboldt Park Mural: Unidos Para Triunfar - 
Together We Overcome)

( Jub�lee Internat�onal Art Gallery )
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ  (LL�nELT Images) Human rights, diversity” photo galler�es
Ÿ (Worksheets, Articles, Texts)UNESCO documents 
Ÿ (Video)What are the human rights?   
Ÿ (Pedagogical Resources)Effective Human Rights Education Tools 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Create a multicultural calendar together with students and mark culturally important days for 
different nations after students engage in research at home. 

Ÿ Assign students to bring some pictures about world wars and international important days, make a list 
of differences between them.

Ÿ Assign students to write their one day if they were in different country, ask them how they would act 
people they don't know.

Ÿ Organ�ze a group act�v�ty that �s “bu�ld�ng house”. Some groups will receive an abundance of materials, 
while others will receive limited supplies without being able to see the materials that the other groups 
received. At the end of building, they come together and present their homes. e idea of proving that 
the structure of one's house has nothing to do with one's character, so this will help students 
understand and dispel stereotypes related to class.

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images (1) courtesy of LLinELTProject. Images (2-3) in this material are used for non-

commercial educational purposes.
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http://www.llineltproject.com/photo/human-rights.html
http://www.llineltproject.com/photo/human-rights.html
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https://unesdoc.unesco.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nDgIVseTkuE
https://www.humanrights.com/educators/welcome.html
http://llineltproject.com/tema/genel/uploads/katalog/dosya/Diversity_and_Human_Rights_Pre-Intermediate-A2.pdf


DOOR TALK (Elementary – A1)

Sultan TUZA 
EFL Teacher Candidate, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
Many people like to decorate their doors with visuals, �owers or writings.  is decoration attracts guests' 
attention and maybe make them smile when they enter the house. For students, teacher can talk about this 
topic and then s/he can show images related to door talk. Students will like the images and maybe try to 
design something similar for their doors. Finally, teacher can ask questions about the images from the 
gallery.  

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Door  : e entrance through which you enter or leave a room
Greetings : Commonly used as a way of saying "hello”
Shoe  : A covering for the foot
Home  : e place where one lives permanently
House  : A building that people, usually one family, live in
Sweet  : Pleasing in general; delightful
                 

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ How many doors do you have in your house?
Ÿ Do you decorate your doors?
Ÿ If your answer is yes, what do you decorate with?
Ÿ Have you ever seen a decorated door?
Ÿ Do you think doors can talk?
Ÿ How can a door talk?
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#Image3
Ÿ Do you think the owner of this house love his/her 

home?
Ÿ How do you understand whether he likes or does not 

like?
Ÿ What shapes and colors do you see in the sign?
Ÿ What does the owner mean by saying ''Home Sweet 

Home''?
Ÿ What can you write to this door instead of ''Home 

Sweet Home''?

#Image1
Ÿ What do you see in the picture? 
Ÿ What do they try to say by writing greetings?
Ÿ Do they accept guest?

#Image2
Ÿ What does the owner of this door try to say?
Ÿ Who are they talking to?
Ÿ Why do they ask for removing shoes?
Ÿ Do you remove your shoes before entering your house?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(Greetings sign hanging on the front face of a door)

(Door sign in front of a house in the US)

(Door sign in front of a house in the US)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ “ (LLinELT Images)Door Talk” photo gallery  
Ÿ (Images and Ideas on Pinterest)Door Decoration Ideas 
Ÿ (Crafting Activity)Personalized Kids Door Signs 
Ÿ (Crafting Activity)Creating Room Signs 
Ÿ (Video)Family Fun Project: Making Bedroom Door Sign 
          

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Ask students to draw a door and decorate the door with writings, visuals, or �owers. Display the best 
designs as an award. 

Ÿ Ask them to �nd a decorated door in their neighborhood or building, and take a photo/draw an image 
of it if possible. Tell students to share their photos and ideas with their classmates.

Ÿ Ask students to bring materials to decorate the class door together.

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images courtesy of LLinELTProject.  
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http://llineltproject.com/photo/door-talk.html
https://tr.pinterest.com/holli95/door-decorating/
https://familyfocusblog.com/diy-kids-door-signs/
https://tatertotsandjello.com/make-personalized-room-signs-kids-craft/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5e96f__Ew2k
http://llineltproject.com/tema/genel/uploads/katalog/dosya/Door_Talk_Elementary_-_A1.pdf


EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES (Intermediate –B1) 

Çiçek İKİNCİSOY, Tahsin TÜYLÜ 
EFL Teacher Candidates, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
Events play a crucial role in different societies across the world. ey serve for an important function for 
the society, providing participants with the opportunity to show their identities and share celebrations 
with each other. As for event cards, they contain lots of visual and written materials that can be useful in 
classroom environment to teach English. We can use posters, cards, photos to talk about them. We can 
talk about whether students have ever been to an event or not. We can also ask them which events they like 
or dislike. Maybe we can ask them how they attend an event; with casual clothes or formal dresses. You can 
enrichen conversations with students through the images, accompanying questions, digital resources, and 
ideas for bridging activities shared here.

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Participate : To take part in or become involved in an activity.
Organize : To make all the arrangements for something to happen or be provided.
Attend  : To be present at an event.
Join  : To become a member of an organization, a company, a club, etc.
Exhibition : A collection of things, for example works of art, that are shown to the public

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ What is an event?  What comes to your mind when you hear the word 'event'?
Ÿ Which events do you like the most?
Ÿ Is there any event that you do not like? Have you ever been to an event that you disliked or enjoyed?
Ÿ What are the bene�ts of participating in events?
Ÿ Do you think events are useful for our social development?
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#Image3
Ÿ Where do you think this picture might be taken? 
Ÿ Is this a board or a wall? How do you know that?
Ÿ How many different events can you see?
Ÿ What does �yer mean? How many �yers can you see?
Ÿ Do you think it would be more understandable to stick 

the cards-posters in a better way? 

#Image1
Ÿ What kind of event poster do you see in the picture?
Ÿ What does Big Flea Market mean? Do you have similar 

things in your culture?
Ÿ Is the date clear? When does it �nish?
Ÿ Who are the people on the poster?
Ÿ What do they sell? Would you like to visit there?

#Image2
Ÿ How many events do you see in the picture? Are they all 

different?
Ÿ Are the times of the events set? Do we know that time 

they start? 
Ÿ Are all the events in the same day?
Ÿ Where are these events taking place?
Ÿ Are they all movies or plays?
Ÿ What are the special events?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(A sale ad on local newspapers �n Fort Worth, 
Texas, USA) 

(Multiple event signs posted on the board of a local 
shop in Denton, Texas, USA)

(Texas eatre poster on a shop wall �n Dallas, Texas, 
USA) 
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ (LLinELT Images)“Events” gallery created as part of the project 
Ÿ (Video)“My life as an event planner, party planning tips” 
Ÿ (Images, Graphics)Event Invitation Images and Resources 
Ÿ (Text)How to plan a birthday party 
Ÿ (Posters)Event posters and poster templates 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Ask students to �nd an example of event card or poster (e.g., wedding invitation card, event poster) to 
bring to the classroom. Organize students into groups, distribute the posters/cards to each group, and 
ask them to analyze the materials in terms of language(s) used, colors, and language use to �nd 
similarities and/or differences across multiple genres. 

Ÿ Tell students to form groups and prepare an event poster for an act�v�ty they plan to organ�ze. ey can 
find �nsp�rat�ons through sample resources, prepare the�r mater�als e�ther by a d�g�tal platform such as 
Canva or s�mply by draw�ng and color�ng. A representat�ve from each group can d�splay and make a 
short presentat�on of the�r events.

Ÿ Encourage students to make a list of ongoing or upcoming events announced through posters/notices 
around the city for one whole week. As a result of this awareness-raising activity, learners can share their 
experiences with other students in the class.

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images courtesy of LLinELTProject.  
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http://www.llineltproject.com/photo/events.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cdHbvYqZbg
https://www.freepik.com/free-photos-vectors/event-invitation
https://www.shutterfly.com/ideas/how-to-plan-a-birthday-party/
https://www.canva.com/posters/templates/event-posters/
http://llineltproject.com/tema/genel/uploads/katalog/dosya/Events_and_Activities_Intermediate-B1.pdf


FASHION (Pre-Intermed�ate – A2)

 İlknur ERTUĞRUL 
EFL Teacher Cand�date, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
One of the most popular trends all around the world �s fash�on. Fash�on �s used to express how someone 
feels w�thout us�ng words, and �t descr�bes the custom or dress of a person. Many people th�nk that fash�on 
�s not �mportant. However, they are affected by �t. Espec�ally, young people are completely affected by 
fash�on world. e�r dress�ng stlye, ha�rstyle, accessor�es and personal�ty all show that how much they are 
�n�uenced by fash�on. erefore, wh�le teach�ng Engl�sh to learners, we can use clothes, accessor�es, 
v�deos about shopp�ng, d�alogues about how to buy a product, and �mages as mater�als. F�nally, we can ask 
quest�ons by show�ng �mages below. 

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Fash�on : e most popular style of clothes, appearance, or behav�our at a part�cular t�me.
Cost  : e amount of money that you need to buy or do someth�ng.
Qual�ty  : How good or bad someth�ng �s.
Handmade : Made by hand �nstead of by mach�ne.
Fabr�c  : Cloth; mater�al made from cotton, wool, etc., and used to make clothes.
Su�t  : A jacket and trousers or a jacket and sk�rt that are made from the same mater�al.
Ch�c  : Fash�onable and attract�ve.
                                

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Is fash�on �mportant to you? Why or why not?
Ÿ Does fash�on allow people to show the�r personal�ty or does �t make people look and act the same?
Ÿ What do young people l�ke to wear �n your country at the moment?
Ÿ Has fash�on changed a lot �n your country �n the last couple of years? How so?
Ÿ What do you th�nk are some of the reasons of chang�ng fash�on?
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#Image3
Ÿ Look at the p�cture. What �ndustry do you th�nk the 

man work �n?
Ÿ What �s the name of the shop?
Ÿ Do you th�nk these clothes are made by mach�ne or by 

hand? From wh�ch text and/or s�gn do you understand?
Ÿ Do you own any handmade clothes? If so, do you feel 

d�fferently about them than about �tems that are made 
by mach�nes?

#Image1
Ÿ What are the people �n the photo do�ng?
Ÿ What �s the message the des�gner's try�ng to tell? What 

does the text say?
Ÿ Is there a relat�onsh�p between the text, dress, and the 

model's look?
Ÿ Why do people buy des�gner cloth�ng l�ke th�s?

#Image2
Ÿ In wh�ch country do you th�nk th�s �mage was taken?
Ÿ What are all those s�gns for? What do they mean? Why 

are all they put together �n the background?
Ÿ Do you l�ke the clothes and s�gns �n the photograph? 

Why or why not?
Ÿ Where would people wear clothes l�ke these? Is there a 

connect�on between the texts and s�gns beh�nd these 
models?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(An �mage taken from the V�ktor & Rolf Spr�ng 
2019 Couture runway show.) (L�nk)

(An �mage of a ta�lor�ng shop �n Brooklyn, New 
York)

(Texas eatre poster on a shop wall in Dallas, Texas, 
USA) (Google Maps location) 
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES 

Ÿ (V�deo)Teenagers and Fash�on 
Ÿ (V�deo) Fash�on Trends   
Ÿ (Images and Text)Fash�on Show  
Ÿ (L�sten�ng and pract�c�ng)Shopp�ng for New Clothes   
Ÿ (Worksheet)At e Clothe Shop- D�alogues  

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ G�ve each pa�r of student a worksheet. Work�ng together, the students look at p�ctures of celebr�t�es on 
the worksheet and d�scuss the�r cloth�ng. en, the students complete a chart, descr�b�ng the�r 
appearance and cloth�ng. In the appearance column chart, students wr�te adject�ves to descr�be the 
celebr�t�es' general appearance (e.g. smart, ch�c, etc.). In the clothes column, students wr�te what each 
celebr�t�es �s wear�ng.

Ÿ Ask students to take photos of �nterest�ng storefronts they see and br�ng them to the class.
Ÿ Ask students to br�ng old/new clothes and accessor�es to the classroom. Create a store env�ronment and 

tell the students to wr�te a clothes shop d�alogue w�th a partner, s�m�lar to the one on the worksheet. 
After students fin�sh, they present the�r conversat�on to the class us�ng the mater�als they br�ng.

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images in this material are used for non-commercial educational purposes. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GvovLPbrxC8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=59nFxbYZYrE
https://www.vogue.com/fashion-shows/spring-2019-couture/viktor-rolf
https://www.eslfast.com/robot/topics/shop/2shop11.htm
https://www.englishexercises.org/makeagame/viewgame.asp?id=9145
http://llineltproject.com/tema/genel/uploads/katalog/dosya/Fashion_Pre-Intermediate_-_A2.pdf


HALLOWEEN (Elementary –A1)

Hafsa AKGÜN 
EFL Teacher Cand�date, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
Halloween is a popular celebration in the United States as well as some other countries. e costumes and 
decorations used during this holiday attract the attention of the children and offer them a fun 
environment. As part of this class, you can provide children general information about Halloween, and 
then you can introduce the materials designed in accordance with this concept.  It will also be fun to 
imitate, act or role-play some of the scary characters. Finally, you can ask questions about the images from 
the gallery.

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Pumpkin : A vegetable used to expel evil spirits.
Ghost  : e soul of a dead person.
Black cat : A type of cat known for its superstitious bad luck.
Witch  : A bad, ugly woman who has magic power.
Scarecrow : A moquette, shaped as a human that scares birds away from farming areas.
Spider  : An insect with eight tiny legs.
Monster : Ugly and frightening creature.

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Do you know Halloween? What do you know about it? 
Ÿ Do you celebrate Halloween here in your own country? 
Ÿ Are you afraid of anything? What are they? What are you scared of the most?
Ÿ Have you ever seen a ghost? Do you think there are ghosts?
Ÿ Are you scared of skeletons?
Ÿ What is a witch? Can boys be a witch as well?
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#Image3
Ÿ What similarities do you see between #Image2 and 

#Image3? Are they same type of vegetables?
Ÿ Why do they paint a pumpkin? 
Ÿ Which pumpkin do you like more? Painted pumpkin or 

the other?
Ÿ What can you write on those pumpkins for Halloween?

#Image1
Ÿ What do you see in the picture? What are those things 

colored orange and green?
Ÿ Where is this place? Is it a house? Does anybody live in 

there?
Ÿ Why does it say “Keep Out” next to the door? Don't 

they want any guests?

#Image2
Ÿ Is that a ball in the picture? What is that?
Ÿ What does “Harvest Home” mean? Is it related to 

Halloween?
Ÿ Where do you think it is located? What is the purpose of 

it?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(A decorated house for the Halloween week in the 
United States)

(Decorated pumpkins for the Halloween week in the 
front stairs of a house in the US)

(A decorated pumpkin for the Halloween week in the 
front stairs of a house in the US)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ (LLinELT Images)“Halloween: a collect�on” gallery created as part of the project 
Ÿ (Activities)Spooktacular Halloween act�v�t�es for ch�ldren 
Ÿ (Halloween Song, Video)Knock, Knock, Tr�ck or Treat! 
Ÿ (Arts & Crafts, Images)Creat�ve Halloween Crafts for K�ds 
Ÿ (Text)Halloween: A Bas�c Introduct�on and Quest�ons/Answers 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Organize a costume party and ask students to draw a costume for themselves. After coloring their 
costumes, each student can display their costume by sticking them to their body.

Ÿ Tell students to ask their family members about what they fear most. Students share their report so that 
you can create the fear inventory of the class!

Ÿ Ask students to bring some materials that will be used to create an environment suitable for the 
Halloween concept and turn the classroom into a haunted house.

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images in this material are used for non-commercial educational purposes. 
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http://www.llineltproject.com/photo/halloween.html
http://www.llineltproject.com/photo/halloween.html
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4jxcWlq3CBg&pp=QAA%3D
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https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/holidays/halloween-ideas/g22062770/halloween-crafts-for-kids/
https://www.goodhousekeeping.com/holidays/halloween-ideas/g22062770/halloween-crafts-for-kids/
https://www.ducksters.com/holidays/halloween.php
https://www.ducksters.com/holidays/halloween.php
http://llineltproject.com/tema/genel/uploads/katalog/dosya/Fashion_Pre-Intermediate_-_A2.pdf


INSPIRING QUOTES (Intermediate –B1)

 Ali Ahmet ŞAHİN, İlke Şevval BOĞA, Ronahi NOYAN 
EFL Teacher Candidates, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
Using quotes is one of the best ways to represent our ideas as they have a power to make people believe in or 
criticize certain things. Quotes have a lot of purposes. For instance, they inspire, encourage and trigger 
people. e question is that why and how teachers can integrate these quotes into classes? We believe that 
teachers should use quotes simply because they can motivate and encourage students. Besides, they will 
bring some joy to the class and change the atmosphere by breaking the daily routine. With quotes, 
students learn about not only the language but also the culture of different societies. Teacher can use 
quotes as a material to teach grammar, vocabulary, daily language, and pronunciation. We hope that the 
resources below will be useful for educators.

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Quote  : Words from a text or speech written or spoken by another person
Saying  : A saying is a sentence that people often say and that gives advice or information about 

human life and experience.
Inspirational : Providing or showing creative or spiritual motivation.
Anonymous : Not identi�ed by a name, unidenti�ed.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
Encourage : Give support, con�dence, or hope to someone.

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Do you like quotes? Tell us your favorite quote.
Ÿ Can you tell me any quotes that you heard from a family member?
Ÿ Do you share quotes on social media? Why do you think people use quotes on their social media 

accounts?
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#Image3
Ÿ Can you read the quote? Where is it written on? Is it a 

warning?
Ÿ Where is this place? Can you recognize the bridge? 
Ÿ Do you think this is a famous quote? If so, where did 

you see it before?
Ÿ What is the purpose of this quote?
Ÿ Why do you think they put a heart smiley below the 

quote?
Ÿ Do you think this quote is officially written by the state 

or just a random person? How do you understand?

#Image1
Ÿ What can you understand from the quotes written on 

the pieces of cardboards?
Ÿ Who is the man standing there? Do you think he wrote 

all of them?
Ÿ Why is he exhibiting these quotes? What is his purpose?
Ÿ What is that little cup standing in front?

#Image2
Ÿ What is this quote written on? Is it a chair? What is the 

hashtag sign for?
Ÿ Who do you think wrote this? e municipality or an 

artist?
Ÿ What does the quote mean? What is the purpose?
Ÿ Would you like to use this quote? Where? How? Why?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(A homeless person displaying multiple cardboards 
in Los Angeles, California, USA)

(A hand-written note in Brooklyn Bridge in New 
York City, NY, USA)

(An inspirational quote painted on a bank in Bishop 
Art District in Dallas, Texas, USA)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ “ (LLinELT Images)Quotes around us” gallery at #LLinELT project website 
Ÿ (List of Quotes on Goodreads)Popular quotes from famous authors 
Ÿ (Video)Inspirational quotes for English learners 
Ÿ (Text)Why do inspirational quotes matter? 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Ask students to observe streets, schools, libraries etc. and take photos of quotes they encounter or write 
them down to share in class.

Ÿ Tell students to search for famous quotes and bring their favorite one(s) to the class.
Ÿ Ask students to draw a picture of their favorite quote and present it in class. ey can enrichen their 

images through the use of colors and texts.
Ÿ Encourage learners to ask their family members for a quote from their grandparents. Tell them to share 

an English version of that quote in class.

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images courtesy of LLinELTProject.  
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http://www.llineltproject.com/photo/quotes.html
https://www.goodreads.com/quotes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CP4uANIaFA0
https://inventionland.com/blog/why-do-inspirational-quotes-matter/
http://llineltproject.com/tema/genel/uploads/katalog/dosya/Inspiring_Quotes_Intermediate-B1.pdf


MODERN ART WORKS (Pre-Intermed�ate – A2)

 Burak Yusuf KELEKÇİ 
EFL Teacher Cand�date, D�cle Un�vers�ty 

INTRODUCTION
e modern art h�story goes back to 19th early to m�d-20th-century art. Dur�ng th�s t�me, the art�sts' 
ma�n focus was re-�mag�n�ng, re�nterpret�ng, and even reject�ng trad�t�onal aesthet�c values   of preced�ng 
styles. ese art�sts' works were so �mpress�ve that people st�ll love them. Every p�ece  of works awakes 
someth�ngs �ns�de of people. Somet�mes they make some people th�nk about them and take some people 
to another world. erefore, �t can be sa�d that the modern art �s subject�ve. e teachers may use �t �n the 
classroom. e �m�tat�ons of works, attract�ve v�deos about modern art can be  used �n classroom. After 
the br�ng real objects (l�ke a pa�nt�ng)  to the clasroom, the teacher may  ask quest�ons about works and 
the�r feel�ngs, Also teacher may want to students create the�r own works and �nterprate each others' It �s 
both fun and creat�ve  act�v�ty for students.

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Modern art : human act�v�t�es �nvolv�ng the creat�on of v�sual, aud�tory or perform�ng art�facts.
Art�st  : a person engaged �n an act�v�ty related to creat�ng art
P�ece  : a wr�tten, mus�cal, or art�st�c creat�on.
Pa�nt�ng : �s a act�on of us�ng pa�nt
                                     

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Are you �nterested w�th modern art works?
Ÿ Do you th�nk they are  attract�ve?  If so, how do you feel about them?
Ÿ Is �t easy to create a p�ece of art? Why or why not ?
Ÿ Do you want to be an art�st? Why or why not?
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#Image3
Ÿ Wh�ch �nformat�on �s g�ven on the t�cket?
Ÿ Is the t�cket for k�ds or another group of people?
Ÿ What does “Gallery Adm�ss�on” mean?
Ÿ When �s the t�cket val�d?
Ÿ Wh�ch museum �s th�s and where �s �t?

#Image1
Ÿ How many colors do you see?   How many an�mals are 

there?
Ÿ What do you feel when you look at the pa�nt�ng?
Ÿ Where �s th�s p�cture taken? 
Ÿ If you had a chance, what would you add �nto th�s 

pa�nt�ng?

#Image2
Ÿ What k�nd of foods can you see �n the p�cture?
Ÿ What does the art�st tell us �n the p�cture?
Ÿ Wh�ch foods are your favor�te �n th�s p�cture?
Ÿ Are there any d�fferences between these two p�ctures? 

What are they?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

( A pa�nt�ng from Modern Art Museum �n Fort 
Worth,Texas)

(A t�cket p�cture from Modern Art Museum �n Fort 
Worth,Texas)

(A p�cture from Modern Art Museum �n Fort 
Worth,Texas)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ (P�ctures, Songs, V�deo and Short Texts)Modern Art e H�ghl�ghts 
Ÿ (V�deo)Tr�p To Museum of Modern Art (MOMA). New York. 
Ÿ (Off�c�al Webs�te of Modern Art Museum)Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth, Texas 
Ÿ (V�s�tor comments)Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Tell students create the�r art works and br�ng them to the classroom for �nterpret�ng each others' works. 
Create a exh�b�tons based on students' work types.

Ÿ Encourage students to wr�te a m�n� re�ect�on of the�r thoughts about art works from the�r own 
country..

Ÿ Ask students make a search about modern art p�eces, br�ng the�r favor�tes works to classroom to share 
reasons why they choose them.

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images courtesy of LLinELTProject.  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iuc8T3jZFwQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iuc8T3jZFwQ
https://www.themodern.org
https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Review-g55857-d531661-Reviews-Modern_Art_Museum_of_Fort_Worth-Fort_Worth_Texas.html
http://llineltproject.com/tema/genel/uploads/katalog/dosya/Modern_Art_Works_Pre-Intermediate-A2.pdf


MULTILINGUALISM (Intermediate –B1)

Gülbeyaz ALAGÖZ, Mizgin DAĞ 
EFL Teacher Candidates, D�cle Un�vers�ty 

INTRODUCTION
We live in a world that is rich in terms of languages and cultural diversity. Besides, there are so many 
tourists travelling to different countries. Because of this diversity, most signboards, bus stops, posters or 
restaurants are used in multi-languages. erefore, as English teachers, we should make use of 
multilingualism in our classes as well. In an effort to feature multilingualism and multiple languages in the 
classroom, you can ask your students general questions about multilingualism. en, you may ask about 
the bene�ts of being a multilingual person. Later, you can ask questions related to the images in the gallery 
and make use of the resources and bridging activities shared below.

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Multicultural  : Related to or containing several cultural or ethnic groups/resources featured by a 

particular person or place.
Code switching  : e act(s) of a speaker changing between two or more languages in a single 

conversation. 
Standard language : A variety of language that is officially used by governments (e.g., the media, schools, 

official documents)
Multilingualism : e ability of an individual speaker or a community of speakers to communicate in 

multiple languages.

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Are you a multilingual person? Which language do you know and think in?
Ÿ Is it better to know more than one language? What are advantages/disadvantages?
Ÿ Have you ever bene�ted from being a multilingual?
Ÿ Does knowing more than one language change your perspective?
Ÿ Can you speak in more than one variety of the same language? (e.g., standard language, local dialect)
Ÿ Do you code-switch between the languages you know? If so, when do you typically do that?
Ÿ Can you recognize where people are from by just listening to their speaking?
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#Image3
Ÿ What languages do you see in the picture?
Ÿ Can you see any familiar words that you also use in your 

native language?
Ÿ Is that for tourists? Do you also have a similar multiple 

language warning signs in your country?
Ÿ Would you be able to understand the warnings if there 

were no pictures or symbols supporting the text?

#Image1
Ÿ What can you understand from the picture?
Ÿ Where is this place? Which country's �ag do you notice?
Ÿ How many different languages can you see?
Ÿ Why do you think they wrote this?
Ÿ Can you guess the time they put this on the door by 

looking at ornaments? 

#Image2
Ÿ What kind of shop is this? What do they speci�cally sell?
Ÿ Do they sell other things as well?
Ÿ What time do they open and close? Are they open at the 

weekend?
Ÿ Is everything written in English? What other 

language(s) can you recognize?
Ÿ Why are the letters written as lowercases and capitals in 

one word? Is that a message?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(A door decorated during Christmas in Boston, 
MA, United States)

(Tram Tour at NASA Johnson Space Center)

(e sign for “Buon Giorno” coffee shop in Fort 
Worth, Texas, United States)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ LLinELT Images)“Languages together” gallery at #LLinELT project website (
Ÿ (Video)A TEDx talk about how being a multilingual person affects your mind  
Ÿ ' (featuring signs from those countries) (Images, Text, Statistics)Worlds most multilingual countries 
Ÿ (Video)Kids who want to learn more languages! 
Ÿ (Posters)Multilingual posters for Classroom environment 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Ask students to v�s�t the follow�ng webs�te and create a mult�l�ngual s�gn for “Entrance & Ex�t” by 
mak�ng use of some of those languages. Analyze students' works together.

Ÿ Ask learners to make an observation outside, take/draw a picture of any bilingual/ multilingual signs 
they see, and bring them to the class.

Ÿ Encourage learners to google “bilingual signs”, choose one of the images, and try to create a short 
analysis report about the sign. Ask for volunteers to share their analyses in the class and discuss the 
different roles of various languages, icons, and colors used in the sign.

Ÿ Tell students to do an interview with a multilingual person. Ask them to bring their interview reports 
to the class. 

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images courtesy of LLinELTProject.  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nchNoLr2U10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nchNoLr2U10
https://www.treehugger.com/worlds-most-multilingual-countries-4864180
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BF83GlBo-d0
http://www.schoolslinks.co.uk/resources_dl.htm
http://llineltproject.com/tema/genel/uploads/katalog/dosya/Multilingualism_Intermediate-B1.pdf
http://llineltproject.com/tema/genel/uploads/katalog/dosya/Multilingualism_Intermediate-B1.pdf


MURALS (Pre-Intermed�ate –A2)

Güler BAYTAR 
EFL Teacher Cand�date, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
A mural is an artwork painted directly on a permanent surface like ceiling or a wall. An important feature 
of this type of painting is that the picture is in harmony with the place of painting. We can see a lot of 
examples of murals around us in everyday life. Teachers can use these murals and paintings in their 
classrooms as a dynamic way to present material, encourage class for participation and interaction. 
Teachers may also have students create their own murals for brainstorming, solo or group project 
organization, and presentations. In addition to that, murals can positively impact, students' achievement 
levels, make students want to be involved in different course works. Working with classmates to create a 
mural can be fun and it creates opportunities for the expression of different ideas and mental 
representations.

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Acrylic paint : A fast-drying paint.
Canvas  : A surface you paint on that is often made from tightly stretched unbleached cloth or a 

closely woven fabric.
Fresco  : A technique of mural painting executed upon freshly laid, or wet lime plaster.
Grid method : A written method used to teach children multiplication.
Primer  : A type of paint that you put on a surface before the main paint is put on.
Sketch  :  A picture that you draw quickly and with few details

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ What do you know about murals? Are they fun?
Ÿ Have you ever made a mural? If you made, how did you feel?
Ÿ What is your favorite type of mural?
Ÿ Do you know some famous mural artists?
Ÿ Have you ever seen someone who is making a mural?
Ÿ What kind of techniques are used in making a mural?
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#Image3
Ÿ Where is this place? What do they sell?
Ÿ Do you recognize the guy in the painting? Is that a crow 

on the right upper side? Why is it there?
Ÿ How is the mural related to the shop?
Ÿ Does the guy approve the type of music he listens to? 

How can we know?

#Image1
Ÿ What kind of a place is this? How many �oors are there?
Ÿ Do you think the murals are related to the purpose of 

this building?
Ÿ It says “Free 2-hour parking” on the table in the 

entrance. Can we park wherever we like?
Ÿ What does Clearance 8' 2'' mean? What does it show?

#Image2
Ÿ What is that mural about? What is the message?
Ÿ What do the words “Maverick” and “Fine” mean in 

these contexts?
Ÿ Which part of the United States do you think it is? What 

do they mean by “Western”?
Ÿ Do you think it is handmade or by use of machinery? 

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(Rice Village garage by Rice University Campus in 
Houston, Texas)

(A painting of Edgar Allan Poe listening to e 
Smiths by the window of a second bookstore in 

Denton, Texas)

(A clothing advertisement mural in Fort Worth, 
Texas)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ (Images)“Murals: an onl�ne gallery” created as part of LL�nELT project 
Ÿ (Tutorial Video)“How I Pa�nt Murals” A mural tutor�al by an art�st 
Ÿ (Text) Mural techn�ques and t�ps for pa�nt�ng wall murals 
Ÿ (Images and Text)Istanbul street arts and graff�t� �n Turkey 
Ÿ (Images and Text)35 mural �deas for schools 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Tell students to look around them on their way to school or other parts of the town and �nd a 
mural/graffiti. Ask them to take notes for the use of language, shapes, and colors to share their notes in 
the class. ey can take photos and bring images to the class if/when possible. 

Ÿ Organize a group activity to challenge students to create a mural for a suitable space in class or at 
school. Encourage them to design their sketches in English or/and other languages to participate in a 
class-wide competition.

Ÿ Ask students to look for mural artists on Instagram through checking relevant hashtags and hashtags. 
Tell them to prepare a small talk about the mural artist and his/her works to share with their classroom 
mates. 

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images courtesy of LLinELTProject.  
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http://www.llineltproject.com/photo/murals.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-tuyx9mYPE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-tuyx9mYPE
https://www.art-is-fun.com/mural-techniques
https://www.art-is-fun.com/mural-techniques
https://buenosairesstreetart.com/2020/02/istanbul-street-art-and-graffiti-in-turkey-the-best-murals-around-the-city/
https://buenosairesstreetart.com/2020/02/istanbul-street-art-and-graffiti-in-turkey-the-best-murals-around-the-city/
https://www.weareteachers.com/school-mural-ideas/
http://llineltproject.com/tema/genel/uploads/katalog/dosya/Murals_Pre-intermediate-A2.pdf


NASA SPACE MUSEUM (Intermed�ate –B1)

Nurten YILDIZ 
EFL Teacher Cand�date, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
Space Center Houston is an authentic learning center for science and space exploration. It has more than 
400 options and things to see and do. It has several signi�cant artifact galleries and permanent exhibits for 
America's human space�ight program. In this lesson, students can learn about the history of space 
exploration. You can use some posters, photographs or even an entrance ticket to the space center, which 
can be found in the resources shared below. Activities will drive learners' curiosity, especially those who are 
interested in space. During your class, you may also talk about other NASA Space museums like Kennedy 
Space Center, California Science Center in the USA or space museums elsewhere. You can provoke 
students' imagination through multiple lead-in and visual analysis questions, some of which are given as 
part of this material. You can use some digital resources and assign bridging activities to learners, who will 
eventually learn more about space by developing their target language.

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Space  : e dimensions of height, depth and width within which all things exist and move.
Space Center : A place dedicated to space-related activities
Space shuttle : Space transportation system which carries astronauts and cargo to the space from Earth 

orbit. 
Solar System : It is the bound system of the Sun and its other stars, planets and every other thing within 

the system.
NASA  : A U.S government agency that is responsible for science and technology related to air 

and space. 
Astronaut : A person trained by a human space�ight program to command, pilot or serve as a crew 

member of spacecraft. 

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Have you ever visited a space museum? 
Ÿ Are you interested in Space and Astronomy? What do you know about them? 
Ÿ Have you ever used a telescope to observe planets and stars? 
Ÿ Do you like watching space movies, what is your favorite space movie? 
Ÿ Have you ever seen an Astronaut in real life or on TV? Can you describe them? 
Ÿ Would you like to go to space? Where exactly would you like to go?
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#Image3
Ÿ What is this poster about?
Ÿ When can you meet the astronaut?
Ÿ Does he start at 11 and �nish at 1:20 pm or he has two 

different sessions to meet?
Ÿ What does “Astronaut appearances are subject to 

change” mean? Why is there such a note?

#Image1
Ÿ What do you see in picture? Is that a plane on a bigger 

plane? Have you ever seen anything like this before?
Ÿ What could be these planes used for?
Ÿ Where is this place? (Clue: Do you see any country's 

name or �ag in this picture?)
Ÿ Would you like to try and �y with this aircraft?

#Image2
Ÿ How many languages are there in this image? Why do 

you think these languages are preferred?
Ÿ What can you understand from the writings?
Ÿ Do you think you could understand the warnings 

without texts?
Ÿ Do you think the warning would be more efficient 

through texts without images?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(Space Shuttle Carrier Aircraft at NASA Johnson 
Space Center)

(A poster at NASA Johnson Space Center)

(Tram Tour at NASA Johnson Space Center)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ (LL�nELT Iges)“NASA Space Museum” and “Space Shuttle” galler�es a 
Ÿ (V�deo)V�s�t�ng the NASA Space Center �n Houston, Texas  
Ÿ (PDF for Act�v�ty Book)Internat�onal Space Stat�on Act�v�ty Book by NASA 
Ÿ (Video) A Qu�ck H�story of Space Explorat�on  
Ÿ  (PDF for a storybook)e Astro-Not-Yets Explore Sound by NASA

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Assign each student to prepare a poster about space. Class will evaluate all the posters and award the 
best work. 

Ÿ Ask students to form groups and try to create a space shuttle model or an aircraft as a group project. 
ey can watch sample v�deos on creat�ng shuttle models such as th�s and that one, and br�ng the�r 
work to take part �n a space-themed exh�b�t�on.

Ÿ Ask learners to imagine that they are meeting an astronaut for lunch. Tell them to create a dialog with a 
partner and perform it on stage next time in class. 

Ÿ Encourage your learners to prepare questions to create tweet posts which can be sent to Twitter 
accounts of astronauts who are currently in space. (is activity can be done through teacher's account 
as well.)

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images courtesy of LLinELTProject.  
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http://www.llineltproject.com/photo/nasa-space-museum-houston.html
http://www.llineltproject.com/photo/space-shuttle.html
https://youtu.be/HASQtUO2NU8
https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/iss_activity_book.pdf
https://youtu.be/PLcE3AI9wwE
https://youtu.be/PLcE3AI9wwE
https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/astro-not-yets_explore_sound_storybook.pdf
http://llineltproject.com/tema/genel/uploads/katalog/dosya/Nasa_Space_Museum_Intermediate-B1.pdf


STOREFRONTS (Pre-Intermed�ate – A2)

 İlke Şevval BOĞA 
EFL Teacher Cand�date, D�cle Un�vers�ty

                                                                                 

INTRODUCTION
Window displays are effective marketing tools that give stores opportunities to display what they sell and 
offer. ey are important tools to get people's attraction and increase the number of customers. anks to 
such storefronts, people may form or shape their ideas about brands, products, prices of products, 
discounts, information about stores such as opening and closing hours. Especially when they are creative, 
dynamic and interesting, they can be permanent in people's minds. When it comes to using them in 
classes, they can be very bene�cial and effective as well. ey can get students' attention like it does the 
interest of the customers. Teachers can use them to ask questions, ask their opinion. ey can create a 
discussion or brainstorming environment. Besides, students can learn about other cultures and some 
colloquial idioms.

TARGET  VOCABULARY
D�splay  : to arrange someth�ng or a collect�on of th�ngs so that �t can be seen by publ�c
Brand  : a type of product made by a part�cular company
Store  : a large shop where you can buy many d�fferent types of goods
Customer : a person who buys goods or a serv�ce
Product : someth�ng that �s made to be sold, usually someth�ng that �s produced by an �ndustr�al process
D�scount : a reduct�on �n the usual pr�ce
Colloqu�al : �nformal and more su�table for use �n speech than �n wr�t�ng

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ What are storefronts? What are their purposes?
Ÿ Do you you th�nk they can get people's attent�on?
Ÿ What kinds of window displays do you see in the place you live in?
Ÿ Have you ever bought someth�ng from a store because of the�r w�ndow d�splay?
Ÿ What do you th�nk about the colour of the w�ndow d�splays? How do they affect people's cho�ce?
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#Image3
Ÿ What do you see �n the p�cture? Have you ever seen a 

w�ndow d�splay l�ke th�s?
Ÿ Why do you th�nk these snowmen are used on the 

w�ndow d�splay? What �s the purpose? Do you th�nk �t �s 
about the season?

Ÿ What are these snowmen do�ng? What are they talk�ng 
about?

Ÿ Do you th�nk the d�alogue on the w�ndow d�splay �s 
�nterest�ng? Is �t a good �dea to put th�s text�ng on the 
w�ndow?

Ÿ Can you learn some colloqu�al express�ons from th�s 
w�ndow d�splay? Wh�ch ones?

#Image1
Ÿ What do you see �n the �mage? Wh�ch colors and 

language are used?
Ÿ What do you th�nk about the cho�ce of colours? Does 

red have spec�al mean�ng?
Ÿ When you look at the p�cture, what can you say about 

the products the store sells?
Ÿ Where �s th�s store located? Do you have any �dea?
Ÿ What k�nd of strateg�es do they use to attract customers' 

#Image2
Ÿ What can you say about the store? What k�nd of 

products do they sell? Can you understand by look�ng at 
the w�ndow d�splay?

Ÿ What are these products on the w�ndow?
Ÿ What deta�ls are used to support the product they sell?
Ÿ Have you ever read one of these books? Or have you ever 

heard about them?
Ÿ Do you th�nk th�s w�ndow d�splay �s attract�ve or not? 

Would you l�ke to go to th�s store and buy some books 
from there?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(A shop sale picture taken from the internet – e 
Atlantic)

(A storefront picture taken from the internet)

(An image of the storefront of a bookstore taken from 
online resources)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ (Images)Sale S�gns 
Ÿ (Video)Engl�sh on the Street: Learn Engl�sh Express�ons and Words 
Ÿ (Text)Ten Rules for a Successful Storefront Des�gn 
Ÿ (Video)Best London Chr�stmas D�splays 2017 
Ÿ (Video) Manhattan 2020: Spectacular Retail Window Holiday Displays 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Ask students to observe stores �n streets, shopp�ng centers and take photos of d�fferent w�ndow d�splays 
and br�ng them to the class to d�scuss them.

Ÿ Tell students to choose a product and prepare a sample of w�ndow d�splay w�th a texture on �t. �s 
act�v�ty could be a pa�r or group work act�v�ty.

Ÿ Ask students to be a group and �mag�ne they are sellers. ey w�ll prepare a w�ndow d�splay w�th 
mater�als and make a presentat�on about the store and products.

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images in this material are used for non-commercial educational purposes.
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https://www.pinterest.com/rrubyraymond/sale-signs/
https://www.pinterest.com/rrubyraymond/sale-signs/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YDBtMjPcMiA
https://www.cnu.org/publicsquare/2020/01/29/ten-rules-successful-storefront-design
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJawRSJDdfc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJawRSJDdfc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xyJhyoD2Qz4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xyJhyoD2Qz4
http://llineltproject.com/tema/genel/uploads/katalog/dosya/Shop_Displays_Pre-Intermediate_-_A2.pdf


SHOP SIGNS (Intermediate –B1)

 Hamza VARİNLİ
EFL Teacher Candidate, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
Shop signage aims for calling attention and a good signage may include a humorous language. ey can be 
very effective and cost-efficient unlike TV or newspaper ads since the signs can endure years and years. e 
implicit meaning of the signage can have its own �gure of speech as well. ese �gures of speech have the 
power to draw customers' attention. Signage typically tends to serve a few common purposes: to promote, 
identify, provide information, give directions, or to raise safety awareness. e signs may also include 
traditional sales times, discounts that re�ect certain cultural elements. Using them to teach English can be 
very useful to have a diverse and cultural class atmosphere. 

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Mural   : A large graph�c d�splay or pa�nt�ng permanently aff�xed to a wall.
BBQ   : A metal frame on wh�ch meat or fish are cooked outdoors over a fire.
Temporary S�gn : Any s�gn not �ntended for permanent d�splay or �nstallat�on.
Logo   : A graph�cal �con wh�ch often dep�cts a company's name, and poss�bly comb�n�ng text, 

symbols, and �llustrat�ons.
Flash�ng  : A l�ghted s�gn that turns on and off.

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Have you ever seen a humorous shop sign? In which language did you see it? What was written on it?
Ÿ Do you like to see pictures or texts on shop signs? Why? Which one is more explicit?
Ÿ What colors on shop signs do you think get the attention the most?
Ÿ Have you ever experienced a situation where you didn't understand the signage because of a funny or 

weird meaning?
Ÿ If you ran a business, what kind of shop sign would you design/have?
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#Image3
Ÿ What languages do you see in the picture?
Ÿ Can you see any familiar words that you also use in your 

native language? (e.g., “Leziz” for Turkish)
Ÿ Which cultural meals can you taste here?
Ÿ Why do you think Pakistani and Indian food is served in 

the same place? Do they have a similar cuisine?
Ÿ What does buffet mean? How much is a lunch buffet?

#Image1
Ÿ What can you understand from the signs in the picture 

below?
Ÿ What does BBQ stand for? Is it an abbreviation?
Ÿ Where is Dallas located? Can we say that Dallas (Texas) 

is famous for its BBQ?
Ÿ What do you think about color choices for this sign? 

Does it make it more attractive?

#Image2
Ÿ What kind of shop is this? What do they sell?
Ÿ Look at the logo of the shop, what does it say? Do you 

think the design is clever?
Ÿ Do they sell other things as well? Can you make a guess?
Ÿ What does pie mean? How is this related to pizza?
Ÿ What kinds of pizza can you order there? Which one is 

more expensive?
Ÿ Would you like to go there? Why?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(A Texas-style BBQ restaurant in New York City, 
NY, USA) (Google Maps link)

(A Pakistani-Indian restaurant in Albany, New 
York, USA) (Google Maps link)

(A small pizza shop in Dallas, Texas, USA) (Google 
Maps link) (Official website)
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https://www.google.com/maps/place/Dallas+BBQ/@40.7569818,-73.9909637,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x89c25854d4bb969f:0xa24138bfade01e18!8m2!3d40.7569778!4d-73.988775
https://www.google.com/maps/place/LaZeez/@42.658225,-73.764728,15z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x9953a46c1e6536ff!8m2!3d42.658225!4d-73.764728
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Pizza+Pie+Dallas/@32.7854972,-96.7918015,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x864e99c082267631:0x9b5091c83ace013f!8m2!3d32.7854927!4d-96.7896128
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Pizza+Pie+Dallas/@32.7854972,-96.7918015,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x864e99c082267631:0x9b5091c83ace013f!8m2!3d32.7854927!4d-96.7896128
https://www.pizzapiedallas.com


DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ Multiple “signage” galleries: (LLinELT Project Gallery 1, Gallery 2, Gallery 3, Gallery 4, Gallery 4 
Images)

Ÿ A collection of (Pinterest gallery)unusual shop signs  
Ÿ (Video)16 famous logos with a hidden meaning 
Ÿ (Online shop gallery)Custom shop signs on Etsy 
Ÿ (Text)e importance of good shop signage 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Tell students to form groups and create a shop s�gn for the�r �mag�nary restaurant. Encourage them to 
support the�r creat�ons through a logo, d�fferent color cho�ces, and fonts. ey can be �nsp�red by 
custom shop s�gns, and they can create the�r s�gns e�ther by draw�ng or through a d�g�tal platform such 
as Canva. An �n-person or d�g�tal exh�b�t�on can be created w�th the des�gned products. 

Ÿ Ask students to v�s�t a local shop to observe the�r s�gnage, ask the owner/workers about the des�gn of 
the shop s�gn. Students can present a small report about the�r find�ngs �n the next class.

Ÿ Encourage students to choose one of the best restaurants �n the Un�ted States onl�ne. Later, ask them to 
create a small poster summar�z�ng some �nformat�on about the restaurant �nclud�ng the t�tle, the type 
of food, and some rev�ewer comments. 

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images courtesy of LLinELTProject.  
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http://www.llineltproject.com/photo/shops.html
http://www.llineltproject.com/photo/funny-signs.html
http://www.llineltproject.com/photo/city-passes-and-iconic-signs.html
http://www.llineltproject.com/photo/road-signs.html
http://www.llineltproject.com/photo/school-signs.html
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SNACK PACKAGES (Pre-Intermediate – A2)

Zilan YİĞİT 
EFL Teacher Candidate, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
Everyone has consumed packaged foods such as chips, chocolate, wafers, jellybeans in their life. ese 
kinds of snacks are consumed a lot especially by children. Companies that produce packaged foods pay 
great attention to package designs in order to make their products more interesting and attractive. It is 
quite possible to encounter English words in these fancy and colorful packs. As far as I am concerned, the 
designers of these packs think that using English in the packages will make the products' quality higher. I 
think it is useful and possible to learn / teach English by examining what is written on the packages. 
Learning English in this way can be fun and interesting for students and the students can examine the 
English words they encounter frequently in their daily lives more carefully. In addition to that, the teacher 
can ask the students to examine the packs of the snacks they frequently eat, and the students can 
experience that English is not just something learned in the classroom.

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Crunch(y) : Foods that are crispy and make a noise when it is eaten.
Dome  : It is a shape that looks like half of a ball.
Natural  : Food that does not contain any additives harmful to human health.
Snack  : A kind of small amount of food that eaten between meals.
Vegetable : Plants, roots, or seeds that are usually eaten raw or cooked.
Mix  : Something created by combining more than one thing. 

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Do you eat snacks?
Ÿ How often do you eat snacks?
Ÿ What kind of snack do you like?
Ÿ What is your favorite? Chocolate, chips, wafers, or crackers?
Ÿ Have you ever looked carefully at the packages of snacks you have eaten before? If you looked carefully, 

can you describe one? 
Ÿ Have you ever bought a snack because its package was too attractive?
Ÿ Which language(s) can you see on the snack packages?
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#Image3
Ÿ What kind of snack is this? Is it sweet or savory?
Ÿ It says, 'Chocolate dome'. Can you guess the meaning 

of 'dome' by examining the pack?
Ÿ What does the text 'Belgium 1926' mean?
Ÿ is snack is sold in Turkey. Why do you think the texts 

on the package are exclusively in English? 

#Image1
Ÿ iExamine the picture carefully, it says 'Vegan'. What do 

they mean by saying 'Vegan'?
Ÿ What do you think 'Veggy' stands for? Is it an 

abbreviation?
Ÿ Who is this snack for? How can you know?
Ÿ Which languages do you see in the package?
Ÿ What do you think of the color choices in the package? 

Is it too colorful?

#Image2
Ÿ Have you ever seen this product or something similar 

before?
Ÿ Have you ever tasted crispy banana before? If yes, how 

does it taste?
Ÿ Which languages do you see in the picture? Which one 

is written on top and why?
Ÿ What does “natural snack” mean? Does it mean it is 

healthy? 
Ÿ What do you think about the pack? Is it attractive?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(Haribo's Veggie Mix sold at a supermarket in 
Turkey)

(Godiva chocolate domes sold at a supermarket in 
Turkey)

(Chefru 'natural snack' sold at a local market in 
Turkey)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ (Images and Text)6 Rules for great packaging design. 
Ÿ (Text)How Food Packaging Color In�uences Consumer Behavior. 
Ÿ (Images and Text)How to design packaging for healthy snacks. 
Ÿ (Video)American & Japanese people swap snacks 
Ÿ (Video)Tasting 20+ International Snacks 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Tell students examine the package of their favorite snacks and �nd English words on the packages. Ask 
them to try to guess the meaning of the English words they �nd by looking at the pack.

Ÿ Ask students to go to a local grocery store close to their home and �nd snack packs with English words 
or phrases on it. In this way, students can understand that learning English is possible everywhere.

Ÿ Ask students to form groups and make meaningful sentences by putting together the packages with 
English words on them which they have found before. So, the students will be able to form sentences 
with the words they learned from the packs.

Ÿ Encourage students to pair with each other and create their own snack packs by using simple English 
words or phrases on them.

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images courtesy of LLinELTProject.  
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SUPERSTITIONS (Pre-Intermed�ate – A2)

Yaren KESİCİ 
EFL Teacher Cand�date, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
Superstitions are unreasonable beliefs, often based on religion, supernatural beliefs, myths, or tradition. 
According to superstitious people, certain behaviors, situations, animals or objects bring good luck or bad 
luck. Generally, superstitions arise from fear, helplessness, coincidence, or old ideas and have no scienti�c 
explanations nor exact origin. ey can differ from religion to religion or culture to culture. Superstitions 
enable learners to participate actively in the lesson, as it is an interesting and easy-to-talk subject. Besides, 
this topic helps learners to increase cultural awareness. Since each culture has its own superstitions, 
learners will be able to compare their own culture's and other cultures' beliefs. Finally, talking about daily 
life situations, learners will be able to expand their vocabulary knowledge. I hope this material will be 
useful for both educators and learners.

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Belief  : Being con�dence about the existence or the reality of something.
Superstition : A belief that certain animals, objects or situations bring good luck or bad luck.
Religion : To have faith in a creator or a set of beliefs. 
Science  : Knowledge proven by observations and experiments.
Culture  : All the values and beliefs that belong to a group of people.
Clover  : A type of plant that usually has three leaves.
Ladder  :  A tool used for climbing up and down.
Owl  :  A bird that hunts at night.

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Do you believe in luck?
Ÿ Do you have an item that you believe brings you luck? (Examples: a necklace, a coin)
Ÿ Is there an animal that people around you usually don't like? If yes, can you explain the reason?
Ÿ Is there a belief people think it brings good luck or bad luck in your society?
Ÿ Do you know what is superstition? Can you give an example?
Ÿ Do you think superstitions are real? Tell us if you have any experience about it.
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#Image3
Ÿ What is the aim of the poster? Explain please.
Ÿ Where do you think this poster is hung? For example; 

streets, school walls, etc.
Ÿ Do you know the meaning of the symbol that is used in 

the word “Logical”?
Ÿ What can be the reason of using number 13 in the word 

“Superstitious”?
Ÿ What would you draw inside the circle on the poster?

#Image1
Ÿ What is the �rst thing you notice in the picture?
Ÿ Do you know the relationship between these things?
Ÿ Have you ever found a four-leaf clover? Where was it?
Ÿ Do you believe four-leaf clover or horseshoe brings 

luck?
Ÿ Have you ever broken a mirror? If yes, did anything bad 

happen after that?

#Image2
Ÿ What do you see on the poster? Explain please.
Ÿ Why is “caution” written on the top? What is the 

warning for?
Ÿ Who designed this poster? How do you know?
Ÿ Do you think black cats are dangerous or bring bad 

luck?
Ÿ What do people do when they see a black cat in your 

culture? Do they run away or pull their hair?
Ÿ Do you think something is wrong with the message on 

the poster? Who should be kept safely indoors? Cats or 
humans? Why?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(A picture of common superstitions) (Source)

(A poster prepared for raise awareness about 
superstition) ( )Source

(A poster prepared for “Fighting Black Cat 
Superstitions with Awareness”) (Source)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ (Video)Where do superst�t�ons come from?  
Ÿ (Text)55 of the Strangest Superst�t�ons From Around the World  
Ÿ (Website)F�ght�ng Black Cat Superst�t�ons W�th Awareness  
Ÿ (Quotes)Superst�t�on Quotes  
Ÿ (Activity/Quiz)Amer�can Superst�t�ons 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Divide the class into three groups. Give a blank paper to each group. Ask one group to create a poster 
about superstition, another to write a short story, and the last group to come up with quotes. Give 
them 15 minutes. When the time is up, ask each group to change their place and continue where the 
other group left off. At the end of the activity, present their works in the class and discuss them.

Ÿ Ask learners to search for different superstitions in other cultures and share them in the class. ey 
should also �nd out what the superstition they found means in their own culture and compare them.

Ÿ Tell learners to discuss superstitions with their families. Ask them to �nd the answer to such questions: 
“Do you believe/Why do you believe this superstition?”, “How did you learn that?” or “Have you ever 
experienced it?”. If there is an interesting experience they learned, ask them to share it with their 
friends.

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images in this material are used for non-commercial educational purposes.
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THEATER DISPLAYS (Intermediate –B1)

Gökhan Şükrü EFE 
EFL Teacher Candidate, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
eaters are very important for performing arts in every culture. Almost every big city has at least one 
theater within its boundaries.  Since they provide cultural and visual elements, the related elements of 
plays performed in theaters can also be used as teaching materials. Teachers can make use of posters, 
pictures of theater buildings, tickets or even school trips to theaters. In addition, teachers can explain 
about the speci�c terms and language. Moreover, teachers can teach and make the students practice how 
to book a theater ticket. Besides, teachers can ask students general questions about theaters. For example; 
have they gone to see a play in a theater or liked it?  What kind of a play was it? How did they buy the 
ticket? Additionally, teachers can ask students questions by showing images below and make use of digital 
resources included in this material.

TARGET  VOCABULARY
eatre  : A building or outdoor area in which plays and other dramatic performances are given.
Audience : e group of people together in one place to watch or listen to a play, �lm, someone speaking, 

etc.
Book  : To schedule a play or appearance by someone or a group.
Stage  : A raised platform in a theater where the performers stand.
Costume : e clothes that are worn by an actor who is trying to look like a different person.
Actor  : A man or woman who acts in a play or movie.
 

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Do you know what is performed in theaters?
Ÿ Do you know where the theater is in your city?
Ÿ Have you ever seen a play or a musical? What was its name?
Ÿ Do you like plays or musicals? 
Ÿ Do you know who plays in theaters?
Ÿ Do you know where the actors perform in the theater?
Ÿ Do the performers wear special clothes?
Ÿ Have you ever dreamed to be an actor when you were a child? 
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#Image3
Ÿ What do you see in the picture? Do you like the poster?
Ÿ Who do you think the target audience is for the 

musical? Have you seen the movie version of the 
musical?

Ÿ What is the name of the building? Where is it located?
Ÿ Do you see any signs in the picture? What are they for? 

What does controlled zone mean? When is it activated? 
Ÿ On which street was this photo taken? What is the speed 

limit in the Parker Street?

#Image1
Ÿ How many posters do you see in the picture? 
Ÿ What kind of posters are they? Have you ever seen any 

of them before?
Ÿ Why are there so many posters on the walls of the 

building? 
Ÿ What is the name of the black painted shop in the 

picture?
Ÿ Can you guess the city where those plays are performed 

in? Can you guess where the plays are performed?
Ÿ Have you ever booked a ticket for a play? 
Ÿ Can you buy discounted tickets there?

#Image2
Ÿ What do you see in the picture?
Ÿ What is the building for? What is the name of the 

building?
Ÿ What is the poster for? Can you guess? What language is 

used in the title?
Ÿ Can you guess why “Audience are still �ghting for a 

ticket” is written?”.
Ÿ Can you say what the kind of play is performed in the 

theatre? What is a musical?
Ÿ Why is this musical special? 

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(Outpost selling tickets to West End plays, London, 
UK) ( )Google Maps locat�on

(Gillian Lynne eatre, West End, London, UK) 
( )Google Maps locat�on

(Queens eatre, West End, London, UK) (Google 
Maps locat�on)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ (Video)Romeo and Jul�et filmed �n the Globe eatre 
Ÿ (Resource database)Off�c�al London eatre educat�on packs 
Ÿ (Posters)eatre posters and poster templates   
Ÿ eatre posters  (Posters)
Ÿ (Video) A look beh�nd the scenes at the Nat�onal eatre 
Ÿ (Video)Learn Engl�sh Vocabulary: Go�ng to the theatre 
Ÿ (Video)Engl�sh IDIOMS from the theatre 
Ÿ (Text)How to make a book�ng �n Engl�sh 
Ÿ (Text)eater games 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Ask groups of students to prepare  using online templates and bring them to the a poster about a play
class for a contest. Let them explain their posters and then vote for the best one.

Ÿ Encourage students to see  and take notes for the class. Ask them to share their notes and make a play
summary of the play including plot and the characters in the class. 

Ÿ Ask groups of students to write a mini play or short scene and then perform their play during the class.
Ÿ Ask groups of students to write small conversations using the idioms from the theatre.
Ÿ Ask pairs of students to act out or their favorite play.the book�ng of a t�cket f
Ÿ Select one of the theater games and let it play to warm up for the class.
Ÿ After watching this video, arrange a school trip to a local theater. Let the students observe the theater 

and let them make comparison between two theaters. 
Ÿ Using the educational packs, ask the students about the story and the characters from “e Lion 

King”.

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images in this material are used for non-commercial educational purposes.
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TRANSPORTATION – METRO SYSTEMS (Pre-Intermed�ate – A2)

Doğa CANBAY 
EFL Teacher Cand�date, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
Transportat�on has ga�ned more and more �mportance s�nce the �nvent�on of wheel. Beg�nn�ng w�th th�s 
event, people have des�gned and manufactured �mproved veh�cles for transportat�on. Nowadays we work 
at compan�es, schools, hosp�tals, government off�ces, what's more we have to go d�ferent places to do our 
da�ly th�ngs l�ke shopp�ng, meet�ng w�th our fr�ends… that's why we had to find ways to go somewhere 
from somewhere more eas�ly and �n a cheaper way. Just l�ke we use them �n our da�ly l�ves, they can be a 
good top�c for Engl�sh language classes. F�rst of all, students can learn bas�c terms wh�ch are used 
commonly �n da�ly l�fe. By learn�ng related terms, learners w�ll exper�ence no challenge �n real l�fe context 
when they use such transportat�on systems. In add�t�on, they can always see examples around them, they 
can make maquettes, exam�ne s�gnboards, search for most famous metro stat�ons and learn the reasons 
beh�nd the�r reputat�on just for fun. In metro stat�ons they can see people who perform the�r talents, and 
may find chance to meet d�fferent people. 

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Metro   : An underground ra�lway system wh�ch �s used �n a b�g c�ty
Subway  : A term used for metro �n Amer�ca  (ey use subway �nstead of metro) 
Underground  : A term used for metro �n England (ey use underground �nstead of metro)
L�ne   : e d�rect�on a metro moves throughout
Stat�on  : A po�nt or bu�ld�ng where we can get on or get off tra�ns, buses etc. 
Passenger  : Someone who travels �n a veh�cle w�thout controll�ng �t 
Tunnel   : A passage under the ground 
Departure t�me : e t�me a veh�cle arr�ves at the stat�on 

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Have you ever seen a metro stat�on? Where?
Ÿ Does your c�ty have a metro/subway system? Does everyone use metro?
Ÿ Do you know how many famous metro stat�ons are �n the world ?
Ÿ Are metros crowded ? Are they cheap ?
Ÿ Are there metro stat�ons all over the world? Why are they bu�lt under the ground?
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#Image3
Ÿ Look at the s�gn. Where do you th�nk th�s p�cture was 

taken?
Ÿ Wh�ch languages do you see �n the �mage?
Ÿ Where can you go from th�s metro stat�on?
Ÿ What does the number 6 represent �n the s�gn?
Ÿ What are all the numbers w�th d�fferent colors below 

the s�gn? What do they mean?

#Image1
Ÿ Where �s th�s p�cture taken?
Ÿ Does that s�gn look h�stor�cal?
Ÿ Why do you th�nk “Underground” �s wr�tten b�gger and 

spec�fed more than “Publ�c Subway” ?
Ÿ Do you see the symbols near “to�lets”? Why are they 

used there? What do you th�nk about the �mages used?

#Image2
Ÿ Where �s th�s p�cture taken ? In wh�ch country �t m�ght 

be?
Ÿ Wh�ch stat�on names can you see? Where can you go 

from th�s stat�on?
Ÿ Look at the s�gns. Wh�ch abbrev�at�ons can you see? 

What do they stand for?
Ÿ Why �s the “Ex�t” wr�tten �n red color?
Ÿ ere are s�gns on the r�ght and left s�de of the p�cture as 

well. What m�ght they mean?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(Westm�nster Stat�on Entrance, C�ty of 
Westm�nster, England)

(An �mage taken �n Moscow Metro �n Russ�a)

(Tra�n Stat�on �n New York C�ty, NY, USA)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ ' (Images and Texts)Worlds Top 10 Bus�est Metros 
Ÿ ' (Images and Texts)Worlds Best Subway Systems 
Ÿ (Images and Texts)e Most Beaut�ful Metro Stat�ons 
Ÿ (V�deo)Top 10 Bus�est Subway Metro Systems �n the World 
Ÿ (V�deo)Famous “M�nd the Gap” announcement �n London Underground 
Ÿ (Aud�o & V�deo)London Underground V�ctor�a L�ne Tra�n Announcement 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Tell students to wr�te a report about one of the metro stat�ons they've seen. If there are ones have never 
seen, they can work �n-pa�r or they just search �n �nternet. ey should use the words they've learned 
(not all of them needed), use p�ctures and wr�te short �nformat�on texts. en they can arrange the�r 
report however they want.

Ÿ Tell students to make a short d�scuss�on about us�ng metro w�th the�r fam�ly members at home. ey 
w�ll talk about �ts advantages, d�sadvantages etc. then, they w�ll talk about the�r �deas �n the class.

Ÿ Ask students the�r �deas about the s�gns they've seen �n the p�ctures and ask them to create a s�gn for the 
new metro stat�on that �s bu�lt �n the�r home town. How would they des�gn s�gns for the�r own c�ty? 
Ask them to draw s�mple s�gns and br�ng the�r draw�ngs to the class  (ey can both draw �n computer 
or they can use paper, �t depends on them.)

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images in this material are used for non-commercial educational purposes.
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TRAVELING (Pre-Intermed�ate – A2)

Osman GÖRGİN 
EFL Teacher Cand�date, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
“e world �s a book, and those who don't travel only read a page”. As can be understood from th�s quote, 
travel has great effects on our l�ves. S�nce Engl�sh �s one of the most spoken languages �n the world, we can 
assume that travel has a great contr�but�on to language learn�ng. As th�s top�c w�ll attract a lot of attent�on 
to students, as a teacher, you can ask �f any of the students �n your class who have traveled abroad, the 
contr�but�on of th�s tr�p to Engl�sh learn�ng, and descr�pt�on of the�r exper�ences there. In add�t�on, 
certa�n students can make a corner of the classroom as an Engl�sh travel corner, and from t�me to t�me, 
useful add�t�ons can be added to th�s corner. It �s through such a corner that learners can pract�ce both 
target language and cultures.

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Tr�p  : A journey �n wh�ch you go somewhere, usually for a short t�me, and come back aga�n. 
Descr�be : To say or wr�te what someone or someth�ng �s l�ke.
Corner  : e po�nt, area, or l�ne that �s formed by the meet�ng of two l�nes, surfaces, roads, etc.
Useful  : Effect�ve; help�ng you to do or ach�eve someth�ng.
Arr�ve  : To reach a place, espec�ally at the end of a journey.
Luggage : e bags, su�tcases, etc. that conta�n your possess�ons and that you take w�th you when you are 

travell�ng.

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Do you want to travel to another country or do you want to travel �n your own country? Why?
Ÿ Would you l�ke to take a cru�se? Where to?
Ÿ Have you ever lost your luggage at the a�rport? When?
Ÿ Do you prefer a budget or first class hotel? Why?
Ÿ What age range do you th�nk vacat�on �s good for? Ch�ldren? Teenagers? Adults?
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#Image3
Ÿ Where was th�s photo taken?
Ÿ Wh�ch d�rect�ons are represented �n the s�gn?
Ÿ Wh�ch languages do you th�nk there are �n the p�cture? 

Wh�ch one �s wr�tten on top and why?
Ÿ What parts of the a�rport can you go by look�ng at these 

s�gns?
Ÿ Why do you th�nk green color �s used �n one part�cular 

s�gn? What does the s�gn represent?

#Image1
Ÿ Where do you th�nk th�s photo was taken?
Ÿ If you were at the place where th�s photo was taken, 

wh�ch of these places would you l�ke to go? Do you 
recogn�ze any of these places?

Ÿ Would you l�ke to l�ve �n a coastal c�ty l�ke th�s one?
Ÿ Why do you th�nk they preferred long and colorful 

woods?

#Image2
Ÿ To wh�ch transporat�on system does th�s s�gn belong to?
Ÿ Where �s th�s photo taken? Do you recogn�ze any of 

these places?
Ÿ What �s the name of th�s subway stat�on?
Ÿ What do the numbers and letters represent �n the c�rcle?
Ÿ Why are there d�fferent colors? What do they mean?
Ÿ Who �s the elevator for? Where can you find �t?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

(A s�gnboard show�ng var�ous famous settlements �n 
Amer�ca)

(An �nformat�ve s�gn at new Istanbul A�rport, 
Turkey)

(Subway s�gn �n New York C�ty, USA)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ (V�deo)Why travel�ng �s �mportant 
Ÿ (Images)Travel photo galler�es 
Ÿ (Tutor�al V�deo)15 reasons why you should travel the world 
Ÿ (Text and V�deo)S�gn�ficant benefits of travel�ng. 
Ÿ (Images)e best countr�es �n the world to travel 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Ask the students to check the h�story, s�ghtsee�ngs, and k�tchen of a country they want to go to. ey 
can work �nd�v�dually or �n pa�rs to prepare a short presentat�on �n wh�ch they can prov�de deta�led 
�nformat�on about the�r dest�nat�on country.

Ÿ Ask the students to create a poster cover�ng p�ctures of the most v�s�ted countr�es �n the world and the 
reasons for v�s�t�ng them.

Ÿ Prov�de students a gu�ded �nstruct�on on creat�ng a s�gn they can poss�bly see at a bus stat�on, tra�n 
stat�on, or an a�rport. Students create the�r s�gns at home and br�ng them back for a collect�on of 
exh�b�t.

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images in this material are used for non-commercial educational purposes.
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T-SHIRT TALK (Pre-Intermed�ate – A2)

Zeliha BAYTOK 
EFL Teacher Cand�date, D�cle Un�vers�ty

INTRODUCTION
T-sh�rts are among the most popular types of clothes �n the world. As they have lots of v�sual and cultural 
pr�nts, express�ve messages, fun p�ctures and texts on them, they can be used as a fun and authent�c 
resource �n Engl�sh language classes. As a teacher, you can use pr�nted p�ctures, messages, vocabulary, 
characters, symbols, cultural stuffs, abbrev�at�ons, etc. wh�ch are on t-sh�rts. You may also talk about the 
language used on t-sh�rts. Moreover, you can ask general quest�ons to your students about t-sh�rts and you 
also can ask what colour and style of t-sh�rts they l�ke. What's more and �mportant, you can make use of 
�mages and resources below to engage students �n d�scuss�ons about a var�ety of top�cs.

TARGET  VOCABULARY
Screen pr�nt�ng   : A method of pr�nt�ng by forc�ng �nk through a pattern cut �nto a p�ece of cloth streched 

across a frame.
Pla�n   : Not decorated or elaborate; s�mple or bas�c �n des�gn.
Vogu�sh  : Popular or �n fash�on at a part�cular t�me.
Styl�sh   : Fash�onably elegant and soph�st�cated.
Cool   : e qual�ty of be�ng fash�onably attract�ve or �mpress�ve.
V�ntage  : Clothes from more than 30 years ago.
A snappy dresser : A person who dresses w�th a great attent�on to deta�l and who looks good.

OBSERVATION  THROUGH  LEAD-IN  QUESTIONS
Ÿ Do you l�ke to wear t-sh�rts? Are they n�ce or comfortable?
Ÿ Do you have a favor�te t-sh�rt? If you have, wh�ch color �s �t?
Ÿ Do you pay attent�on to the texts or p�ctures on t-sh�rts wh�le buy�ng them?
Ÿ Do you prefer a pla�n t-sh�rt or a colorful t-sh�rt? Why or why not?
Ÿ Do you have a favor�te shop to buy t-sh�rts �n your country?
Ÿ Do you l�ke wr�t�ngs or p�ctures on t-sh�rts? Wh�ch one do you prefer?
Ÿ Do you have a t-sh�rt of your favor�te character? If so, wh�ch character �t �s?
Ÿ Do you th�nk t-sh�rts re�ect people's �dent�t�es or styles? Why or why not?
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#Image3
Ÿ What do you see �n p�cture? Are they ghosts? Are they 

scary?
Ÿ How do you l�ke the text wr�tten on the t-sh�rt? Do you 

agree or d�sagree w�th �t?
Ÿ Why do you th�nk the text wr�tten �s �n red color? Why 

the red pa�nt �s �ow�ng?
Ÿ For what concept do you th�nk th�s t-sh�rt �s des�gned? Is 

�t for a costume party?
Ÿ Do you th�nk �t �s for men or women, or can �t be for 

both?

#Image1
Ÿ What do you see �n p�cture? What k�nd of a place �s th�s? 

What do they sell?
Ÿ When do you th�nk th�s p�cture �s taken? What makes 

you th�nk that?
Ÿ How many t-sh�rts do you see �n the p�cture? Wh�ch 

colors do they have?
Ÿ Can you read the statement on the t-sh�rt? Have you 

ever heard that?
Ÿ Do you l�ke the text wr�tten on the t-sh�rt? Have you 

ever used �t �n your l�fe?

#Image2
Ÿ Do you know th�s famous character? What �s �ts name?
Ÿ Have you ever watched �t? Do you l�ke h�m? 
Ÿ Do you th�nk there �s a connect�on between paw and 

hand?
Ÿ Do you th�nk �t �s the front s�de or the back s�de of the t-

sh�rt? Why?
Ÿ What does Garfield want to mean? What �s the message 

here? Is �t funny?

QUESTIONS FOR IMAGE/TEXT ANALYSIS

( An �mage taken �ns�de of a small clothe shop �n 
the USA )

(A t-sh�rt des�gned for Halloween taken from an 
onl�ne shop �n the USA)

( An �mage taken from an Instagram page whose 
owner �s from the USA)
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DIGITAL RESOURCES FOR POST-ANALYSIS PRACTICES

Ÿ (Images)T-sh�rt Talks: an onl�ne gallery created as a part of LL�nELT project 
Ÿ (Images)Etsy: Sh�rts and Tees: an onl�ne shop 
Ÿ (Images)Funny Say�ngs T-sh�rts: an onl�ne shop 
Ÿ (Images and Text)10 pro t�ps for creat�ng better T-sh�rt des�gns 
Ÿ (Images)Popular T-Sh�rt Des�gns of the Week 
Ÿ (Images)Talk�ng T-Sh�rts: Tee Publ�c 
Ÿ (V�deo)How to Create a T-Sh�rt Des�gn from Noth�ng 
Ÿ (Text and Mob�le App) How to des�gn a t-sh�rt from scratch-Canva 
Ÿ (V�deo)How I des�gn a T-Sh�rt- Cloth�ng Art Tutor�al 
Ÿ (V�deo)TOP 5 Free Des�gn Apps For Creat�ng T-Sh�rts Des�gns 
Ÿ (Images) e Talk�ng Sh�rt 

IDEAS FOR TRANSFORMED PRACTICES

Ÿ Tell students to form groups and des�gn character, p�cture or wr�te a text for the�r t-sh�rt. Encourage 
them to support the�r creat�ons through colors, font styles, and funny th�ngs. You can organ�ze �t l�ke a 
compet�t�on. You can reward them.

Ÿ Ask students to v�s�t a clothe shop �n the�r country to observe t-sh�rts and see how much Engl�sh used 
on them, are they just text or colorful and p�cture pr�nted. ey can take photos of them and can share 
the�r exper�ences �n the next class.

Ÿ Ask students to br�ng the�r favor�te t-sh�rt to the class, you can choose the best t-sh�rt wh�ch have 
colorful pr�nt�ng and the most funny text on �t. You can focus on the language used on t-sh�rts w�th 
students.

Ÿ Ask students to look people who wore t-sh�rts around them and take notes the text of the t-sh�rt wh�ch 
has the most express�ve message on �t. You can ask them to br�ng the notes to the class and you can 
d�scuss the mean�ngs of them w�th students.

Ÿ Encourage students to �mag�ne that they are a t-sh�rt des�gner and have a shop and what k�nds of t-
sh�rts would they des�gn, what would be the�r shop's name. Ask them to wr�te a m�n� text about these.

Ÿ Ask students to watch th�s v�deo and des�gn the�r onl�ne favor�te t-sh�rt w�th one of them or other 
appl�cat�ons. If they want, �t can be �n groups or �nd�v�dually. ey can share the�r des�gnn�ngs w�th 
class.

A stand-alone version of this resource accompanied by high resolution images is available here. 
Images in this material are used for non-commercial educational purposes.
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Teaching Classroom Rules to Young Learners through Linguistic 
Landscapes

 Young learners are expected to learn about classroom rules as part of the 4th grade curriculum in 
English classrooms in Turkey. is presentation aims to share a series of activities conducted for the 
purpose of teaching classroom rules to 4th graders through linguistic landscapes. Given that rules are in 
every part of our lives including traffic rules, pool rules, Covid-19 rules, and office rules, linguistic 
landscapes were identi�ed as an appropriate way to introduce rules at school and the classroom as well. 
 In order to raise awareness among the students, they were introduced to many public and private 
rule signs from different parts of life and asked to guess where they can see these signs in the �rst part of the 
class. In the second part, they were encouraged to give examples to public and private rule signs around the 
place where they live before teaching the theme Classroom Rules. After covering the classroom rules given 
in the coursebook, students were engaged in a bridging activity, through which they prepared creative 
classroom rules signs to exhibit in the school. It is hoped that learners develop their familiarity about the 
target subject and increase their awareness about the presence of English around them. Cl�ck on the v�deo 
screenshot below to watch th�s presentat�on.  

Asiye GÜLTEN
Güzelsu Primary School, 
Gerger/Adıyaman, Turkey
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TAJ0wc8sN0o


Technological Surveillance Signs �n the Everyday: A Linguistic 
Landscape-Centered Online Teaching Practice

 Linguistic Landscapes (LL) is a new and effective approach to teach target language with rich 
authentic materials in everyday life. For this presentation, the goal is to expose two Turkish groups of 
ninth grade students to target language through online lessons. e topic is selected as technological 
surveillance signs in everyday life as we live in a world which is highly equipped with technological devices 
in almost everywhere such as supermarkets, shops, home, school and streets, etc. In such a world where 
technology and English are so integrated in our daily life, it is easy to make connections between the 
content of classroom lessons and the world outside the classroom. It is expected that students will be 
familiar with the technological surveillance signs in the target language as language researchers. e lesson 
aims to provide an awareness among target group learners through the possibility of incidental language 
learning as well. Learners are expected to enrich their vocabulary and language phrases by talking about 
the public video systems, technological tools and devices in their environment with authentic materials as 
well. In short, it is hoped that an effective and funny language learning classroom atmosphere will be 
created by means of rich and daily authentic materials presented within the concept of Linguistic 
Landscapes. Cl�ck on the v�deo screenshot below to watch th�s presentat�on.  

Ayşegül ÇANLI
Atatürk Çiftliği Primary School, 

Istanbul, Turkey
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vLhOXo2vMk0


 is presentation aims to deliver a session on a sample English language classroom practice on 
teaching English grammar through linguistic landscapes (Lls). e presentation will cover information 
about the importance and bene�ts of using linguistic landscapes in English classrooms as well as sample 
activities which provide a perspective about how to use LLs in teaching. e activities aim to provide more 
practice opportunities for learners to understand multiple structural points through street signs, both in 
classroom and daily life settings. ese activities, which particularly target modals, were developed for 
English learners with pre- intermediate or intermediate pro�ciency levels. It is through these LL materials 
that learners will be practicing modals such as have to, must and can. In addition to that, the lexical 
meaning behind of these signs such as permission, obligation, or public announcement will be explored as 
well. e objectives of the activities are to build a bridge between the classroom and real life, making 
learners more aware of the linguistic landscapes that they face in daily life and the meaning behind them. 
At the end of these activities, students will be able to differentiate can- cannot, have to- don't have to and 
must-mustn't. It is also expected that they will be able to distinguish the rules, obligations, suggestions, or 
necessities. Cl�ck on the v�deo screenshot below to watch th�s presentat�on.  

Büşra KÜÇÜKKENDİRCİ
Istanbul Bilgi University 

Turkey

Teaching Modals to Pre/intermediate Students through 
Linguistic Landscapes
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 e current presentation aims to illustrate how linguistic landscapes (LLs) can be used to bridge 
the pandemic life around the world with the life in the community of English learners. For this purpose, a 
group of 9th grade EFL learners were introduced to the concept of LL and they were provided 
opportunities to engage in contextualized authentic language discussions to raise COVID-19 awareness. 
It is through these meaningful discussions that students are expected to become much more aware of the 
ways the epidemic outbreak affected people economically, physically, and emotionally. As part of the 
activities, students analyzed the pictures through which they had a chance to improve their critical 
thinking skills along with other areas such as communication, problem solving, and creativity. Later, 
students conveyed their feelings through posters they created. ese activities also allow learners to see 
their L1 use in their community and help them observe how multiple languages are connected in a single 
space. As a result of these in-class activities, it can be argued that using LL in a pedagogical environment 
has been helpful to broaden learners' minds by assisting them in facing the outcomes of the outbreak, 
becoming more aware of the situation, and using target language both effectively and creatively. Cl�ck on 
the v�deo screenshot below to watch th�s presentat�on.  

Candan KILIÇ
Çınar G�rls' Anatol�an Imam Hat�p H�gh School

Çınar/D�yarbakır, Turkey

Raising Learners' Awareness and Creativity by Means of 
Linguistic Landscapes of Covid-19
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 is presentation is a way of teaching young learners how to keep themselves away from any dirt, 
bacteria and particularly coronavirus in a fun way. e activity is applied in the primary school classroom 
which featured very young learners. For this project, the main goal was to get students to think about the 
solutions of this dangerous disease and inform them without causing any fear at the time of Covid-19 
pandemic outbreak. Visual and authentic materials are used for the purpose of raising consciousness and 
drawing kids' attention to the subject. e “disinfectant lama” was designed with some cotton, beads, 
cardboard, soap bottle and glue. Keeping the materials simple made students want to do the same 
disinfectant as mine which was quite inspiring for them. I covered my bottle with some cottons and 
decorated it as a lama. When they saw the material, they got so curious and tried to analyze it. Most of the 
learners guessed its usage in a correct way. ey wanted to touch it and use it, therefore it can be said that 
the material was very attractive. Finally, squirting the disinfectant lama into their palms was an incredible 
and joyful activity for them. Cl�ck on the v�deo screenshot below to watch th�s presentat�on.  

Cansu AYDIN 
Selahaddin Eyyubi Primary School 

Ağrı,Turkey

Introducing ''Disinfectant Lama'' to Young Learners as a Joyful 
Activity to Raise Covid-19 Awareness
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAwldg2l88Y


 is presentation covers information related to a project carried out by Çınar District National 
Education Directorate and Dicle University Zerzevan Castle Excavation Directorate in Diyarbakır, 
Turkey. e project “I Learn My Cultural Heritage through Zerzevan Castle” is developed for the purpose 
of helping secondary school students to develop 21st century skills and approach museums and 
archeological sites as educational places to gain cultural knowledge. In an effort to reach these goals, a 
lesson was designed through the linguistic landscape of historic Zerzevan Castle in Diyarbakır, Turkey. 
e materials mainly consist of signboards in and around the Roman castle, which feature a high number 
of linguistic items related to ancient history and archeology. It is through the designed materials and 
resources that secondary school students will engage in discovery learning experiences which is expected 
to result in development in cultural heritage awareness, intercultural tolerance and competence. Cl�ck on 
the v�deo screenshot below to watch th�s presentat�on.  

Derya YILDIRIM
National Ministry of Education, Çınar District 

Diyarbakır, Turkey

Learning the Cultural Heritage through the Linguistic 
Landscape of a Roman Castle
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 Language learners sometimes have difficulty in learning and practicing certain grammatical 
structures of English language. In an effort to overcome such challenges, the concept of Linguistic 
Landscapes (LLs) is adopted in a 12th grade English classroom in eastern Turkey. e goal was to increase 
learners' familiarity with the structural rules and raise their interests towards English through LL-based 
activities. Modals were chosen as the grammatical focus of the lesson as many students experienced 
difficulty in understanding the differences across certain structures. In the beginning of the class, multiple 
pictures exemplifying modal verbs were displayed and later they were shared with students. In the 
following section, students compared LL-based resources with the appropriate structural items and 
practiced their English through this way. It is through such activities that students are provided with real 
life examples featuring modal structures. As a result, it is expected that students will realize that language is 
not simply based on rules or memorization of certain structures; rather it includes many different areas 
such as cultural elements. e presentation will conclude with English learners' perspectives on the use of 
this technique and how it contributed to their English language learning experiences. Cl�ck on the v�deo 
screenshot below to watch th�s presentat�on.  

D�lan BARAN
Malabad� Anatol�an H�gh School

S�lvan/D�yarbakır, Turkey

  

Going Beyond the Grammar: Developing English Learners' 
Interests through LL-Based Activities
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5Qt_qLunes


 e goal of this presentation is to improve the perspectives and levels of the secondary school 
students living in a village located in Tarsus/Mersin by using linguistic landscapes (LLs) in English 
language.  Four types of instruments were used for collecting data for this study. First of all, the data were 
collected through interviews by using posters including different linguistic landscapes both in native and 
target language so as to have their general ideas about linguistic landscapes. Secondly, they searched the 
internet and prepared their own PowerPoint slides. After those slideshows, group interviews were 
implemented about their works. By this way, they improved their background knowledge on LLs and had 
an idea about their language using skill. irdly, they designed a t-shirt, which delivered different types of 
messages, and shared their materials during online lessons. By this way, they created their own original and 
visual linguistic landscape materials. Finally, teacher and students created a checklist data together about 
what was covered, which allowed learners to see what they have learnt. Overall, this classroom practice-
based lesson included exploring students' different perceptions and developing their English language 
usage by means of linguistic landscapes. Cl�ck on the v�deo screenshot below to watch th�s presentat�on.  

 Duygu Yıldız DUR
 Kelahmet Secondary School 

Mers�n, Turkey

Developing Perspectives of Secondary School Students on 
Linguistic Landscapes �n an English Class
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 e present study aims to demonstrate a lesson plan based on the concept of linguistic landscapes. 
e study took place via Zoom application in Baykan, Siirt in southeastern Turkey. e participants were 
9 teachers in different �elds from an art community. Learners' levels of pro�ciency were recognized as 'pre-
intermediate', which roughly corresponds to A2 level in CEFR standards. To reach the goals of the study, 
participants were a given a product from supermarket which is “Ülker Dankek Çikolatalı Islak Kek” as 
part of a topic. Learners were guided through some questions about the ingredients, cover of the product, 
back of the product and colors on it. After this activity was completed, a post bridging activity was 
introduced in which, learners were encouraged to create their own product according to their own 
preferences and taste. At the end of the class, learners were expected to be aware of linguistic landscape and 
understand the fact that English is really there when they look and want to see, thus increasing their 
English as a lingua franca awareness. Cl�ck on the v�deo screenshot below to watch th�s presentat�on.  

Ebru YAĞIZ
Arınç M�ddle School 
Baykan/Siirt, Turkey

A Tasty Introduction of Linguistic Landscapes to English 
Classroom through Supermarket Products
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0xNYJOpCwXc


 is presentation is about a lesson which is designed and developed by means of making use of 
the concept Linguistic Landscapes (Lls). e lesson can be evaluated as a guidebook for teachers while 
teaching the theme of "Tourism" or a relevant topic to 8th grade English language learners. “Tourism” is 
covered as a theme in the textbook, which is used for 8th grade students by the Ministry of National 
Education in Turkey. e lesson is composed of three interconnected sections. Firstly, the teacher and 
their students visit a historical place in their city. When they are back in the class after their visit, the 
teacher shows the pictures of signboards from this place. Some activities and an application are also used 
to make the lesson more engaging. It is through this type of design that students can see that they 
continue to learn words and signs implicitly even if they are not in the classroom environment. In the 
�nal stage, the teacher gives a bridging activity to maintain the process of learning through LLs and 
connecting the class with the outside world. It is important to note that this �exible lesson plan can be 
adapted in any setting in a country. Since there are many historical and natural places in every city, this 
lesson plan is easy to apply and motivate students. Moreover, this lesson can be conducted not only in 
face to face classrooms but also online classrooms. is presentation will show the importance of 
peripheral learning and the support of LLs to peripheral learning. Cl�ck on the v�deo screenshot below to 
watch th�s presentat�on.  

Gülsem�n COŞKUN
Bolu Abant İzzet Baysal Un�vers�ty

Turkey

“I am Learning About My City”: A Flexible Linguistic 
Landscape-Centered Lesson
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dd0kAwFGKjg


 is activity is prepared as a part of an English language teaching lesson with the aim of 
introducing car stickers as Linguistic Landscapes (LLs) materials. e lesson was particularly designed 
for the university students who major in English Language Teaching with upper-intermediate 
pro�ciency levels of English. However, it may be adapted to different target groups with different 
pro�ciency level of English as well. is activity was carried out as a part of an online class via Zoom with 
�ve ELT students aged between 20-25 years old. e main purpose was to introduce them to authentic 
linguistic landscape resources, to raise awareness of bene�ts of using LL in their future classes and to 
demonstrate how they can make use of LLs and prepare their own activities. In this presentation, the 
steps of the designed activities will be described. Later, the experiences, reactions, and opinions both as 
students and as preservice teachers will be shared. Visual materials will be provided during the 
presentation in an effort to illustrate the adapted resources. Cl�ck on the v�deo screenshot below to watch th�s 
presentat�on.  
 

Hanife Duygu ERDOĞAN 
Erzincan Binali Yıldırım University

Turkey

Car Stickers as Linguistic Landscape Materials �n Language 
Classrooms
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mAE8OHHl5Sk


 e concept of Linguistic Landscapes (LLs) is a dynamic term which encourages us to analyze and 
understand the languages around us. Integrating LLs into language learning is a way to help students meet 
the language outside of the classroom. For this purpose, two topics are chosen to cover in this 
presentation: (1) designing napkins and cups for coffee shops in a general English class and (2) creating 
identity cards in connection with a social science lesson as a part of content based learning. e target 
students are a group of four students from 4th grade learners. For the general English lesson, students were 
shown different coffee shops with designed napkins and cups which featured some English on them. 
General warm up questions asked about the visuals and students analyzed the language. Target vocabulary 
related to the topic were provided during the lesson. As bridging activities, students acted out role plays, 
and designed napkins and cups for their own coffee shops. For the social science lesson, different identity 
cards around the world were shown to students and they were asked to analyze what kind of information 
they provide, and for what other purposes they can be used (e.g., as a credit card, driver licenses, healthcare 
cards, "pass cards" for transportation services, payment cards, bank cards). Students brought their own ID 
cards to the class and they interviewed each other to get the information written on the cards. As an art and 
craft activity, they created new ID cards for their favorite superheroes by changing the information on 
theirs and adding new qualities they would like their ID cards to have. e aim of the lessons was to raise 
awareness of the language that surrounds us and familiarize students with linguistic landscapes in a fun 
and creative way. Cl�ck on the v�deo screenshot below to watch th�s presentat�on.  

Hatice İĞSEN 
Sınav College 

Batman, Turkey

From Coffee Shops to Superhero ID Cards: Introducing 
Linguistic Landscapes to Young Learners �n a Fun and Creative 

Way
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 As part of this presentation, Airport Signs from different parts of the world will be introduced as 
Linguistic Landscape materials for English Language classes, particularly for the students with a 
pro�ciency level of A2 (lower-intermediate). Despite the target group, the materials can be �exibly used 
for English for speci�c purposes such as Aviation English as well. During the presentation, different parts 
of the material will be presented along with the resources employed during the development and design of 
the lesson. English explanations of the target vocabulary, visual resources, accompanying questions will be 
shared as well. It is expected that the material will encourage students to learn some linguistic items from 
English and know about Linguistic Landscapes indirectly due to the fact that questions related to the 
cultural aspect of the country are included. e presentation will conclude with suggestions for bridging 
activities, which can be used both inside and outside the class. Cl�ck on the v�deo screenshot below to watch 
th�s presentat�on.  

Kardelen ASLAN
Dicle University

Turkey

Get Ready for Take-off: Airport Signs as Valuable English 
Language Teaching Resources
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 is presentation is about the integration of Linguistic Landscapes into the 6th graders' English 
language coursebook unit “Downtown” at a middle school in eastern Turkey. For this purpose, students 
learnt about the names of the public buildings in a town and analyzed several English signboards which 
are available on the website called “Lingscape”. Later, they were asked to �nd out signs of public places 
around them or on the internet. In the next stage, they presented and analyzed the images they have 
prepared along with several other activities such as correcting structural mistakes, reforming sentences, 
interpreting messages, and sharing recommendations for rewriting the words on the signs. English 
learners' activities and their voices will be presented through “inglink”, which is an interactive 
application/web page. As a bridging activity, an international eTwinning event was created for teachers of 
English around the world. is event, “Let's have fun with LL-integrated English classes”, will be 
highlighted during the presentation as well. Cl�ck on the v�deo screenshot below to watch th�s presentat�on.  

Münife Betül ER
Somuncu Baba İmam Hatip Middle School 

Malatya, Turkey

Language Detectives: D�scovering the Linguistic Landscapes 
around us
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 is presentation aims to show how Linguistic Landscapes (LLs) are integrated into the 5th 
graders' English language lesson. Our school is in a small village, in which there is not even a big market. 
For this reason, kids do not know about many places because they actually never saw any of them even 
virtually. e theme of the unit to be covered is “My Town” and information regarding public buildings 
should be taught as part of this class. erefore, it is a very suitable topic to use LL in the class. As we are all 
at homes and are unable to go out to discover those places because of the epidemic outbreak, the website 
“Lingscape” was used during an online class to help learners discover English signs around us. rough the 
application, students checked and analyzed the signs. Later, they guessed where those places were and they 
tried to recognize public buildings. en, students were asked to use Google Maps Street View to see 
around the city center and �nd English signs and take a screenshot to share during the lesson. In the end of 
the lesson, students were asked to choose their favorite places and create a sign for that place, and share 
with the class during the next lesson as part of a bridging activity. anks to these practices, students will 
be able to see a lot of places that they do not know before at all and they will broaden their world in 
addition to developing their English. Cl�ck on the v�deo screenshot below to watch th�s presentat�on.  

Nakiye GÜVENTÜRK 
Mamuca Secondary School, 
Haliliye/Şanlıurfa, Turkey

Discovering Digital Landscapes through Virtual Trips Online 
During the Epidemic Outbreak
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 For this presentation, we would like to share the application of three different activities to 
introduce the concept of Linguistic Landscapes (LLs) to 9th grade students in three different groups. e 
term of LLs was presented through multiple various activities to the English learners in each group. First 
group explored a social media account in which signs were shared with a humorous touch. Students were 
encouraged to develop their critiques by adopting linguistic structures they learned in the class. Second 
group examined the product brands commonly adopted in daily language use and were required to �nd 
similar examples in both their and target culture communities. Later, students were encouraged to create a 
new brand name. e goal was to assist them in making comparisons and engaging them in cross-cultural 
connections. Final group examined names and logos of cafés and bookshops either in their community or 
on the Internet. ey were guided to create new names and logos that are suitable to the purposes of the 
bridging activity. As a result, it is expected that students will be able to develop familiarity with the concept 
of Linguistic Landscapes and raise their awareness on the multiple dimensions of various signs they see in 
the everyday, particularly those featuring English. Cl�ck on the v�deo screenshot below to watch th�s 
presentat�on.  

Nesr�n BAL 
Yavuz Sultan Sel�m H�gh School 

S��rt, Turkey 

Introducing the Concept of Linguistic Landscapes to High 
School Students through Multiple Activities
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 As a part of this presentation, Linguistic Landscapes (LLs) concept will be a tool for the English 
language teacher to combine it with what she is required to cover in the class. e goal is to combine LLs 
with the topics in the curriculum, to improve students' creativity skills and language skills, and to show 
them that English is not only a lesson but a mean for all other lessons, too. For this project, 7th grade 
students were selected as the target group and the topics of planet and weather forecast were chosen as the 
main focus of the practices. By using the photos of the planets and their weather forecast, students used the 
target language forms in a more natural way. Firstly, they were expected to guess the name of planets and 
their weather conditions. en, the teacher showed an image displaying the weather information of Mars 
and asked students about it. Following students' engagement through multiple activities, the students 
designed a planet they wanted to live in and shared their ideas about it. e lesson was concluded with a 
contest activity. In addition to these activities, students were involved in an activity where they were 
required to put some street signs into the locations of their preference and take a picture of it. It is aimed 
that language learners experience the concept of LLs both in and out of the classroom. Cl�ck on the v�deo 
screenshot below to watch th�s presentat�on.  
 

Rozerin BOZAN  
Milli Egemenlik Middle School 

Silvan/Diyarbakır, Turkey

From Space to the Ground: L�ngu�st�c Landscapes as a Tool for 
Teach�ng Engl�sh 
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 is presentation aims to share the experiences of an English as a foreign language teacher and her 
students on the integration of Linguistic Landscapes into the curriculum of 10th grade students in Turkey. 
For this purpose, three various categories illustrating examples of linguistic landscapes (brands & ads, 
movie posters, and linguistic landscapes in the everyday) were introduced to students as part of an online 
classroom. e �rst category aimed to motivate students in order to make brainstorm about brands and 
ads so that they can evaluate what they see in a detailed way. e goal of the second category was to get 
them to talk about movie posters, which are expected to attract their attention and increase their 
participation. e last category aimed to represent and re�ect a small part of the everyday life. e 
materials used here were mainly adopted for learners to infer meaning from LL resources and create 
opportunities for them to practice grammatical structures (e.g., tenses, clauses) they have previously 
learnt.  As a result, it is expected that learners will improve their language skills and areas by developing 
more self-con�dence and motivation to progress their development further. e presentation will feature 
the materials introduced in class as well as the experiences of the teacher and English learners. Cl�ck on the 
v�deo screenshot below to watch th�s presentat�on.  

Zelal COŞKUN
Üçkuyu Anatolian High School 

Diyarbakır, Turkey

Integrat�ng L�ngu�st�c Landscapes �nto the Curr�culum: 
Re�ect�ons from a Teacher and Her Students
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 e COVID-19 global health pandemic has created unique challenges for language teachers who 
have been designing innovative approaches to second language and culture education in the linguistic 
landscape for well over a decade now (e.g., Sayer 2010; Burwell & Lenters 2015). With quarantine orders 
in cities around the world for much of 2020, language students and teachers have been unable to interact 
with language in public space as they otherwise might have; many have replaced in-person learning 
activities with virtual tours or simply postponed their lessons altogether.
 In this talk, I argue that the current moment offers us an opportunity to reassess our options for 
language teaching in the linguistic landscape, and to (re)commit to a diversity of approaches be�tting the 
complexity of the task. I �rst review three dominant paradigms of research in Linguistic Landscape 
Studies, while highlighting educational applications of each. e �rst paradigm, embodied in research 
such as Backhaus (2007) and L2TL examples like Rowland (2013), presents a synchronic view of 
competing cultural and political interests as they are directly observable in the signs of the city. e second 
paradigm takes up the more recent qualitative turn in LLS, whereby researchers and language students 
alike can use qualitative methods in order to 'look behind the signs' into people's lived experience (e.g., 
Lou 2016). In turn, the third paradigm raises questions about the ways in which people make sense of 
themselves and each other in place, through lenses such as affect and embodiment, protest and social 
transformation, and imagination and memory. 
 ese paradigms are all challenged and transformed by what Adami et al. (2020) contend is a 
“collapse” of our everyday interaction order under the weight of the pandemic. Yet, I contend, the radical 
changes in communication and social relationships that we are experiencing may also allow us to 
reimagine each of the three paradigms from a “fourth dimension”—the dimension of the desire of learners 
who are temporarily separated from the ordinary world of familiar people, places, and �rst languages 
(L1s). is “desire in language” (Kramsch, 2009) is not just a symbolic means of reimagining the future 
self as a pro�cient user of the L2 in a different cultural world, but a way of symbolically recreating one's 
home, city and society in language. e talk will conclude with a number of suggestions for translating 
this kind of imaginative, creative, and transformative purpose into L2 classroom activities.

Dav�d MALINOWSKI
dav�d.mal�nowsk�@sjsu.edu

San José State Un�vers�ty, USA

L�ngu�st�c Landscape and Language Teach�ng �n Four 
D�mens�ons: Ma�nta�n�ng D�verse Approaches �n Challeng�ng 

T�mes
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 Saraceni (2017) marks that one area towards which the �eld of World Englishes has recently 
broadened its scope of research is that of urban linguistic landscapes exhibiting language hybridity. Turkey 
is a country in the Expanding Circle, in the periphery of the English-speaking Europe, where such 
linguistic landscapes have become fascinating to linguists. is is not only because the setting has become 
multilingual as never experienced before, but also the communicative practices have dynamically 
changed. e in�ux of immigrants has created a sociolinguistic milieu where English has been 
repositioned, merging into and enlarging the available semiotic resources of interlocutors. Established as 
the primary foreign language in the Turkish setting, English has now become a translingual and 
transcultural tool, stripped of its “foreignness”.
 is presentation aims to explore how diversity brought about by globalization and migration has 
generated an interesting mix of languages, scripts and modalities led by English in the Turkish context by 
reporting the preliminary �ndings of an Erasmus+ project entitled “English as a Lingua Franca Practices 
for Inclusive Multilingual Classrooms” (Project number: 2018-1-EL01-KA201- 047894). e data 
collected from wall signs, shops names, shop signs, commercials, and other written documents in the 
streets of various districts in Istanbul indicate an interplay of Turkish, English and Arabic, and a 
sociolinguistic analysis reveals practices of code-switching and translanguaging. e pedagogical 
implications highlight the importance of promoting a WE/ELF- aware English language teaching 
through a framework that considers both the plurilingual view of English and the entailing sociolinguistic 
processes.

1 �s study was jo�ntly carr�ed out w�th Dr. D�lek Inal from Istanbul Un�vers�ty-Cerrahpaşa; and Mün�r Özturhan and Sezen Bektaş 
from Boğaz�ç� Un�vers�ty as part of Erasmus+ Project ent�tled “Engl�sh as a L�ngua Franca Pract�ces for Inclus�ve Mult�l�ngual 
Classrooms” (Project number: 2018-1-EL01-KA201-047894).
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 e concept of schoolscape (i.e., the linguistic landscape of educational spaces; Brown, 2005) has 
gained a growing popularity and reputation in the �elds of applied linguistics and education (e.g. 
Laihonen & Szabó eds., 2018). Schoolscape research analyzes and raises awareness to the material features 
and resources of educational interaction and learning. In this talk, I discuss how pre- and in-service 
teacher education can bene�t from schoolscape research. I share experiences and good practices from 
related teacher education courses I have co-developed recently, and outline plans for a course on 
multilingual learning environments. is new course emerges in multidisciplinary multi-stakeholder co-
creation within FORTHEM, a �rst generation European Universities Alliance. 
 Inspired by previous collaborative projects such as a schoolscape module in the in-service teacher 
education program Everyday Creativity (Szabó et al. eds., 2019), the outlined course is being built by a 
team of FORTHEM Multilingualism in School and Higher Education Lab, a novel expert network 
involving academics, students and university-external stakeholders (Vesterinen & Szabó, 2020). All 
contributor groups provide materials and co-develop the course to serve the needs of future teachers. With 
practical examples, I demonstrate how a schoolscape approach to education invite students to build a 
spatial, multisensory and embodied understanding of learning. Such an understanding promotes the 
development of inclusive, learner-friendly and multilingual learning environments.

Tamás Péter SZABÓ 
tamas.p.szabo@jyu.�

University of Jyväskylä, Finland

Toward the renewal of spatial practices for multilingualism: 
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eory and Pract�ce Un�ted: Intercont�nental Pract�ces from Face to Face and 
Onl�ne Spaces
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Panel�sts: Steve PRZYMUS, Osman SOLMAZ, İbrah�m ÖZKAYA

Br�dg�ng the pond w�th the Funct�onal Approach to Commun�cat�ng 
Electron�cally (FACE) Framework: Stor�es of Turk�sh/U.S. teacher cand�dates' 

language and �dent�ty development

Steve PRZYMUS
s.przymus@tcu.edu

Texas Chr�st�an Un�vers�ty, USA

 �s study proposes to make the concept of translanguag�ng onl�ne access�ble for teachers who 
w�sh to connect the�r classrooms w�th students �n other countr�es v�a telecollaborat�on projects. We 
explore the role of �nstructed translanguag�ng, as a strateg�c and �ntent�onal wr�tten commun�cat�on 
strategy, for develop�ng Engl�sh language teacher cand�dates' commun�cat�ve competence needed to 
nav�gate and part�c�pate agent�vely �n onl�ne spaces and be able to successfully promote these same 
l�ngu�st�c �nteract�ons w�th the�r future students.  Beyond commun�cat�ve competence, we h�ghl�ght the 
need for develop�ng learners' symbol�c competence through fac�l�tat�ng and promot�ng the k�nd of 
commun�cat�on �n transnat�onal telecollaborat�on projects that leads to pos�t�ve b�l�ngual �dent�ty and 
language development. We descr�be the �mpact of a pedagog�cal �ntervent�on, the Funct�onal Approach to 
Commun�cat�ng Electron�cally (FACE) (Przymus, 2014; 2017), that fostered fr�endsh�ps, �ntercultural 
understand�ng, pos�t�ve b�l�ngual �dent�ty development, and successful Engl�sh/Turk�sh language 
learn�ng among 21 preserv�ce teacher cand�dates at a SouthCentral U.S. un�vers�ty and 20 Engl�sh as a 
Fore�gn Language teacher cand�dates at a un�vers�ty �n the South of Turkey.  Informed by system�c 
funct�onal l�ngu�st�cs (SFL), the FACE framework takes �nto cons�derat�on the teacher cand�dates' trans-
genre and transl�ngual nav�gat�on, or the ab�l�ty to follow and produce content across mult�ple genres and 
l�ngu�st�c elements (Solmaz, 2017).  Pre-project tra�n�ng on the FACE Framework, along w�th a prov�ded 
safe space for mult�l�ngual encounters, allowed cand�dates to pract�ce and develop the�r transl�ngual 
nav�gat�on l�terac�es.  If educators are to leverage d�g�tal l�terac�es for language learn�ng contexts and for 
encourag�ng autonomous learn�ng that has the potent�al to address �ssues of �nequ�ty and power, we must 
first cons�der what k�nds of �dent�t�es are created �n these d�g�tal l�terac�es spaces and be purposeful �n 
�nstruct�ng students �n the successful commun�cat�on that w�ll set them up for pos�t�ve and healthy 
�nteract�ons.  In do�ng so, students can be g�ven the strateg�es needed to successfully play w�th�n the power 
games s�tuated across sem�-anonymous onl�ne borders, walls, and contact zones (V�nall, 2010).
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Raising ELF Awareness through Linguistic Landscapes: Geo-based Fieldwork 
Experiences of Teacher Candidates

Osman SOLMAZ
osolmaz@d�cle.edu.tr

D�cle Un�vers�ty, Turkey

 e elective course titled “World Englishes and Culture” has started to be offered by EFL teacher 
education programs following a curriculum change in teacher education programs implemented by 
Turkish Higher Education Council in Turkey. Among the goals of this course are to develop EFL teacher 
candidates' familiarity with the terms such as English as a lingua franca (ELF) and English as an 
international language (EIL), assist them in developing an understanding of the relationship between ELF 
and teaching English as well as the tied links between language and culture and their place in language 
teaching, and recognize the potential and value of ELF-inclusive pedagogy. is cross-sectional study 
attempts to gain an understanding of the extent EFL teacher candidates can raise their ELF awareness 
through engaging in linguistic landscape (LL) �eldwork experiences. To this end, the �rst group of 
student teachers were required to conduct a digital/non-digital �eldwork and submit a report on the use of 
a multitude of Englishes in a wide array of contexts including but not limited do local schools, shopping 
centers, and digital websites. e second group of students were asked to take pictures of English signage 
outside and upload the images to an application (Lingscape) developed for LL-based projects like this. 
Both group of students were expected to write a re�ection paper, which included a discussion of their 
experiences. e qualitative content analysis was utilized to interpret the data for the purpose of 
illustrating major themes emerging from the data. is presentation will cover the preliminary �ndings of 
the ongoing research by presenting initial results as well as statistical information regarding images 
uploaded by participants. e study concludes with the implications of the assigned activities and calls for 
a wider inclusion of Linguistic Landscape-centered issues and tasks to EFL teacher education curricula. 
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Livestreaming the Linguistic Landscapes: e Use of Linguistic Landscapes in 
Online Education

İbrah�m ÖZKAYA
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Nat�onal M�n�stry of Educat�on, D�yarbakır, Turkey

 Engaging learners with Linguistic Landscapes through livestreaming is an innovative teaching 
practice through which L2 learners are expected to become more familiar with the target language and 
culture. is practice was adopted as part of an online English language teaching class. A total of 12 
English learners aged between 19-28 years old participated in the online classes as two separate groups of 6 
(elementary and pre-intermediate). While the participants received 6 weekly hours of English from their 
main English language instructor, they engaged in LL livestreaming practice with a speaking instructor 
synchronously teaching from the United States. e ultimate goal was to ensure that learners are directly 
exposed to the authentic LL resources in a direct manner through the assistance of the instructor. For this 
purpose, the instructor connected to L2 learners from multiple local spots such as a coffee house, a mall, a 
supermarket, or right from the middle of street where learners could see the LL of the target language 
country. In this presentation, livestreaming LL experiences will be shared from the perspectives of an 
English language teacher, a speaking instructor, and English learners. In order to illustrate the process in a 
broader manner, sample materials and short video clips exemplifying the teaching practices will be 
presented. 

Cl�ck below to watch the presentat�on of th�s panel.
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Ma�nta�n�ng Mult�l�ngual�sm at Home, School, and Publ�c Space �n Surakarta, 
Indones�a
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Panel�sts:
Ma�nta�n�ng Mult�l�ngual�sm at Home: An Autoetnography 

D�an OCTAVIANAH  (Un�vers�tas Sebelas Maret, INDONESIA)

L�ngu�st�c Landscapes �n ree Ma�n Roads �n the C�ty of Surakarta, Indones�a 
Fat�mah Zahro ASSIDIQOH  (Un�vers�tas Sebelas Maret, INDONESIA)

L�ngu�st�c Schoolscapes �n a Pr�vate Islam�c School �n Surakarta, Indones�a 
Amanda Ummu HANIAH (Un�vers�tas Sebelas Maret, INDONESIA)

 As the homeland of the Javanese people, Javanese language �s st�ll deeply rooted �n the da�ly l�fe of 
the people �n Surakarta. People st�ll speak the language both �n the lower and h�gher doma�ns of language 
use �n the soc�ety. erefore, �t �s spoken not only by the Ind�genous people, but also eventually by non 
Javanese �mm�grants. However, �n pract�ce, the language also faces unbalanced contestat�on of use and 
unequal d�str�but�on of power, part�cularly w�th Indones�an language, Engl�sh and Arab�c. As an off�c�al 
language of Indones�a, Indones�an �s used �n government off�ces, schools, and med�a. Engl�sh also has 
long been a mandatory subject at schools and un�vers�t�es, and allowed to be used as the med�um of 
�nstruct�on at �nternat�onal or nat�onal plus schools. Rel�g�ous �dent�ty and �deology affect the barga�n�ng 
pos�t�onal�ty of Arab�c. e number of Islam�c schools, where Arab�c �s used as the language of 
�nstruct�on, keeps grow�ng. Wh�le �n �nformal da�ly conversat�on pract�ce people ma�nta�n speak�ng 
Javanese, �t �s then not actually the case �n the formal sett�ngs, except �n Javanese sultanate palace �n the 
c�ty. Javanese st�ll does not have s�m�lar recogn�t�on. �s �ssue can also be seen clearly �n the wr�tten s�gns 
appear�ng at home, school, and publ�c spaces that w�ll become the focus of our d�scuss�on. In th�s panel 
presentat�on, we would l�ke to address th�s �ssue and d�scuss the complex dynam�cs of mult�l�ngual�sm 
represented �n the l�ngu�st�c homescape, schoolscape and landscape �n the C�ty of Surakarta, Indones�a. 
We w�ll also d�scuss further the �mpl�cat�ons of these three �nterrelated stud�es for pedagog�cal pract�ces, 
language pol�cy mak�ng purposes, and further �nvest�gat�ons dur�ng our panel presentat�on.

Cl�ck below to watch the presentat�on of th�s panel.
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“Linguistic Landscape of My City” 

Mini Research Papers 



Fore�gn Brand Nam�ng Pract�ces: A Case Study from Mahabat 
Avenue �n D�yarbakır

 Although over s�x thousand d�fferent languages are spoken �n the world, some of them have 
d�sappeared �n t�me, wh�le usage of some has �ncreased. �s �ncrease �s somet�mes expla�ned by 
populat�on growth, as �n the case of Ch�na, but somet�mes �ncreases due to cultural �nteract�ons. 
roughout the h�story of human�ty, cultures have �n�uenced each other, and languages have also been 
�n�uenced by th�s �nteract�on. �s �nteract�on and �n�uence �s a spontaneous process and generally 
strong cultures affect weak ones. To exam�ne the �mpact of a fore�gn language on culture, there are many 
ways and one of these ways �s to exam�ne how much fore�gn language enters �nto commerc�al l�fe. To what
extent, shops and the�r names, wh�ch are the most d�rect �nd�cators of commerc�al l�fe, are �n�uenced by 
fore�gn languages? Invest�gat�on of th�s may y�eld �nterest�ng results. e a�m of th�s study �s to �nvest�gate 
the fore�gn language effects on the bus�ness names of the shops �n one of the ma�n avenue of D�yarbak�r, 
Turkey. e locat�on that the study �s appl�ed �s called Mahabat Avenue and �s known as the new center of 
the c�ty �n wh�ch there are more than 200 shops for d�fferent customers. e purpose of th�s study �s to find 
the effect of fore�gn languages on the commerc�al market names by research�ng the market names �n a 
spec�fic avenue of D�yarbak�r.
 Fore�gn �n�uence �n shop names �n Turk�sh d�scourse m�ght be grouped under three major 
categor�es: (a) Engl�sh-only s�gns (b) non-Engl�sh s�gns, (c) hybr�d s�gns (Turk�sh-Engl�sh, Engl�sh-
Turk�sh), and (d) Engl�sh�zed Turk�sh s�gns (names us�ng of Turk�sh words spelled accord�ng to Engl�sh 
orthograph�cal convent�ons to looks l�ke Engl�sh and sound l�ke Turk�sh) (Selv�, 2011).

Özgür AKKOYUN
EFL Teacher Cand�date, D�cle Un�vers�ty, Turkey

F�gure 1.  Mahabat Avenue
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 Method
 In D�yarbakır there are two ma�n streets; Elaz�g Street and Urfa Street and these two streets cover 
the c�ty all around. Mahabat Avenue, the new face of D�yarbak�r, comb�nes these two ma�n streets and has 
become the most popular center of D�yarbak�r (F�g1). In Mahabat Avenue there are more than 200 shops 
for d�fferent k�nd of costumers. Because of these features, Mahabat Avenue was selected as the study 
locat�on.
 e study area was v�s�ted three t�mes, at first, the data collect�on strategy was cons�dered, then 
after an hour, the data collect�on method was determ�ned as the count�ng of the shops, tak�ng notes, and 
tak�ng photos of the names of the shops. In the second v�s�t, wh�ch took more than one hour, the names of 
the shops were counted and class�fied accord�ng to the class�ficat�on offered by Selv� (2011) ment�oned �n 
the �ntroduct�on part. Dur�ng the first analys�s of the data, a m�smatch between the data was not�ced. e 
problem was l�ke th�s; the number of shops on the r�ght s�de of the Avenue �s two t�mes h�gher than the left 
s�de of the Avenue wh�ch does not make sense. en, a th�rd v�s�t, wh�ch took one and a half hours, was 
organ�zed to collect and correct the data. �s t�me, the data look reasonable and there �s no
unbalance between r�ght and left part of the Avenue.

Table 1. e Data Collected from the Avenue

101
55
156

Turk�sh names
Fore�gn names
Total

64.7
35.3
100

Num %

Mahabat Avenue

 After the th�rd v�s�t of Mahabat Avenue the data were obta�ned and class�fied as 156 shops were 
exam�ned, 101 of them have Turk�sh s�gns and 55 of them have non-Turk�sh s�gns (Table 1) (F�gure 2). 
Some of these shops have Engl�sh-only s�gns (category a) l�ke "Dragon F�tness Center" (F�gure 3), some 
have non-Engl�sh s�gns (category b) l�ke "L�ebherr" (F�gure 4), many of them have hybr�d s�gns (category 
c) l�ke "Abbas Waffle" or "Yaşam Home Perde" (F�gure5), and finally, some of them have Engl�sh�zed 
Turk�sh s�gns (category d) l�ke "Köfte ch�" or “Gencec�x” (F�gure 6).

F�gure 2. e Rat�o of Turk�sh (�n blue) 
and Fore�gn Language (�n red) S�gns on 
Mahabat Avenue
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F�gure 3.  Engl�sh-only s�gns �n Mahabat Avenue

F�gure 4. Non-Engl�sh s�gns �n Mahabat Avenue F�gure 5. Hybr�d S�gns �n Mahabat Avenue

F�gure 6. Engl�sh�zed Turk�sh s�gns �n Mahabat Avenue

 After count�ng three t�mes and class�fy�ng the s�gns, �t was found that out of 156 s�gn names, there 
are 55 fore�gn s�gns, 27 of them were class�fied as hybr�d s�gns, 21 of them as Engl�sh-only s�gns, 5 of them 
as Engl�sh�zed Turk�sh s�gns and 2 of them class�fied as non-Engl�sh s�gns (Table 2). e percentage of 
fore�gn s�gns �n the Avenue �s 35.3 (55/156), 49% of them can be class�fied as hybr�d, 38% of them as 
Engl�sh-only s�gns, 9% of them as Engl�sh�zed Turk�sh s�gns and 3.6% of them can be class�fied as Non-
Engl�sh s�gns (F�gure 7).
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Table 2. e Types of Fore�gn S�gns �n Mahabad Avenue

21
2
27
5
55

a. Engl�sh-only s�gns
b. Non-Engl�sh s�gns 
c. Hybr�d s�gns
d. Engl�sh�zed Turk�sh s�gns
Total 

38.2
3.6
49.1
9.1

100.0

Num %S�gn Types Num.

F�gure 7. Types of fore�gn s�gns on Mahabat Avenue

Some d�fferent lex�cal usage was also observed such as “Flankes Café” wh�ch �s not easy to be class�fied. And 
there are several d�fferent usages of the word “café” l�ke “café”, “cafee”, “caffee” and “coffee” (F�gure 8) 
wh�ch �s also �nterest�ng.

F�gure 8. “Coffee” s�gn �n the Avenue

In conclus�on, Mahabat Avenue, wh�ch �s the most popular and the b�ggest avenue �n D�yarbak�r, was 
selected as the focus of the research area. Follow�ng the data analys�s, �t was found that out of 156 s�gns, 
there are 55 fore�gn s�gns, 27 of them were class�fied as hybr�d s�gns, 21 of them as Engl�sh-only s�gns, 5 of 
them as Engl�sh�zed Turk�sh s�gns and 2 of them class�fied as non-Engl�sh s�gns.

REFERENCES
Selv�, A. F. (2011). World Engl�shes �n the Turk�sh soc�ol�ngu�st�c context. World Engl�shes, 30 (2), 182-

199.
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 ere are many languages �n today’s world but Engl�sh �s regarded as global language. e 
common language �s Engl�sh �n trade, educat�on, relat�onsh�p between countr�es, sport, and art. �s 
makes the status of Engl�sh �mportant �n the world. e compan�es try to use Engl�sh eff�c�ent �n the�r 
market�ng to attract people’s attent�on. ese compan�es use Engl�sh �n the�r advert�sements, s�gnboards 
or �ns�de the�r compan�es. L�ke �n many other countr�es or c�t�es, the shopkeepers �n D�yarbakır use 
Engl�sh for some reasons as well. In th�s project, we analyzed D�clekent Avenue and tr�ed to show the shops 
wh�ch use Engl�sh �n the�r s�gnboards or �ns�de the shops. We also a�med to �nvest�gate the status of Engl�sh 
�n D�yarbakır.
 For th�s study, we analyzed 27 shop s�gns and categor�zed them �nto 15 groups follow�ng mult�ple 
v�s�ts to D�clekent Avenue, wh�ch �s �n the new quarter of the town. We observed that some of them use 
Engl�sh names. When we asked them why they prefer to use Engl�sh name �nstead of Turk�sh one, they 
responded by say�ng; “Us�ng an Engl�sh name shows us more prest�g�ous. Customers prefer shops w�th 
Engl�sh names. We can show ourselves attract�ve and �nterest�ng by us�ng Engl�sh.” e data analys�s of 
our study showed that the major�ty of the analyzed shops adopted Hybr�d s�gns. e rate of us�ng Hybr�d 
s�gns �s 74% (n=20). Moreover, the shops’ owners preferred to use Engl�sh-only s�gns as well. e rate of 
us�ng Engl�sh-only s�gns �s 18,5% (n=5). F�nally, the rate of us�ng the Engl�sh�zed s�gns �s %7,5 (n=2). 
Hybr�d S�gns: Bus�ness places that use lex�cal �tems from both Turk�sh and a fore�gn language are analyzed 
�n th�s category. Below are examples from our study:

Mehmet KİLÜKEN, Pembe ÇİFTÇİ 
EFL Teacher Cand�dates, D�cle Un�vers�ty, Turkey 

Shop-Nam�ng Pract�ces on a Busy Avenue �n D�yarbakır

L�v Flowers (Flower Shop)     Fulya Flower (Flower Shop)
Sesl� Home (Furn�ture Shop)     Fecra Home (Furn�ture Shop)
Serhat Home Furn�ture (Furn�ture Shop)   Aras Home (Furn�ture Shop)
Aksa Gold (Jewelry Store)     Ay Gold (Jewelry Store)
Zara Perde Exclus�ve (Curta�n Store)    Best Fırın (Bakery)
El�f Gold (Jewelry Store)     Yüksel Gold (Jewelry Store)
Mar�n Cafe (Cafe)      Abbas Waffle Cafe (Cafe)
V�tal�ty Güzell�k Salonu (Ha�r and Beauty Salon)  Sara C�ty (Clothes Shop)
By Kuaför Süleyman (Ha�r and Beauty Salon)   Kaçmaz Perde Concept (Curta�n Store)
Vened�k Photography (Photo Stud�o)    Moonl�ght Fotoğrafçılık (Photo Stud�o)
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 Engl�sh S�gns: Bus�ness places that have only Engl�sh lex�cal �tems �n the�r names are analyzed
under th�s category. Below are examples from our study:

eory Cash and Carry (Cash and Carry)   21 Days Plates (Sports Centre)
P�zza for you (P�zza Place)     Dom�no’s P�zza (P�zza Place)
V�ctor�a Fash�on (Bout�que)

 Engl�sh�zed Turk�sh S�gns: ese �nclude bus�ness places that employ art�fic�ally created s�gns 
that make use of Engl�sh orthography to represent Turk�sh phonology. at �s to say, these s�gns do not 
correspond to Turk�sh orthograph�c convent�ons. erefore, they would appear to be mean�ngless to 
those who are not fam�l�ar w�th the Engl�sh spell�ng system. Some examples of th�s category �nclude the 
furn�ture store Ch�lek (representat�on of Turk�sh ‘ç’ by the Engl�sh orthograph�c convent�on ‘ch’, ‘ç�lek’ 
mean�ng strawberry �n Turk�sh). Below are examples from our study: 

Look-ma (Confect�onery for “Lokma” as or�g�nal spell�ng)
Qahwe (Cafe for “Kahve” as or�g�nal spell�ng)

 Selv� (2011) notes that even though the store s�gns �n 
the last category are less dom�nant �n bus�ness nam�ng, the�r 
ex�stence should be taken as a clear demonstrat�on of the 
deep penetrat�on of the Engl�sh language �nto the Turk�sh 
bus�ness d�scourse. He also notes that the �nescapable spread 
of Engl�sh �n the Turk�sh soc�al l�fe has caused a huge publ�c 
debate concern�ng the current status of the Turk�sh language �n the country. He goes on to say that �t �s also 
not surpr�s�ng that the bus�ness nam�ng phenomenon �s �n the center of these l�vely d�scuss�ons. at �s to 
say, the Engl�sh�zat�on of shop s�gns �s cons�dered to be a good representat�ve of the deb�l�tat�ng 
consequences of fore�gn�zat�on of the Turk�sh language, culture, and soc�al structure.
 We conducted th�s small-scale research �n order to see the usage of Engl�sh �n bus�ness d�scourse, 
espec�ally nam�ng pract�ces of shop s�gns. We learned that there are d�fferent categor�es �n shop-nam�ng 
pract�ces and observed d�fferent examples from these categor�es. To sum up, the use of Engl�sh �n bus�ness 
nam�ng pract�ces �s a well-stud�ed phenomenon and �s w�de spread across the world. It was shown that one 
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of the reasons for adopt�ng a full or part�al Engl�sh bus�ness name over the local language �s the fact that �t 
�s the representat�ve of the western world and �ts status as an �nternat�onal language. Add�t�onally, �t �s 
often assoc�ated w�th concepts such as qual�ty and modern�ty, two �mportant character�st�cs one typ�cally 
look for �n today's bus�ness world (Selv�, 2011).

REFERENCES
Selv�, A. F. (2011). World Engl�shes �n the Turk�sh soc�ol�ngu�st�c context. World Engl�shes, 30 (2), 182-

199.
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 ere are many ways to advert�se and make known the presence of a restaurant or café. One of 
them �s to have a charm�ng s�gnboard, and �t can be ach�eved �n numerous ways such as us�ng hybr�d s�gns 
or other types of s�gns. �s study a�ms to �dent�fy usages of Engl�sh,non-Engl�sh, Engl�sh�zed and hybr�d 
s�gns �n cafés and restaurants �n D�yarbakır. Our ma�n target �s to show how and why these s�gns are used 
and �f they affect customers. We w�ll touch on wh�ch types of s�gns are ma�nly used and the�r usage 
proport�ons. Our study compr�ses �nterv�ewes w�th café and restaurant owners and photographs of the 
�ntr�gu�ng café and restaurants.
 F�rst of all, we w�ll br�e�y summar�ze aforement�oned s�gns. Hybr�d s�gns are s�gns wh�ch cons�st 
of a comb�nat�on of words that are made up by us�ng two d�fferent languages, for �nstance, Best Fırın 
restaurant �s �n th�s category. Another type of s�gn �s Engl�sh�zed s�gns wh�ch mean us�ng d�fferent letters 
to descr�be another sound for �nstance �n the word Ekmekch� “ch” letters descr�be “ç” sound �n Turk�sh. 
Non-Engl�sh s�gns are made of d�fferent languages except for Engl�sh. Examples of th�s category �nclude 
Flankes café and Desott�. e last category �s Engl�sh s�gns such as Coffee Maker's and Black and Wh�te 
café.
 To observe the cafés and restaurants, we ma�nly focused on the new dynam�c ne�ghborhood of  
D�yarbakır, called 75 Meter Street and D�clekent due to the�r �ncreas�ng popular�ty. On these streets, there 
�s a harmony of categor�es. e other d�str�cts we took a stroll are Ofis and Dağkapı wh�ch �s a h�stor�cal 
part of the c�ty. As we observed, most of the cafés' names are �n Kurd�sh wh�ch �s the local language of the 
area. �s �nd�cates the fact that the local language �s one of the factors determ�n�ng the use of language on 
s�gnboards.  
 Why do they mostly choose Engl�sh and fore�gn s�gns �nstead of the�r nat�ve language? ere are 
var�ous underly�ng reasons but the notable factors are emphas�zed �n th�s study. One of them �s that 
Engl�sh �s a global language, so café owners take the advantage of th�s aspect of Engl�sh so that they can 
catch customer's attent�on and make �t eas�er for tour�sts to understand the content of cafés they v�s�t. In 
add�t�on to the usage of Engl�sh, fore�gn languages are also used as these languages are popular�sed 
through mov�es, mus�c, etc. To exempl�fy, �n D�yarbakır, there �s a café �n the name of a popular mov�e, La 
Casa De Papel wh�ch �s Span�sh and means “money he�st” �n Engl�sh.
 

Sema KUZU, Serkan PALA
EFL Teacher Cand�dates, D�cle Un�vers�ty, Turkey 

S�gns Categor�es of Cafés and Restaurants �n D�yarbakır
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 �s p�e chart �ncludes only 50 cafés and 
restaurants �n D�yarbakır and �llustrates the 
proport�on of them.
At first glance, �t can be seen that Non-Engl�sh 
and Engl�sh s�gns make up the largest group, 
whereas hybr�d and Engl�sh�zed s�gns have the 
least.  
 e p�e chart shows that non-Engl�sh 
s�gns are the most commonly used type wh�ch 
accounts for 42%  of the total and the local 
language s�gns compr�se 38% of non-Engl�sh 
s�gns, that �s, out of 21 non-Engl�sh s�gns 6 of 
them are �n local language wh�ch �s Kurd�sh. 

Another type of s�gn that �s used the most after the non-Engl�sh s�gn �s Engl�sh s�gns and covers 34 
percent. Both Hybr�d and Engl�sh�zed s�gns have the same percentage of use wh�ch �s 12%. In general, we 
can see that Engl�sh and non-Engl�sh s�gns are more common compared to the other two categor�es. 
Engl�sh�zed and hybr�d s�gns have not become extens�ve yet.

To make th�s study clear, we categor�zed the names of cafés and restaurants based on these type of 
s�gns:
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 As can be seen in the table above, non-English signs are the most common type sign with 21 cafés 
and �t �s clear that there �s a language d�vers�ty �n th�s category wh�ch cons�sts Turk�sh (İnc�r, Fokurtu…), 
French( La L�berte…),  Kurd�sh(Bajar, Flankes…), Span�sh( La Casa De Papel…) and other languages. 
Engl�sh s�gns are also very common �n D�yarbakır because out of 50 th�s category holds 17 examples of 
th�s type. Some cafés �n th�s category such as Coffee Maker's and Robert's Coffee use the possess�ve form 
('s) for the�r café's names to  g�ve the �mpress�on of brand�ng. Another parts of th�s category, hybr�d and 
engl�sh�zed s�gns, do not have that much prevalence �n D�yarbakır. Out of 50 cafés, both of them have 
only 6 examples. ere are 2 Kurd�sh-Turk�sh and 4 Turk�sh-Engl�sh s�gns �n the hybr�d category some of 
wh�ch are Yadé Coffee and Des�gn Shop, Best Fırın. Some examples for other category, Engl�sh�zed s�gns, 
are Lookmacım and ByKuş.
 e �rst café is Wake Point Coffee located on the campus of 
Dicle University which is involved in the English sign categories. e 
owner of the café explained the reason why  they used this name is that 
English is a global language and he added “ Although Chinese and 
Spanish are among the most spoken languages, English language signs 
are very common even in the countries where these languages are 
spoken. When a foreigner looks at the signboard, they can easily 
understand or check the meaning.” ey also aim to build an 
international brand that's why they have a motto “awake your senses.”

 e second one is Yaşam Cafe fastfood which is an example of 
Hybrid Signs. Yaşam means life in English. e café owner and 
workers said that they didn't have a speci�c reason but they decided 
on the word Yaşam because it's the name of the location. 
Additionally, as the Turkish equivalence of fastfood sounds weird 
and is not commonly used in Turkey, they prefer using fastfood to 
Turkish equivalence which is “hazır  yiyecek.” 

 is third picture shows an example of Englishized signs 
which is rare in Diyarbakır. e word Tarchin is made likethe 
Turkish word tarçın (representation of Turkish ç by English 
orthographic convention ch). inking of why they named their 
place in this way, we assumed similar reasons as other café owners 
had. However, the answer was quite different. ey said they had 
hardships to take out a patent. Before deciding on this name, they 
had also used Tarçın and Tarcın but these had already bee secured by 
patent. 
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 e last p�cture �s an example of the Non-
Engl�sh s�gns category. In 2018, Owners of 
the café gave the name La Casa De Papel to 
the�r place wh�ch �s the name of a Span�sh 
mov�e st�ll popular today. ey stated that 
s�nce there �sn't any concept café �n 
D�yarbakır, they dec�ded on th�s name. �s 
concept has prov�ded huge customer tract�on 
and �t attracts the attent�on of people whose 

age range �s 16 to 40. ey also sa�d most of the customers have watched th�s mov�e and �t makes people 
start to watch.

 Summary
 In th�s study, we chose and observed 50 cafes 
and restaurants �n D�yarbakır. en, we categor�zed 
s�gnboards on a table accord�ng to the�r features, 
wh�ch are non-Engl�sh, Engl�sh, Hybr�d and 
Engl�sh�zed s�gns. Based on the�r usage frequency we 
created a p�e chart and �nterpreted �t. As the chart 
shows, non-Engl�sh and Engl�sh s�gns have the 
greatest proport�on whereas hybr�d and Engl�sh�zed 
s�gns cover just 24% �n total. G�v�ng examples for 
each category, we shared the �nterv�ews w�th café owner and workers. Var�ous factors are affect�ng the 
process of nam�ng the cafes and restaurants. For example, some sa�d that �t was because of off�c�al bus�ness 
such as brand�ng and bu�ld�ng a global cha�n wh�le others state s�m�lar reasons. Another factor �s pop 
culture, the best example of wh�ch �s La Casa De Papel. 

 However, one of the most �mportant factors �s the local language of the c�ty. Kurd�sh, for example, 
�s the local language of D�yarbakır, that's why Kurd�sh-language s�gns are w�dely used and catch the 
attent�on of tour�sts. Bes�des, we can �nfer that Engl�sh takes an �mportant place �n D�yarbakır. Engl�sh has 
reached every part of D�yarbakır �n the café bus�ness. People start to convert some Turk�sh words �nto 
Engl�sh-l�ke words creat�ng the Engl�sh�zed category and use Engl�sh words w�th Turk�sh and Kurd�sh 
words that make up hybr�d s�gns.  
 To conclude, Engl�sh has shown �ts �mportance �n D�yarbakır. Its be�ng a global language affects 
the language of café s�gnboards.
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Footnote
 In the process of nam�ng cafés, some cafés d�dn't use the correct form of words. For example, the 
name of the café on the campus �s Kaval Restaurant & Cafeterya, but the word Cafeterya �s not correct. 
ey wanted to refer the Engl�sh word cafeter�a but �nstead of us�ng � they used y letter �n Turk�sh word 
kafeterya.
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 e aim of this study is to observe the impact of the English language which is the language of the 
world , on Turkish Business Discourse in the touristic and non-touristic districts of Diyarbakır. In this 
study signs in two touristic (Dagkapi Gazi Street) and non-touristic (Bağlar Sakarya Street) districts were 
examined in Diyarbakır and obtained datas divided into 4 categories (Foreign English Signs/Foreign non-
English Signs/Hybrid Signs /Englishized Signs )and comparisons were made.
 Two people examined the English signs in Bağlar Sakarya Street and two people examined 
Dağkapı Gazi Street. Within the scope of this study,we examined the signs of clothing stores, jewelers, 
restaurants and cafes simultaneously in these two districts .It took almost 3 hours to examine the signs and 
ask the shop owners why they prefer to use English sign instead of Turkish sign. As a result of the 
examination we obtained English, Kurdish and Arabic signs. We examined 30 signs on Sakarya Street and 
25 signs on Gazi Street. e results of the examinations are given in the table below.

 According to the examination, it is observed that the use of Hybrid signs is more in the both 
region. e use of the foreign English signs on the other hand ,is observed to be higher in the non-touristic 
Sakarya Street.
 We believe that the fact that the use of English sign in Dağkapı Gazi Street , which is a touristic 
district, is low is due to the fact that that district is a more traditional and old place. While in Dağkapı Gazi 
Street there are more traditional places such as traditional clothing shops, restaurants selling traditional 
foods which belong to Diyarbakır , street vendors; in Bağlar Sakarya Street there are more clothing shops, 
shoe stores, hairdressers and barbers. 

Devrim SÜER, Sabahat MENCİKOĞLU
Selin Sultan AKBAŞ, Zilan YİĞİT

EFL Teacher Cand�dates, D�cle Un�vers�ty, Turkey 

A Study of Compar�ng Tour�st�c and Non-tour�st�c D�str�cts �n 
D�yarbakır w�th Respect to Engl�sh S�gnage

Fore�gn-Engl�sh S�gns
Fore�gn Non-Engl�sh S�gns
Hybr�d S�gns
Engl�sh�zed S�gns
Total

Bağlar/Sakarya Street

11 (%30)
2    (%6)
15 (%50)
2   (%6)
30 (%100)

Dağkapı/ Gaz� Street

8  (%32)
1  (%4)
15 (%60)
1   (%4)
25 (%100)
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 We think that the reason why the use of English signs in Bağlar Sakarya Street is so intense is to 
draw attention, to increase the perception of quality and to capture the image of an international brand.

 We will now examine one example for each category.

A. Foreign- English Signs 

 As shown in the table above, the number of English signs is high in both regions. It is understood 
that the effect of the English is more in both touristic and non-touristic regions. 

 According to Zafer Canoğlu; general manager of Flyinn Mall in Florya near the new Istanbul 
Airport, “Customers with high purchasing power prefer foreign brands more and that the important 
thing is to make a name brand.”  is explains the high use of foreign signs especially English signs.

B. Foreign- non-English Signs

  e Syrian population is quite high in Sakarya Street. is also affected the signs there. Arabic 
signs and noti�cations can be seen in most parts of the street. On the other hand, in Gazi Street where the 
Kurds live intensely, it is impossible to ignore the impact of Kurdish language on the signs. We asked the 
owner of the 'Ciran Restaurant' why he preferred this name and he said he preferred this name inspired by 
the Kurdish TV series 'Ciran Ciran' which literally means 'neighbor' in Kurdish.

Dağkapı Gazi Street       Bağlar Sakarya Street                                                                                         

Dağkapı Gazi Street       Bağlar Sakarya Street                                                                                        
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C. Hybrid Signs

 e use of hybrid sign is quite high in both regions. e reason for this is that the owners of such 
hybrid sign think that people pay more attention to Turkish-English or Kurdish-English mixed signs than 
ordinary Turkish signs. 
 'ÇİYA TEA' is a good example of Kurdish-English hybrid signs. 'Çiya' means 'mountain' in 
Kurdish, (literally meaning 'Mountain Tea', a tea store).
 'AY GOLD' is an example of Turkish-English hybrid signs. 'Ay' means 'moon' in 
Turkish.(literally meaning 'Moon Gold', a jewelry store.)

D.Englishized Signs

 “Veycell” is a good example of Englishized Turkish Signs. Veycell (representation of Turkish 'sel' 
by English Orthographic convention of 'cell'), Veysel is a Turkish male name. As for this shop, we could 
not talk with the owner of it but we can infer that the owner intends to make a pun out of the goods he sells 
(cellphones and phone tools etc.) and his name since the shop's name is pronounced in the same way as the 

Dağkapı Gazi Street       Bağlar Sakarya Street                                                                                        
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Turkish name 'Veysel' which is a very creative way to capture attention. All in all, observations were made 
on the two disticts of Diyarbakır, collected data was categorized into four categories(Foreign English 
Signs, non-English Signs, Hybrid Signs and Englishized Signs), rates indicating comparisons were given 
above revealing the interesting and unexpected fact which the touristic distict(Dağkapı Gazi Street) 
possesses less English signs. is might be due to the traditional and local status of Dağkapı as it carries the 
position of the identity of Diyarbakır. On the other hand, the non-touristic district (Bağlar Sakarya Street) 
is a common preferred shopping area since it is one of the oldest areas in Diyarbakır bearing the 
prominence of cheap and quality goods. erefore, the owners of shops in the district are growing to 
prefer more and more English signs to draw attention of the clients and make good pro�t out of the use of 
the global language.
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Introduction

 e term World Englishes is utilized for multiple varieties of Englishes around the globe today. 
Moreover, the persistent spread of English worldwide has placed it in a remarkable circumstance. For 
instance, due to its spread over the long run, English has become more hybridized and different, a marvel 
caught by the term World Englishes. As per Selvi (2011), in present-day times Swahili, Arabic, Spanish, 
French, English, Hindi, Portuguese, and a few different dialects have built up a signi�cant global part as a 
most widely used language, in restricted territories of the world. Regardless, English is currently spoken to 
in each country and continent, and in islands of the three signi�cant seas. Occasions, conferences, 
scholastic meetings, global shows, network rallies, military occupations, and other authority' get-
togethers, the spaces of transportation and convenience are interceded using English. It is this spread of 
portrayal that makes the use of the mark 'worldwide language' in our lives. A globalized world that is 
assorted and quick changing, encourages the English language to reach "most widely used language" 
status. Subsequently, the information on the most widely used language of the 21st century is a basic 
resource for each resident. 
 In the places of interest of the world, appropriately, the signs in the shop windows are most 
ordinarily in English. (Selvi, 2011) Furthermore, it is an equal variant in hotel names, for the most part. 
e decision of lodging name is a fundamental element for them to pass on the character, uniqueness, and 
incentive of every property. e decision of language utilized is likewise signi�cant, especially for them in 
multilingual objections. A hotel name ought to be straightforward, particular, paramount, important, 
acquainted, and intellectually invigorating. is is particularly evident in businesses with monopolistic 
rivalry in which numerous organizations are selling comparable items and none of which has critical 
command over the market, for example, the lodging business. e mix of name, term, image, and plan 
distinguishes certain items or merchants and separates them from the opposition. In an industry in a 
multilingual setting and with a multilingual objective market, the decision of language utilized in the 
brand name is as vital as it is vital. is is valid in the lodging business, especially inns contending in global 
vacationer objections. e decision of brand name is a fundamental element for lodgings to pass on the 
character, uniqueness, and incentive of every property. is exploration is simply to explain English 
Language Effects as a most widely used language on inns names and on individuals choices about picking 
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their lodging homegrown the travel industry as well as unfamiliar the travel industry. 
 e travel industry adds to any area �nancially, strategically, socially, and mentally where it 
happens. Crossing over the two landmasses, Turkey is an entryway to East and West. It is halfway situated 
between Asia and Europe; the Black Sea on the north and the Mediterranean on the south. Turkey is an 
immense nation. e voyager runs starting with one astonishment then onto the next in Turkey where 
customary and present-day go inseparably. Recorded resources of past civic establishments can be seen in 
any place in Turkey from the huge urban areas to more modest towns and rustic settlements. eir history 
of mankind has consistently added on itself, from the most punctual settlements to contemporary Turkey 
today. roughout the most recent twenty years, Turkey has made impressive ventures on infra and 
superstructure. is likewise incorporates a transport framework, for example, improvement, 
modernization of air terminals just as the development of new ones. Notwithstanding the global air 
terminals in the primary urban areas and resort objections, Turkey has homegrown trips to every single 
signi�cant city and places of interest. 
 Turkey pulled in a record number of guests with 51.9 million individuals in 2019, as per official 
information. Turkish Statistical Institute (TÜİK) on Jan. 31 reported that the nation invited 51.9 million 
guests a year ago, an ascent of 13.7 percent from the earlier year. e Mediterranean retreat city of Antalya 
followed it with 14.65 million unfamiliar guests a year ago. Concerning the ethnicities of unfamiliar 
guests, Russia came out ahead of the pack (nearly 7 million guests), over a similar period, trailed by 
Germany (about 5 million).Turkey's travel industry incomes additionally hit $34.5 billion every 2019, 
another record high, as indicated by factual information.

 Methodology

 e omnipresent spread of the English language is felt in Turkish business environments, 
particularly naming acts of shop signs and window showcases of stores all around the nation. Selvi (2007) 
proposed that shop-naming practices in Turkey can be assembled into three signi�cant classi�cations: 
Foreign signs (Non-English signs and Only English signs), Hybrid signs, and 'Englishized' Turkish signs. 
Brie�y, hybrid signs are word-bunches framed by utilizing terms in two unique dialects   together, for 
example, Kaya Prestige. Englishized Turkish signs show that how the English language enters the Turkish 
language and show its lexical and practical utilization on it like HaydarPasha Palace. Pasha word has "sh" 
sounds and depicts "ş" sound in the Turkish language. is kind of utilization shows that such countless 
existing assortments, keeping up standard standards for English to be utilized as a solitary reference point 
has consistently been a test for its clients, so the responsibility for language has a place with all. e non-
English sign implies that they have an alternate language instead of it such Nazar Otel. Also, last English 
signs comprise of this language words solely, for instance, DoubleTree By Hilton. 
 Our exploration is focused on two measurements; initially, zeroing in on the examination of hotel 
names in Alanya of Antalya city and Alsancak of Izmir city and the other is the impact of foreign travel 
industry and domestic travel industry on their names. As a second, while numerous Russian vacationers 
visit Alanya, are their names in Russian or another dialect? Breaking down information is utilized by an 
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expressive investigation with rundown insights, from which a few they have.

Findings

 Hotel Names in Alsancak District (İzmir)
 İzmir is a city in western Turkey. e nation's third-biggest city and probably the biggest port lies 
at the top of the protected Gulf of Izmir on the profoundly indented bank of the Aegean Sea. Two 
signi�cant lodgings in association with worldwide brand names of the business, Swissotel, and Hilton, are 
situated towards the Konak end of the region, simply behind the Square of the Republic in Alsancak. It is 
that  progressively inside the unblemished columns of more seasoned and more conventional a couple of 
celebrated structures found in the inward more modest roads and are regularly reestablished explicitly 
with the end goal of the planned business action. 
 As per an extraordinary report by Aegean Touristic Enterprises and Accommodation Union 
(ETİK), the absolute number of travelers visiting Izmir represented 750,553 (the number of resident 
guests) which are homegrown sightseers expanded by 13 percent in 2019.

Figure 1. Ratio of Hotel Names in Alsancak/İZMİR
 
 Alsancak region has been searched multiple times. First, we centered on central avenues that have 
numerous hotels on them. Second, we attempted to discover as much as could be, so it is expected to �nd 
more lodgings to make target research. Subsequently, we have found 40 hotels. According to the 
information that has been gathered by us has indicated that 17 of the hotel names are Non-English, 12 of 
them are Hybrid and 11 of them are Only-English names (Figure 1). e pace of utilizing just Turkish 
(Non-English) names is %42.5, hybrid names are %30, and English names are %27.5. Incidentally, 
"Hotel" as a word is utilized 11 times in this region. While %57.5 names are both "only English" and 
"hybrid", "Englishized-Turkish" names are not welcome, and there is nothing related to these issues in 
Alsancak. Obviously that, their names in Alsancak do not utilize the inclusion of the Englishized word-
complex.
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Figure 2. Categories of Hotel Names in Alsancak, İzmir

 As you see that Non-English hotel names are common in İzmir's beautiful center district. 
However, owners of them generally choose Turkish names, %57,5 owners use at least one English word for 
their names. We did not have a chance to ask the owners about their choices, however, we guess that 
domestic tourism has also effect in their choices as the number of local tourists visiting the area is 
considerably high.
 Finally, a key �nding indicated that two of the hotel names are written in Turkish but they are 
similar in terms of sounds in the English language. “Ege Palas” and “İzmir Palas Otel” have “palas” word 
that has similarities “palace” word from English that signi�es an enormous house that is the authority 
home of a lord, sovereign, or other individuals of high social status.

Figure 3. Some images of hotels in Alsancak, 
İzmir
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 Hotel Names in Alanya District (Antalya) 

 Alanya is considered to be one of the most alluring vacation spots with its remarkable landscape 
and veri�able attractions in the Mediterranean coast of Turkey. A year-around presence of bright sunny 
days attracts visitors to the town throughout the year. Reasonable costs, beautiful Mediterranean climate, 
long, sandy seashores, attractions, and rich Turkish food attracts visitors across the world.
 Alanya area was explored by means of digital resources such as Google Maps. Generally, we 
focused on 4 or 5 stars hotels along the Mediterranean Sea in this district, which foreign tourists generally 
choose for their summer holiday. For a better comparison, we chose the same number of names as in 
Alsancak, Izmir, a total of 40 hotels.

Figure 4. Ratio of Hotel Names in Alanya, Antalya.

 At �rst glance, it seems that no Turkish names place in our pie chart, the rate of which may be 
considered surprising. English Only names are dominant which makes up the largest part with 62,5%, 
Hybrid is the second largest group of this chart, which consists of 35% of hotel names. Only 2,5% of the 
hotels features Englishized Turkish names (Figure 4).
 ere are 40 hotel names, 25 of them are named only in English, 14 of them are named Hybrid 
and just one of them is an Englishized Turkish name (Figure 5). In this �gure, it can be easily seen how 
popular English language is in this area and we guess that international tourism plays a crucial role in 
them. Almost all of them are either English or hybrid names that show the power of English as a lingua 
franca in the tourism sector. Languages other than English (e.g., Spanish, French) seem to show up as well, 
however, their presence seems to be limited (e.g., Granada, En vie, Algora).
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Figure 5. Categor�es of Hotel Names in Alanya, Antalya
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 English language effects on Russian tourism in Alanya

 ere has never been when such countless individuals wished to venture out to such countless 
spots. erefore, Turkey pulled in a record number of guests with 51.9 million individuals in 2019, as 
indicated by true information. At its stature in 2019, Turkey pulled in around 51 million unfamiliar 
travelers, positioning as the 6th most-well known vacationer location in the world. e absolute number 
vacillated between around 41 million every 2015, and around 30 million out in 2016. Nonetheless, 
recuperation started in 2017, with the number of unfamiliar guests expanding to 37.9 million, and in 
2018 to 46.1 million guests Turkey pulled in a record number of guests with 51.9 million individuals in 
2019, as per official information. 
 As seen, the Russian language is not encountered anywhere as a hotel name. However, statistics 
about foreign tourism has shown that many Russian visit our country every year with an expanding ratio. 
But we can understand that no matter what your nationality is English reaches the superior position in the 
tourism sector, especially in foreign tourism. In this way, in 2019, Russians made 3,5 million additional 
outings abroad, and just about 33% of the all-out yearly development (31%) was given by one nation – 
Turkey particularly Alanya unmistakable. It likewise turned into the head of the overall outbound stream, 
and the progression of vacationers As well, According to Selvi (2011), a speci�c development region is 
focal and eastern Europe, and the nations of the previous Soviet Union, where it is felt that more than 10% 
of the populace are currently learning English. ese insights uncover that travel industry area, yet 
additionally, everyday schedules or instructive utilization, Russian or other old soviet countries are more 
natural and use English than previously.

 Discussion and Conclusion

 Then the data is examined and compared, it is seen that although there are many hotel names in 
Turkish in Alsancak, where domestic tourism is intense, it is less than the sum of English and hybrid 
names. However, looking at the area of   Alanya where foreign tourism is at higher levels, it is seen that no 
hotel has a Turkish name preference. In addition, almost all of them use either English or hybrid names. 
When we look at the Englishized Turkish names in this sector, while there are no examples in Alsancak, we 
only encounter one that is Haydarpasha Palace” in Alanya. is shows us that presence of such examples   is 
quite low in hotel names. Besides, it is obvious that the word "otel" in Turkish is less preferred than the 
word "Hotel" in English. Totally, both of them have 42 “hotel” words in their name, while they just have 
12 “otel” words. Besides, while no language other than English is observed in the Alsancak region, 
Spanish, French, and even old Ottoman Turkish name that is “Alaiye” can be observed in Alanya.
 Although Russian tourism is increasing every year, the excess of English names in these hotels can 
be considered as a result of its lingua franca in�uence. Besides, the fact that none of these hotels have 
Russian names are not seen that shows how ineffective the Russian language is in this area.
 As indicated by Selvi (2011), over a quarter of the total populace is now familiar or able in English, 
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and this �gure is consistently developing. No other language can coordinate this development. So, it tends 
to be seen its uniqueness at our exploration. 
 In sum, most of the hotel names in the Alsancak area of Izmir are either English or hybrid. But it 
seems that there are a lot of hotel names in Turkish. We assume that there are so many Turkish hotel names 
in Alsancak since domestic tourism is as common as foreign tourism in this area. When we look at the 
hotel names in Antalya area of Antalya, it immediately catches our eye that the hotel names in English are 
dominant in this area. We believe that this region, where foreign tourism is intense, is used by hotel owners 
or companies in English for this reason. English language is the leader in this area, although there are a few 
hotel names in Spanish and French. But in a place like this, which is a region that Russians prefer, it is really 
surprising that there are no hotels with Russian names.
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 Introduction

 It can be challenging for most people to predict how much language use and culture of language 
use can change in the same city, even in two locations separated by only 10 kilometers away. In this paper, I 
examine two different types of shopping centers in southeastern city of Diyarbakır, which is known as a 
remarkable representative of multiculturalism and history. In the city, there are different neighborhoods 
that can be categorized as 'modern' or upscale and 'traditional' as well. While one side of the city expresses 
its rich past and history, the other side features places that are intertwined with modernity far from history. 
is is a �ne line for Diyarbakır. In this research context, I will examine the "Forum AVM (Shopping 
Center)", which we can be regarded as a representative of a modern shopping mall, and "Balıkçılar-
Aşefçiler Çarşısı (Bazaar)", which can be counted as a local-traditional shopping bazaar, in terms of 
language use and presentation. I will emphasize not only the differences and similarities in the use of 
English but also the differences and similarities in the use of Turkish. In addition, since language and 
culture are inseparable elements, I decided to include points such as daily speech that include cultural 
elements and are in�uenced by cultural elements. 

 Methodology

 For methodology, I aimed to conduct a detailed examination at two different points of the city 
when comparing differences and similarities in language use. I examined how all businesses in these two 
shopping malls use the language in written and communicative terms and how they use it effectively. e 
most important tool I used while collecting data was my mobile phone, which I used to take pictures. I 
think it is important to present visually supportive elements in order to achieve de�nitive results. Besides, I 
used a notepad application for quantitative purposes. I noted the signs of all the businesses in the two 
shopping centers and categorized them according to the use of language. Furthermore, I interviewed 
business owners in these two malls. Due to the pandemic, it was limited, however, I met with 3 business 
owners in each shopping center. e nature of these meetings were more casual since I thought that I could 
establish the most natural communication in their natural state. I asked them questions about the 
products they were selling, I took notes and used the data for the present work. 
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     ese two shopping centers, located at two different points of the city, are quite large. It took me a 
whole day to examine the representation of language and business signs in these shopping malls. Of 
course, I could not take pictures of the language transfer methods of all businesses as it might make some 
people feel uncomfortable for various reasons, but I took note of the writings on their signs and posters. I 
took 63 photos in total.
      e data was meticulously analyzed and I believe that the data re�ected sufficient content to display 
the communicative differences in language usage in two different shopping malls. I took notes and 
classi�ed the signage and textual materials of all businesses in the two shopping centers. I analyzed all the 
businesses in the Forum and the names of all the businesses in Balıkçılar by supporting them with 
numbers, data, statistics and visuals. After classifying and analyzing it in my notebook, I used the 
Microsoft Excel program and several websites to visualize the data graphically.

 Results

 First of all, I will share the data of the language used in the signs of all the businesses at the Forum 
Shopping Mall and Balıkçılar. For Balıkçılar area, I speci�cally focused on the covered bazaar (Aşefçiler) 
due to the large volume of sellers in the area (Figure 1).

F�gure 1. e number of shops exam�ned �n the study
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 When the data was analyzed, it was found that English was rarely present in Balıkçılar, while the 
rate of Turkish use was low for Forum Shopping Center (Table 1, Figure 2)     
 It is surprising to see that only one business adopting English in Balıkçılar. Despite being a local 
and traditional shopping settlement, it is at the heart of oldtown, which is among the touristic hot spots in 
the city. Considering that English has become quite common today, this result can be interpreted as 
surprising. On the other hand, it is also surprising that the representation of local language (i.e., Kurdish) 
is quite limited in this area as well. 

Table 1. e types of language used in the signage of businesses in shopping malls 

F�gure 2. e types of language used in the signage of businesses 
in shopping malls and their comparison.
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 On the other hand, the results encountered regarding language usage in the Forum Shopping 
Center was hardly surprising. Forum, which was chosen as a modern shopping center, indeed had a very 
high rate of English language usage. Although there are shops with Turkish signs, we can say that English is 
clearly dominant. Although some of the foreign corporate store signs are only in English, there has been a 
lot of shops originated in Turkey and have adopted English for the most of their content.

 e use of language in a cultural way

 One of the most surprising �nding of the study was to observe that the use of Turkish signs in the 
two shopping centers is different. To explain this better, there is a situation like this in almost all signs in 
Balıkçılar, a local shopping center; e use of language on all signs is very plain and concise, only a proper 
name followed by the function of the business (e.g., Bahar Tekstil, Yılmaz Kundura, Furkan Ticaret) 
(Images 1 and 2). is functionality does not change even with hybrid signs (e.g., Sevim Gold, Akdal 
GSM). I can say that business owners are not careful about the presentation of the language while 
preparing their signs. On all signs, there is a special name that belongs only to themselves or a loved one in 
their family, and an inscription containing the function of the business. It's almost impossible to see a sign 
that is creative, noticeable, designed to increase customer potential. is situation is too common to go 
unnoticed.

Images 1, 2. Functional use of signs at front stores in Balıkçılar area

      However, this is not the case in Forum AVM, the modern shopping center. Of course, it should be 
recognized that many business signs at Forum adopts the English language (Image 3). However, this 
situation is different for the signs with Turkish and hybrid content than in Balıkçılar. Businesses that 
employ Turkish and hybrid signage in the Forum (Image 4) do this quite differently than those in   
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Balıkçılar. ere are many signboards that are designed to attract customers and are clearly cared for. It is 
obvious that there are signboard names that have been branded using creativity (e.g., Tavuk Dünyası, 
Derimod, Baydöner). However, in the Forum, there is a language presentation similar to the signs of the 
businesses in Balıkçılar in a limited way (e.g., Buket Lahmacun, Polen Tantuni). In this context, I can say 
that even the Turkish language usage is different depending on the culture of the shopping centers in two 
different locations. My opinion on this is that business owners at Balıkçılar do not pay much attention to 
the way they use and present language. However, most business owners at Forum have been very careful in 
designing and crafting shop names and storefronts. 

Images 3, 4. Functional use of signs at front stores at Forum 

 e use of language for announcements

 Another point that is important for language presentation is the writing and visuals in business 
signs. It is well-known that stores use announcement posters such as a banner or poster, sometimes 
accompanied by a picture only and text content, and sometimes with text content. It can be either for 
announcing their discounts or explaining some situations they want to explain, and they stick it to a 
visible part of their stores. In this study, it is evident that the businesses in the Forum have prepared the 
posters they use while making these announcements much more carefully (Image 5). Larger fonts and 
more attention-grabbing text are used on these large posters. However, business owners in Balıkçılar 
follow a different path in this regard. ese business owners often use small paper for their 
announcements and posters (e.g., Maske Aparatı, Image 6). ere may be many reasons for this, this 
situation is likely to be in line with the socioeconomic status of the shop owners and the community there. 
It should also be noted that most of the businesses in the Forum are corporate and relatively more powerful 
businesses. It is also important to talk about the differences in the language presentation in these 
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announcement posters. At this point, it seems that the socioeconomic status of the business owners does 
not seem to affect the language choices as business owners in Balıkçılar are also using short and concise 
explanations in their announcements. ey write the message they want to convey on a very simple paper, 
in a very plain and explanatory language, without the need for large fonts, visuals, posters. It can be said 
that these announcement posters, which are aimed at attracting customers, are more effective than the 
signs on which they write the names of the shops. Of course, the size of this impact varies from person to 
person, but I think that these posters are very effective for a business that aims to attract customers. e 
fact that the message is simple and reassuring demonstrates how shop owners present and use the 
language.

Images 5, 6. e use of signs for announcement purposes at Forum (left) and Balıkçılar (right) 

 e use of language for warning and providing information

     Apart from the business signs in the two shopping malls, there were some warning or informative 
posters as well. Signs or inscriptions indicating where we will park the car in a shopping center, writing or 
signs indicating the �oor where the restroom is located, writing or signs intended to direct any business 
and many more like this. 
     It is possible to encounter such signs and texts many times in the Forum shopping center. At the 
entrance of the shopping center, it is possible to encounter a sign with a slippery �oor warning at the �rst 
entrance (Image 7). is warning letter contains English and Turkish languages   and an illustrative sample 
image is used. Just a little ahead of this, there is a plate with a Turkish text that explains the precautionary 
rules to be followed in the shopping center for the coronavirus (Image 8), which affects our lives greatly 
today. Inside the shopping center, there are 3 or 4 unwritten symbols on each �oor that direct them to 
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ATMs, to the WC, to the mosque and to many important places. Since these signs with symbols do not 
contain text, it is possible for a person who does not speak Turkish or English to understand these signs. In 
this sense, we can say that the Forum shopping center is successful and rich in both Turkish, English and 
universal language presentation.

Images 7, 8. e use of signs for warning and providing information at Forum

 When we think about the same situation for the businesses and the bazaar in Balıkçılar and 
compare it, it is possible to say that Balıkçılar is much different from the Forum in this regard. As 
mentioned while explaining the warnings and directions in the Forum, I have never encountered a 
warning about COVID-19 in Balıkçılar. Although it is known that this is very important, it is surprising 
to witness the lack of such signage in this region. In Balıkçılar, there is no use of a directional or warning 
sign like in the Forum.. In this context, it is possible to say that the language presentations of these two 
shopping centers on orientation are quite different from each other.

 Discussion and Conclusion

 While doing this research, I often encountered situations that I expected to see, perhaps mainly 
because I did this research in a context, which was quite familiar to me. Apart from that, there were some 
points that I was really surprised. While analyzing the data and drawing a conclusion, there were multiple 
points that need to be addressed. 
 First of all, it is noteworthy to comment on the use of foreign languages   and the use of English 
between Forum AVM, modern shopping center, and Balıkçılarbaşı (Aşefçiler), a local shopping center. 
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English usage at Forum and Aşefçiler is quite different from each other. Only a single shop in the Aşefçiler 
used the English language on their sign. In the Forum, on the other hand, this number was 75. e 
number of signboards using Kurdish or hybrid language including English is quite low for the local 
shopping complex. It is actually not surprising that English is rarely used in Aşefçiler, a local old shopping 
center. ere may be certain reasons for this. One of these reasons is that the people who own the business 
here do business in a simple way. Business owners have preferred a very plain name even on the shop signs 
they have prepared in Turkish. Another factor is the sociocultural situation. e people in this business 
have not opened these shops by starting in a modern start-up fashion. ey generally took over these 
properties and shops from their fathers or family elders. It is my personal observation that the business 
owners here are either high school graduates or less. In other words, there has never been an atmosphere 
where business owners can get closer to the English language, apart from an international tourism, which 
is relatively low compared to other parts of Turkey. erefore, the rate of using English presentations on 
their signs may be very low. However, even considering these reasons, I think that this language, which has 
become quite common, is less.
 On the other hand, at Forum, the high number of corporate businesses, the professional 
competence of the working people and the higher education level of the business owners may increase the 
rate of use of English. I observed that almost all of the people working in the shops there are high school or 
university graduates, more than so compared to Balıkçılar area.
 In conclusion, I think that the sociocultural differences and differences in education level and 
even socioeconomic differences in the two shopping centers are the main reasons why the language (both 
English and Turkish) presentation may be different from each other.



 A language can affect another language just as a human being affects one another. When it 
happens, the language can barrow words directly from another language, or words can be adapted 
according to society. e 2005 edition of the Contemporary Dictionary of Turkish (Güncel Türkçe 
Sözlük), the official up-to-date dictionary of the Turkish language Published by Turkish Language 
Association, contains over 100,000 entries. Words of foreign origin in the dictionary comprise about 15 
percent of the entire work (Selvi, 2011). When those words of foreign origin are examined, it can be seen 
that 4% of them are English words. Even though it seems like a small number of words, considering that 
English as a lingua franca, has gained much of its importance in Turkey after the 1950s, the effectiveness of 
this number can be better understood. As English became a respected and prestigious language in Turkey, 
Turkish did not only borrow words from this language but we have also seen the use of such words on 
signs, shop names, and even products in Turkish context. 
 e goal of this mini research is to examine the English used by Turkish Brands in their products. 
ree major Turkish brands, Eti, Ülker, and Torku, are selected as the research sample. First of all, two 
supermarkets at two different shopping centers were visited to examine the products. When it was 
observed that not all products belonging to brands are available in the stores, further research was 
conducted through the websites of the brands. Working through websites were more advantageous 
because both the research could be done from home at the time of the epidemic outbreaks, and the 
products could be examined in a certain order. Later, products are classi�ed as “Turkish Names”, “Foreign 
Names”, and “Names that do not belong to a speci�c language”. en, foreign names were analyzed based 
on brands to see which one uses more foreign language in their products. Lastly, foreign names were 
categorized into four groups; a- Non-English names, b- English names, c- Hybrid names, and d- 
Englishized names. 
 During the study, 331 product names were examined in total. According to the research, while 
77% (255) of these names belong to the category of Turkish, and 18% (58) of them belong to the category 
of foreign languages, 5% (18) of the products do not belong to a speci�c language (Table 1). 
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 In the second step of the analysis, foreign names were classi�ed according to brands. One of the 
important �ndings of the research was obtained in this section. According to data, Out of the 58 foreign 
names, 27 of them used by the Torku brand, 18 of them used by the Eti brand, and 13 of them used by the 
Ülker brand. 

Table 2. Classi�cation of foreign names according to brands
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Figure 1. Pie chart that shows the percentage of data



 e interesting fact about data is that according to the order of date, newly opened brands tend to 
use more foreign names for their products. Although Ülker is the earliest established brand among the 
brands, it is the brand that uses the least foreign names with a rate of 13%. Although Torku was founded 
14 years ago, it is the brand that uses the most foreign names in its products with a rate of 47%. 

Figure 2. e rate of using foreign names according to the establishment dates of the brands

 Lastly, according to their meaning, 58 foreign names were divided into four groups, as also 
categorized by Selvi (2011), as “Non-English names”, “English names”, “Hybrid-names”, and 
“Englishized names”. Non-English names such as "Petit Beurre", "Festa", and "Lia" comprise 14% of this 
group. ese 14 names are taken from four different languages: French, Spanish, Latin and Italian. 
English names such as "Dream", "Smartt", and "Gold" used in the products cover 36% of this group. As 
can be seen in the table below, "Hybrid-names" is the most used naming form in products with a rate of 
38%. Hybrid names in this study are mostly created by combining words from Turkish and different 
languages such as English, Spanish and French. “No Bir”, “Premium Patates” and “Deluxe Gofret” can be 
given as examples of this category. Out of 58 names, there is only one name as Englishized name, which is 
"tock". Actually “Tock” has its own meaning in English but in this product (cracker) it is used to used to 
express “satiety” in Turkish. 

Table 3. Classi�cation of foreign names according to the group categories
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             Figure 3. Pie chart that shows the percentage of foreign names  

To illustrate the �ndings more speci�cally, the names are shared below.
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Non-English Names

- Torku Premio 
- Torku Festa 
- Torku Lia
- Torku Coco Tropico 
- Torku Latte Vero 
- Torku Macchiato 
- Torku Mocha 

- Eti Petit Beurre 
- Eti Santa Domingo 
- Eti Karam 
- Eti Browni Mousse 
- Eti Laviva 
- Eti Olala 
- Torku Frema

English Names

-   Torku Go 
-   Torku Detox 
-   Torku Gold 
-   Torku Dream                     
-   Torku Nice 
-   Torku Moon 
-   Ülker Finger 
-   Eti Negro Bold 
-   Eti Gong Pops 
-   Eti Gold 
-   Torku Flora 

-   Eti Flava 
-   Eti Sticks 
-   Eti Wanted 
-   Eti Soho 
-   Ülker Extra 
-   Ülker Smartt 
-   Ülker SuperFresh 
-   Ülker Café Crown 
-   Ülker Candy Mini 
-   Ülker Stick 
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Hybrid-Names

- Torku Dream Spesiyal Bisküvi
- Torku Çokomio 
- Torku Enjoy Çoko
- Torku No On
- Torku Dilimli Burger 
- Torku Gurme Burger
- Torku Banada Kids
- Torku No Bir

- Torku Çokofest 
- Torku Premium Helva 
- Torku Premium Patates 
- Torku Karamel Macchiato 
- Eti Maximus Loading 
- Eti Maximus Şarj 
- Eti Süt Burger Twist 

Englishized Names

- Eti Tock    

 e goal of this study was to analyze the foreign names on the products of the three major food 
brands (Ülker, Eti and Torku) in Turkey. According to the study, it was observed that 255 of 331 product 
names were Turkish, 58 were foreign names, and 18 were newly produced words, which do not belong to 
any language. When we look at the rate of using foreign names in the products of brands, it is stated that 
Torku used 47%, Eti used 31% and Ülker used 22% of words (which) belongs to foreign languages. It is a 
remarkable result that among these brands, Ülker, the �rst brand established, used the least foreign names, 
while Torku, the last established brand, used the most foreign names for their products. Lastly, 58 foreign 
names are grouped according to the classi�cation suggested by Selvi (2011).  As a result, it has been 
observed that the most used names in the products were Hybrid-Names (38%) and the least used names 
were Englishized-Names (2%). In his study, Selvi stated that: “e ubiquitous spread of English language 
is felt in Turkish business discourse, especially naming practices of shop signs and window displays of 
stores all around the country.” (Selvi, 2011). When we look at the results of this study, it can be claimed 
that English did not only affect the shop signs, but also showed its effect on many areas such as food 
product names. Even though English is not used officially in Turkey, which is a part of Expanding Circle, 
the use of this language in daily life is getting increase as it can be seen from the "English Names" and 
"Hybrid- Names". e underlying reason may be the fact that English is often viewed as an 'elite' language 
in Turkey in addition to being a global language.
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Appendix A. Product Images and Links

-  https://www.et�et�et�.com/et�-crax-tock
- https://www.seyramarket.com/urun/torku-nob�r-c�kolatal�-gofret-35-g
-  https://www.kalafatlarsanalmarket.com.tr/ETI-ALASKA-FRIGO-SUTLU-60-GR,PR-42900.html
-  https://www.etoptang�da.com/�ndex.php?route=product/product&product_�d=2498
-  https://www.m�gros.com.tr/et�-negro-bold-c�kolata-kremal�-120-g-p-6af9f9
- https://www.m�gros.com.tr/torku-sutlu-latte-vero-230-ml-p-a823a8
- https://www.m�gros.com.tr/et�-pet�t-beurre-b�skuv�-200-g-p-6af734

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FafEtJNeIuo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sVzNbCXAr6U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAwldg2l88Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMA1qXG2hgU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5Qt_qLunes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xat72C204pI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0xNYJOpCwXc


 Introduction

 Have you ever paid any attention to the frequency of English signs, terms, phrases and texts on the 
shopping websites you often visit? We conducted our study in the light of this question. e main reason 
why we chose this speci�c topic to discuss about is that we were curious to �nd out how the English 
language is used in the advertisement sector to attract people's attention and how this situation can be 
interpreted within the context of English as a lingua franca and World Englishes. 
 English as a lingua franca (ELF) is a term used for identifying the study of the genuine linguistic 
traits that regularly occur in communicative contacts whereby the language is observed (Sergeant, 2010). 
In other words, we can say that this term de�nes the inter-cultural communication through English 
among the people who are not native speakers of the English language. As for Turkey, English has a huge 
importance of being a lingua franca and this can be observed through the texts in the signboards, the 
advertisements we usually encounter, more or less in everything around us.
 Since there are numerous different websites for shopping, we thought that we should categorize 
our topic into certain, smaller groups. Later, we decided to concentrate on the websites, which are 
speci�cally devoted to clothing. Finally, we divided the websites into two groups based on the socio-
economic background of their potential customers. e �rst group contains websites, which are 
affordable mostly for the people from upper class, and the other group has websites, which are relatively 
more suitable for middle class. We mainly intended to show the contrast between these two classes in 
terms of how the English language is considered as a lingua franca. 

 Methodology

 First of all, we interviewed people around us during the information gathering phase. We learned 
from them what brands they wear and which brands they prefer more when they shop. Moreover, we 
asked why they preferred these brands. Guided by these answers, we decided to investigate brands that 
appeal to people with a higher economic status, and those, which are affordable for people with a more 
moderate economic status. We started our research by searching the internet for shopping sites suitable for 
these categories. To give an example, collecting information from these sites has not been easy for us. For 
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example, one of us found it difficult to �nd data in moderate level online shopping stores as it seemed hard 
and surprising to come across something in English. In contrast, the one analyzing high-end stores, found 
it easier to �nd data in English. ere were many methods employed while collecting this type of data. 
However, we selected the data which we collected by paying attention to the use of English in our language 
and how it was done. 
 
 Results

  We chose 4 brands for each group and analyzed 8 websites in total: Mango, Adidas, Beymen, 
Bershka, Lescon, LTB, Kaft, Addax. We provide some of the results and information about the upper class 
websites in the �rst part.

Figure 1. Multilingual representation at Mango's website for Turkey.

 e �rst brand is Mango. When we �rst analyzed the website, we saw that there were some special 
collections and their titles were mostly in English. ey chose some words like Comfy, Activewear, and 
Exclusive etc. for the purpose of creating a more casual concept of clothing in their customers' minds. We 
can also see some Turkish phrases, such as; “Daha fazla keşfet,” (Discover more). However, they are written 
in rather smaller fonts, which makes it almost impossible to notice at �rst. Along w�th some 
advert�sements, there were some s�gn�ficant announcements about ra�s�ng awareness towards soc�al 
respons�b�l�ty projects. In the example, we see a hybr�d text, the t�tle �s wr�tten �n Engl�sh, wh�ch says “We 
take act�on,” and rest of the explanat�on part �s �n Turk�sh, aga�n wr�tten �n small fonts.
 e second brand is Adidas, which is quite popular around the world. When we look at the 
examples above, we can see that they mostly use English words in the titles of their products. ey also 
have some bold slogans such as, “Embrace the Grind,” “As we run,” “Run it,” etc. We assume that the 
reason why they speci�cally choose English phrases to use in their slogans is that they might think that 
English is more successful in terms of conveying the real meaning and the message that they intended to 
give.
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Figure 2. Language use at Adidas' website for Turkey

 

Figure 3. Language use at Beymen website

 

Figure 4. Language use at Bershka website.

e third brand we chose is Beymen, which is regarded as an upscale clothing brand in Turkey. In the 
examples, again we see Turkish-English mixed texts. When we analyze the text in detail, the word 
“Choice” is written in yellow, while the other words are either in black or white. ere is also an indication 
of a discount which is, “Net %60 İndirim,” (60% Discount) and it is written in bolder letters than the 
other words. ese characteristics show us that there are some speci�c directions to follow in preparing an 
ad in order to attract the target customers. 
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 e fourth brand is Bershka. When we analyzed the advertisements featured in the website, we 
noticed that they were quite colorful, vivid and creative. For instance, in the �rst example, there is a phrase: 
“Cute check,” which can be considered as a part of internet slang, since the word check is frequently used 
in some social media platforms like Tiktok, as in “Private school check,” or “My best friend is rich check.” 
In the second example, there is a jeans advertisement and the features of those jeans are given in an 
intriguing way. Finally, the last picture has an English phrase, “Total look” on it, and the ad looks so basic 
but effective at the same time. 
 Below are some of the �ndings and information about the middle-class websites. 
 

Figure 5. Language use at Lescon website.

 As the �rst store, we explored the pages at the Lescon store, which is a sport store in Turkey. When 
we first open the page, we come across “Yen� sezon” (New Season) motto at the bottom, wh�ch �s wr�tten �n 
Turk�sh. However, the text at the background �s wr�tten �n Engl�sh. If you take a look at the p�cture, �t 
seems that the Engl�sh motto attracts more attent�on. Lescon �s a brand of Turk�sh or�g�n. As Engl�sh �s a 
very popular language �n Turkey as well as �n the world, they may th�nk that �t w�ll attract the attent�on of 
var�ous people from d�fferent backgrounds when mak�ng th�s ad.

Figure 6. Language use at LTB website.

 e second store examined is LTB, which is a clothing store that sells women's and men's 
products.  We see that two types of languages are used in an ad.  Besides, they use English instead of the 
official language spoken in Turkey in this ad. Turkish is also adopted, however, it remained in the 
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background and the focus does not seem to be where Turkish was used.  It is an undeniable fact that 
English is a global language and is often used in advertising stores in Turkey.

 

 e third store is Kaft, another women's and men's clothing 
store. is brand gives many of its products a foreign name. In Figure 7, 
it is obvious that the titles are written in English. We can guess that the 
reason for this is that the brand sells across Europe and uses English as an 
international language. For this reason, most of the products and the ads 
they make are also English, even in the Turkish online store. Again, we 
can guess that English is the language that will bring all people living in 
Turkey together as language when it comes to ad or shopping. 

 We also examined a women's clothing store that sells only in Turkey, which is Addax.  As seen in 
Figure 8, they used 2 different languages when introducing new products, English and Turkish. Turkish is 
prioritized by being displayed on top. is may be because of the fact that the main customers mainly 
include Turkish speakers. We also see English, which seems to have equivalent sizing to Turkish. is may 
be both about keeping up with popularity and lingua franca status of English and getting people's 
attention as marketing. As a result, we can see how English is used in these websites, how it is employed as a 
marketing strategy, and the effects of becoming a popular language because these characteristics bring 
people in a common point. 

Figure 7. Language use at 
Kaft website.

Figure 8. Language use at Addax website.
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 Discussion and Conclusion

 In this study, we examined clothing websites by selecting those which are often preferred by 
people with middle and high socio-economic status. We particularly focused on the use of English in ads 
and announcements on these sites. Following the research, we selected 4 websites for the two categories. 
As can be seen in screenshots on sites for high-end clothing sites, English has been used in titles, product 
descriptions, product names. is usage is almost entirely in English. Based on the forms of writing used, 
the color of the writings, we see that English, rather than Turkish, is wanted to be more prominent. 
However, the rate of English used on the other category of websites is less when compared to the websites 
of upscale clothing stores. As pointed out by Selvi (2011), “In Turkey, English carries the instrumental 
function of being the most studied foreign language and the most popular medium of education after 
Turkish (p. 186).” All in all, taking these differences and the role of English into account, we wanted to 
investigate and present the use of the English language between the two categories of clothing stores 
targeting different groups of people from various socio-economic background and status.
 
 Implications

 ere are several varieties of English, which differ from society to society. We also use the term 
World Englishes to refer to the study and investigation of different Englishes around the world. To 
illustrate, Lowenberg (2000) once stated that, “Different varieties of English mean that ELT can no longer 
afford to choose between only British or American English as the primary target variety for instruction” (p. 
67). In other words, we must not only break our stereotypes and biases against the different kind of 
Englishes around the world, but we should also avoid de�ning any variety of English as the ideal, best one 
to adopt in language acquisition. 
 While conducting our study, we have gained more awareness on how English is both viewed and 
used in terms of getting people's attention on a speci�c product. First of all, we have realized that the 
English which is used in advertisements of the websites differs from the English that is taught in 
classrooms in terms of formality and vocabulary. It would not be so surprising to say that the 
advertisements consist of more internet slang, common words, bold or exaggerated phrases such as “Just 
do it.”
 We think that we can make use of the results of our study in teaching the importance of World 
Englishes and Cultures in our classrooms as a subject matter. One of the most important reasons is the fact 
that today's teenagers are getting more and more familiar with technology and social media. It would not 
be wrong to say that most of them �nd the English subjects and topics they learn in school rather boring 
and unnecessary. However, we can change this situation by bringing such materials as those 
advertisements to the class and using them as a tool of both language learning and recognition of World 
Englishes. We are of the opinion that the students would become into enthusiastic and active learners by 
this way. Since these materials contain some internet slang and authentic language, which are taken from 
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some websites that most students are familiar with, we think that it would make this process more 
convincing, sustainable and enjoyable for the learners.
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 In this study, we analyzed and compared the names of �tness centers in three cities in the 
Southeastern Anatolia Region in Turkey. We analyzed a total of 44 signs of �tness centers in terms of 
English-only signs, Non-English signs, and Hybrid signs (i.e., signs which consist of a combination of 
words that are made up by using two different languages). 
Before this assignment, we did not realize how many �tness centers have been named in English. After 
taking photos of gyms, we realized that many people go to �tness centers with an English name, but they 
do not speak English. We interpret this �nding as a result of the westernizing society, an effort by shop 
owners to draw attention, the idea of being English being 'cool', and English being a world language.

Figure 1. e map of Turkey and the focus of the study

 Looking at the geographical location of the cities and the country, it is clear that it is not close to 
any English-speaking country. In addition, these cities attract relatively less tourists compared to other 
cities of the country. However, gyms seem to use English names for the most part. Below are presented and 
discussed the �ndings on each city.
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 Case 1: City of Batman

 Batman is one of the recently developed cities with nearly half a million population at the city 
center. Although the commonly spoken languages in Batman are Kurdish, Turkish, Arabic, and Zazaki as 
well as Armenian and Syriac to some extent, our study shows that most gyms have English names. To 
analyze and compare the names of �tness centers, we took 17 pictures of gyms in this city. 47,06% of the 
centers had English-only signs, 35,29% of them had hybrid signs, and only 17,65% of them had Turkish 
signs (Table1, Figure 2).

Table 1. Sign categories of �tness centers in Baman

Figure 2. Graphical representation of sign categories of �tness centers in Batman
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Images from Batman 
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 Case 2. City of Mardin

 Mardin is the twenty-sixth most populated city in Turkey. It is located in the Tigris section of the 
Southeastern Anatolia Region and borders Syria. e most spoken languages are Turkish, Kurdish, 
Arabic, Syriac, and Armenian. Considering the commonly spoken languages in Mardin and the location 
of this city, it is surprising to see the �tness centers often have English in their signs (Table 2).

Table 2. Sign categories of �tness centers in Mardin

 As seen in Table 2, the list is dominantly English. Of the eleven �tness centers, only one of them is 
in Turkish, eight of them are only in English, two of them are both in English and Turkish (three of them 
also contain a word that both in English and in Turkish). According to these rates, 9,10% of the gyms have 
non-English signs, 72,72% of the gyms have English-only signs, and 18,18% of them have hybrid signs. 
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 Case 3: City of Diyarbakır

 Diyarbakir is one of Turkey's major cities. We examined the selection of names used in �tness 
centers in terms of the three major categories: English-only, non-English, and Hybrid. You can see the 
data we use in this review below (Table 3, Figure 3).

Table 3. Sign categories of �tness centers in Diyarbakır

Figure 3. Graphical representation of sign categories of �tness centers in Diyarbakır

 According to this data, 62,5% of the �tness centers in Diyarbakır have English-only signs, 
31,25% as Hybrid, and only %6,25 of them have  non-English signs. As can be seen, the names of sports 
centers in Diyarbakır are mostly in English as in other two cities in this study.
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 Conclusion

 In this assignment, we examined the signs of �tness centers in three cities in southeastern Turkey. 
We took photos of the gyms across the cities of Batman, Diyarbakır, and Mardin and explored their sign 
choices. ese names are divided into three categories of English-only, non-English, and Hybrid. We 
created a percentage based on usage rates (Figures 4, 5, 6). Based on the study, the �ndings indicated that 
the most preferred category in all three cities was English-only, which was followed by the Hybrid and the 
Non-English. e fact that three cities in the east have adopted English to such an extent is another proof 
displaying the status of English as a lingua franca. We conclude by suggesting that the presence of English 
in EFL contexts like Turkey can be utilized and linguistic landscape-based resources can be brought and 
used for language teaching and learning purposes.

Figure 4. Graphical representation of �tness centers' English-only signs in three cities

Figure 5. Graphical representation of �tness centers' Hybrid signs in three cities
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    Figure 6. Graphical representation of �tness centers' Non-English signs in three cities



 Introduction 

 Turkey is one of the Expanding Circle countries, which means that English is learnt and taught as 
a foreign language. As a major city in the southeast, Diyarbakır is one of the historical places. Suriçi 
(Oldtown) district, in particular, is a prominent historical place in Diyarbakır. ere are a lot of historical 
attractions such as museums, old mosques and churches, khans, stone houses, old bridges, ancient 
minarets, towers and more in Suriçi, which makes it a tourist destination. e recent increase in touristic 
visitors, particularly pre-epidemic outbreak, shows signs that the role and visibility of English might 
change in the area. In this study, we investigated the language used in touristic places in Diyarbakır, 
speci�cally Suriçi area. 

 Methodology

 We have visited multiple mosques and churches in the area and also engaged in conversations with 
some people in these places. For example, when we were in Virgin Mary Church, we made a conversation 
with the pastor of the church. He said that the church is “one of the biggest destinations of tourists in 
Diyarbakır” and he claimed that he and other volunteers tell tourists the history of the church and Syriac 
culture in English. In our second visit, we explored museums including Cahit Sıtkı Tarancı Museum, 
Ahmed Arif Museum, Atatürk Museum, Diyarbakır Museum and others. After taking photos, we have 
also taken a close look at shops and road signs. e photos were taken by mobile devices and examined 
through a comparative and elimination process. 
Findings
 e �ndings are often multilingual signs and hybrids, and not only include Turkish, Kurdish and 
English but other languages as well. We have divided our results into three categories which are mosques, 
churches, and museums.
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 Mosques in Touristic Places 

 We visited three historical mosques in Suriçi. ey are the Grand Mosque, Behram Pasha 
Mosque, and Prophet (Nebi) Mosque. And we observed a lot of use of English. e Grand Mosque is 
considered as the oldest mosque in Anatolia and it is one of the biggest tourist attractions in Diyarbakır. In 
the Grand Mosque, 47% of signs and landscapes are in Turkish, 47% of them in English and only 6% of 
them in other languages (e.g., Arabic, Kurdish) (Image 1).

Image 1. Bilingual sign at the Grand Mosque

 In another historical mosque, Behram Pasha, which is the work of famous architect Sinan, it is 
easy to notice the use of English as soon as one enters the mosque. All the signs are both in English and 
Turkish in the mosque courtyard. We were not allowed entering inside and taking photos due to the 
epidemic outbreak, however, we can say that English presence is clearly visible at the courtyard (Image 2). 
Prophet (Nebi) Mosque was similar to Behram Pasha Mosque and had English sign at the courtyard. e 
presence of bilingual sign was clearly visible (Image 3). ere were also Arabic signs inside the mosque as 
well as some warning signs only in Turkish. English was only used when explanations about the mosque 
was provided.

Image 2. Bilingual sign at the entrance of 
Behram Pasha Mosque

Image 3. Bilingual sign at the 
courtyard of Prophet (Nebi) Mosque
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 Churches in Touristic Places

 As stated earlier, we visited two churches: Virgin Mary Church and Protestant Church in Suriçi 
area. Diyarbakır has hosted many civilizations throughout history. And Suriçi itself has been home of 
people of many religious and ethnic origins. erefore it is possible to see many churches and use of 
different languages there. It may be because most of them are used as museums rather than churches. We 
have observed the use of Turkish, Kurdish, Arabic, English and other languages including Hebrew, 
Aramaic and Armenian in these churches. 
 e Virgin Mary Church is an ancient church that still belongs to the Assyrian/Syriac Orthodox 
Church, an eastern rite that still uses the Syriac language (a dialect originating from Aramaic, the language 
of Jesus Christ, dating back to the early days of Christianity) the languages used there re�ects the diversity 
of Diyarbakır and Suriçi in particular (Image 4).
 e Protestant Church is not as old as e Virgin Mary Church, however, they are similar in terms 
of language diversity. As soon as one enters the building, a collection of "welcome" in many different 
languages   is displayed on the wall. However, Turkish and Kurdish were mainly used in this church. We 
observed that the use of English constituted nearly 20% of the signs. e personals who work there do not 
know English unlike the personnel who work at Mary Virgin Church. 

Image 4. Multilingual sign at the Virgin Mary Church
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 Museums in Touristic Places in Diyarbakır

 We visited a lot of museums in Suriçi including Cahit Sıtkı Tarancı Museum, Ahmed Arif 
Museum, City museum that is known as Cemil Pasha Mansion and museums in the Inner Castle such as 
Atatürk Museum along with Chronological Exhibition Archaeology, Exhibition Galleries, and ematic 
Exhibition Gallery.
 Cahit Sıtkı Tarancı Museum was the house of famous poet Cahit Sıtkı Tarancı. Now his poets and 
personal belongings are exhibited there. We have observed that explanation and warning signs are both in 
English and Turkish (Image 5); however, there is no use of other languages apart from the books read by 
Cahit S. T. and poets and letters written by the poet. e poet used English, Turkish, French and Ottoman 
Turkish while writing these letters and poets and read books in different languages.
 Unlike Cahit Sıtkı Tarancı Museum, we did not encounter inscriptions in any language except 
Turkish in Ahmed Arif Museum. But we see again the poets and letters belonging to Ahmed Arif in 
different languages such as Ottoman Turkish and French.

Image 5. Bilingual sign as part of COVID-19 precautions at CST Museum
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 e City Museum in the historical Cemil Pasha Mansion, which was restored by the Diyarbakır 
Metropolitan Municipality, is one of the most beautiful examples of civil architecture in Diyarbakır. It is 
home of nearly 1500 works that re�ect traditions and customs of the past and present city life. It is perhaps 
not surprising that many languages including Turkish English, Kurdish and Arabic are used in the 
inscriptions across the exhibits here (Image 6). 

Image 6. Multilingual sign at an exhibit at Cemil Pasha Mansion City Museum
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 Inner Castle is an outdoor museum complex, which feature a lot of museums and exhibition 
galleries. e complex is united under the name of Diyarbakır Museum. e collection of Diyarbakır 
Museum consists of works belonging to the Old Bronze Period, Assyrian, Hurri-Mitanni, and Urartu, 
Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine, Seljuk, Artukid, Akkoyunlu and Ottoman periods, starting from the 
Neolithic Period. Due to its historical value and potential, it is inevitable that the inner castle is a tourist 
destination, which naturally necessitates the use of English. We have observed that English and Turkish 
are used together in different parts of the museum (Images 7, 8, 9). Even if it is less, we have seen the use of 
other languages too.

Images 7, 8, 9. Bilingual signs across the museum complex at the Inner Castle 
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 Discussion and Conclusion

 When the data is analyzed, it can be concluded that there are at least two different languages used 
in touristic places in Diyarbakır. It is because Diyarbakır is a historical city which was the major city of the 
Roman province of Mesopotamia in old times, which contributes to the multicultural status of the city. 
e places we visited were touristic places, therefore, the �ndings are not surprising.. In historical mosques 
like Grand Mosque, both Turkish and English are used because they are visited by so many tourists every 
year. Like mosques and churches, both Turkish and English are used in museums as well, which are also 
frequently visited by many tourists every year. 



 As we introduce our culture to the world, we are also affected by the other ones. English, also 
known and accepted as a global lingua franca, has proved its power and effect throughout history. It has 
spread all around the world, and has changed many things. It has been taught as a second or foreign 
language and it is one of the official languages of some countries. It is spoken worldwide and plays a crucial 
role considering the usage and popularity of all other languages around the world in different �elds like 
education, industry, health and economy. ese can be considered as the scales of “power” for a language, 
Due to its power and popularity, we see the effects of English in Turkey, particularly where tourism plays a 
vital role. We see English everywhere, from the streets to our homes. We use many English words or the 
words derived from English even in our daily speech. erefore it can be said that English has an 
important place in Turkey. More English words become a 'new normal' for us each day. Signs of cafés and 
restaurants can be given as an example for this case. When you walk on the streets in many cities of Turkey, 
the possibility of you encountering with a sign which is affected by the usage of English is high. at is the 
reason behind why signs of cafés and restaurants are chosen for this project.
 Adana is one of the �ve biggest cities in Turkey with a population density of 1,768.860 citizens. 
It's in the Mediterranean Region and it can be said that its location is very important due to the fact that it 
can be accepted as a junction point between three regions: Mediterranean Region, Central Anatolia 
Region and Southeast Anatolia Region. Adana is founded on one of the most famous and important rivers 
of Turkey, Seyhan River. In addition, it is really close to another one which is named as Ceyhan River. e 
city has a long history and has some historical structures and places like “Taş Köprü (Stone Bridge)”, 
“Büyük Saat (e Great Clock Tower” and “Kazancılar Çarşısı (Bazaar of Kazancılar)”. In Adana, there is a 
festival in which the citizens introduce their city to strangers and have fun all together: “Orange Blossom 
Carnival”. e festival is held in each April, when blossoms of oranges spread out. Its cuisine carries the 
in�uences of Arabic, Yörük and Armenian cuisine. “Adana Kebap (Adana Kebab)” is the city's most 
famous traditional meal, it has worldwide popularity. We can also see Şalgam (a drink prepared by using 
carrots) and Şırdan (traditional kind of sausage, it's �lled with rice and some spices).
 Because of its location, it is a city where you can �nd the effects of tourism, consequently the great 
effect of English. e focus of this study is on one of the biggest and crowded neighborhoods of Adana, 
“Güzelyalı Neighbourhood” (Figure 1). It's located right next to the “Seyhan River”. Adana has many 
cafés and restaurants whose names come from different languages, lead by English. e owners are aware 
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of English and its popularity, which is one of the reasons it is selected by them. ey sometimes prefer 
some other languages in addition to English. 

Figure 1. e map of Güzelyalı Neighbourhood (courtesy of Google Maps)
 
Four categories are employed in this study:

1. Hybrid Signs: e combination of words including two different languages.
2. Englishized Signs: In which the letters are used for creating a sound from the other language.
3. Non-English Signs: Signs whose names do not include English.
4. English Signs: Signs whose names are written in English.

 For this study, twenty-three cafés and restaurants are examined considering these four categories. 
e data was collected by going out and observing the streets. First of all, the examination of four different 
categories was done. Later, the pictures were taken. e pictures and the data were collected in four days. 
Apart from pictures, some owners and employees were brie�y interviewed as part of data collection as well. 
e analysis of the collected data was done by taking notes and taking pictures. e answers of 
owners/employees were examined in detail and then a general outcome was written considering the 
answers.
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Table 1. e sign categories for cafés and restaurants at Güzelyalı, Adana

Figure 2. Graphical representation of sign categories for cafés and restaurants at Güzelyalı, Adana

�
Engl�sh Non-Engl�sh Hybr�d Engl�sh�zed 

1- Mood 29 1- Ş�r�noğlu Baklava 1- Lemon M�dye 1-Googıl 

2- Greenpeace 2-Sanat Kahves� 2-Cafe V�ento 2-Qul�s 

3- Cafe Hol�day  3-La Pomme Lounge  

4- Sherlock House Cafe  4-Lupetta Coffee And Cake  

5- YouPub  5-La Noche Gastro Pub  

6- Next Republ�c  6-Vened�k Cafe & Pasta  

7- Car�bou Coffee  7-My VIP K�tap Cafe  

8- Lucky  8-Melekler Cafe  

9- WhatsApp Pub    

10- P�zza House Gourmet    

11- The Soho Pub    
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 When the table is examined, it can be seen that the signs which are English are the most with 
eleven cafés and restaurants. Hybrid signs are used in eight signs, which are followed by non-English and 
Englishized signs. Hybrid and English signs are more than non-English signs despite the fact that the 
official language is Turkish. As a result, it can be said that English has a great effect on our choices. 
Englishized names are not preferred much and the non-English signs share the same situation but it is 
possible to see Englishized signs becoming more visible despite their current presence. While all of them 
are gaining popularity, the situation is not the same for non-English signs.
 Despite English being a foreign language in Turkey, why are there more foreign language signs 
than Turkish ones? It is a question that is open to debate. During the study, some questions were asked to 
the owners and some employees for this purpose.
1- Why did you choose this name for this management? 
2- Why did you prefer another language over Turkish?
3- Does English help your business gain popularity?
 Some interviewees mentioned that because of the popular culture, people prefer non-Turkish 
named managements more. Apparently, they claim that it seems more “cool” in their minds and they love 
to share their experiences on social media. It seems that social media also affects their choices as they are 
worldwide platforms and there are millions of people from different countries and the majority of them 
know English or other European languages. erefore, the customers �nd English titles more attractive. 
Another reasoning put forward is that it is a good way to draw tourists' attention who come to see the city. 
Conducting a study like this is helpful in terms of understanding the effect of English better. As an English 
Language Teacher candidate, this project allowed me to see the status of English as a lingua franca more 
vividly. We walk on streets almost everyday, we go to restaurants and cafés frequently but we often do not 
pay attention to the signs around us. After doing a project like this, I realized that English does not have a 
place only in our daily speech, it is everywhere and it becomes even more present than it seems.
 To sum up, it can be said that, some foreign languages are gaining popularity day by day and as a 
result, the names of cafés and restaurants are chosen under this effect, too. English has a powerful effect 
around the world. Day by day, we see more and more English signs and we should think about the ways we 
can make the most of this situation in language classes as well. Finally, I have added a discussion and 
images for some examples that are representatives of the study carried out.
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 Further Discussion and Images

Images 1, 2. S�gns for Qul�s and Mood 29 at Güzelyalı, Adana

 Qulis is a restaurant where you can see an international menu. ey serve meals, desserts and some 
popular local foods from around the world. ey prefer “Q” instead of using the sound “K” in Turkish. 
ey combined the Turkish Word “Kulis” with “Q” sound. Kulis means “backstage” in English (Image 1).
Mood 29 is a local coffee house in Adana. e name of the café comes from their concept. ey have 
stickers from 1-29, and when you choose one of them they will give you a sticker of the number you 
choose. ere is a chosen mood for each number. ey prefer the name “Mood” as their clients generally 
consist of university and high school students (Image 2).

Images 3, 4. S�gns for Ş�r�noğlu Baklava and Lupetta at Güzelyalı, Adana

 At Şirinoğlu Baklava, you can eat different desserts, especially “baklava”. eir name is non-
English because of the fact that their name comes from the family. eir products are generally national 
desserts. It is a local management for long years (Image 3). Lupetta, on the other hand, is a café. Lupetta is 
an Italian word and its meaning is “little wolverine”. Both English and Italian are employed here. ey 
serve desserts and coffees from other countries such as France and Italy (Image 4).
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 Other Images



Sample Databases of 
Linguistic Landscapes



ART OF THE MOVIES IMAGE DATABASE

“Art of the Mov�es Database” has an amaz�ng select�on of mov�e posters and l�ght boxes 
wh�ch have 700 �mages. You can benefit from th�s webs�te to teach l�sten�ng, speak�ng and 
read�ng sk�lls. You can create a pleasant lesson env�ronment for  your students. You can 
follow th�s webs�te on and For more �nformat�on:Instagram, Facebook, P�nterest  Tumblr.  
https://artofthemov�es.co.uk/
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https://www.jbe-platform.com/content/journals/22149961
https://en.unesco.org/themes/gced
http://www.LLinELTproject.com
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIxxf3vYbUDyzW8WIuRboiQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TAJ0wc8sN0o


BOOK COVER ARCHIVE IMAGE DATABASE

e “bookcoverarch�ve” offers book covers of d�fferent des�gners. It has 1412  �mages and 
you can reach the portfol�o s�tes of 23 book cover des�gners. You can make use of �mages for 
read�ng or speak�ng class. It �s a good way to get students to fall �n love w�th books. You can 
follow th�s webs�te on Tw�tter and reach new book cover des�gns eas�ly. For more 
�nformat�on: http://bookcoverarch�ve.com/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vLhOXo2vMk0


CAL ARTS POSTER ARCHIVE

e CalArts Poster Arch�ve �s a collect�on of posters des�gned by students of Cal�forn�a 
Inst�tute of Arts and �t was �n�t�ated by Shelley Stepp and Kary Ar�moto-Mercer w�th the 
a�m of preserve des�gns. e goal of th�s d�g�tal webs�te �s to make the poster collect�on 
ava�lable to the publ�c, �t also serves as a webs�te for students to exper�ment w�th form and 
compos�t�on. e poster arch�ve conta�ns posters of more than 40 years and all of them are 
d�v�ded by years and l�sted chronolog�cally from 1970 to 2019. It cons�sts of more than 
2000 posters and 14 categor�es such as “mus�c”, “art”, “dance” and you can reach relevant 
posters by typ�ng keywords on the search button such as “concert”, “fest�val”, “hol�day”. All 
these posters can be downloaded freely and used �n d�fferent areas of  Engl�sh language 
learn�ng and teach�ng. It can also st�mulate students' �nterests as they w�ll see creat�ve poster 
des�gns dat�ng back to the 1970s. For more �nformat�on, please v�s�t:
 https://posters.calarts.edu 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sVzNbCXAr6U


CINEMATERIAL POSTERS

CineMaterial is a digital community that aims to create a complete digital archive of movie 
posters, covers  logos, key art  and more. is website has a collection consisting of over one ’ ,
million images. It has artist and designer sections with info about more than 13,000 
posters. You can use this website to improve students  listening and speaking skills. ’
Students will have the chance to explore all movies and television shows. You can follow 
this website on , .For more information please visit:Tw�tter Facebook
https://www.c�nemater�al.com/ posters
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAwldg2l88Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAwldg2l88Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAwldg2l88Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMA1qXG2hgU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5Qt_qLunes


DAVE TOMPKINS: MUSIC DATABASE

is website is a personal collection of album covers which contains songs as well. e site 
is designed by Dave Tompkins who is a continuing lecturer at Waterloo University, Faculty 
of Mathematics. In this collection, there are more than 2000 album covers aside from all 
songs and CD lists. e purpose of this website is to help people �nd and identify songs to 
play and have access to album covers when they need. Songs are divided by genre, artist 
tags, year, bpm, artists' names, songs' titles, and various lists. People can search by song, 
lyrics, or artist options to �nd the covers or songs that they are looking for. is website 
provides songs and album covers which can be used in English language learning or 
teaching process. For more information, please visit;
 https://www.cs.ubc.ca/~davet/music/covers/index.html
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FafEtJNeIuo


GETTY IMAGES

e getty�mages �s a webs�te that offers a var�ety of p�ctures �n many areas such as news, 
sport, enterta�nment. Getty �mages �s a commun�ty w�th �ts over 200.000 contr�butors and 
hundreds of �mage partners. ey prov�de more than 130.000 �mpactful creat�ve �mages 
and they have the world's deepest d�g�tal arch�ve of h�stor�c photography. Over 200 m�ll�on 
assets are ava�lable on the webs�te and any of them can be searched w�th key words and they 
are easy to �ntegrate �nto language classes. For more �nformat�on, please v�s�t:
https://www.getty�mages.com/ed�tor�al-�mages/arch�val
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xat72C204pI


LDNGRAFFITI  IMAGES

LDNGraff�t� �s a photograph�c documentary of graff�t� and street art �n London. e 
�mages here can be used to �mprove students' speak�ng and wr�t�ng sk�lls. Featur�ng 65,860 
photos, the LDN webs�te prov�des much more related content us�ng a s�mple-yet-r�ch user 
exper�ence. You can follow th�s webs�te on Tw�tter, Instagram, and Facebook. For more 
�nformat�on please v�s�t: https://ldngraff�t�.co.uk/
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XA7alNph-V8


THE LINGUISTIC LANDSCAPE OF COVID-19

e project t�tled "Due to COVID-19: Document�ng the s�gns of the pandem�c" a�ms to 
document the pandem�c-related s�gns show�ng up across commun�t�es around the world. 
e arch�ve currently features 1260 photos from 118 d�fferent c�t�es �n the world. e 
photos are also ava�lable through  and  You can make use of th�s Instagram Tw�tter.
collect�on by select�ng �mages wh�ch are appropr�ate to your learners’ Engl�sh profic�ency 
and �ntegrate �nto your classes. For more �nformat�on on the project, please v�s�t: 
https://duetocov�d19.com 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R9OTylGD4-w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_zSo7vvwSUM


LINGUISTIC LANDSCAPE IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING (LLINELT) 
PROJECT IMAGE DATABASE

e project webs�te offers  featur�ng �mages that are solely collected to be used for galler�es
Engl�sh language teach�ng and learn�ng purposes. As of now, there are around 1000 photos 
across 121 d�fferent galler�es comp�led by the project team. All of the photos can be 
accessed through project webs�te galler�es. e �mages can be searched by keywords such as 
“basketball”, “schedule”, “poster”, and categor�es such as “an�mals”, “language play”, and 
“traff�c s�gns”. All of the �mages can be freely downloaded and used for pedagog�cal 
purposes. For access to the database, please v�s�t: http://www.ll�neltproject.com/photo-
gallery.html 
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MAP OF THE URBAN LINGUISTIC LANDSCAPE IMAGE DATABASE

Map of the Urban Linguistic Landscape is an online, collaborative project with the aim of 
mapping the global linguistic landscape. e website features 2033 photos under 64 
different albums. You can see all these photos through website’s albums list. e images can 
be integrated into your language classes. All the images can be downloaded and be used in 
different areas of English language teaching and learning goals. If you want, you can be a 
part of this process since the project is open to all. You can follow this site on , Facebook
Instagram Tw�tter   or . For more information on the project, please visit:
https://www.��ckr.com/photos/mapurbanl�ngu�st�clandscape
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DQTPt78woXQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vvg6D3ZEtgI
mailto:jonrein@email.arizona.edu


DATABASE OF BRAND LOGOS AND ICONS

BrandEPS �s a database for brand logos and �cons, wh�ch are access�ble and can be 
downloaded �n mult�ple formats such as JPG and PNG files for free. e logos can be 
part�cularly useful �n Engl�sh classrooms as they present opportun�t�es for learners to 
analyze the brand logos and �cons through closely exam�n�ng �ts des�gn, colors, font type 
and s�ze of the brands. You can v�s�t the page here: https://www.brandeps.com 
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DIGITAL COLLECTIONS OF MENUS 

In this website, you can �nd unique and variable materials, such as photographs, maps, 
newspapers, posters, reports, etc. is site is educational, and it is prepared by the 
University of Washington. It has different categories of menus like hotel menus, novelty 
menus, special occasion menus, �fties menus, and travel related menus. e website is also 
available on  and  is website provides over �fty reports, more than a dozen Twitter Flickr.
video and audio recordings, up-to-date information on current projects, and more. For 
more information on the website, please visit:
https://content.lib.washington.edu/menusweb/index.html
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MOVIE POSTERS GALLERY

Mov�e posters gallery �s a personal posters collect�on wh�ch �ncludes a lot of film posters. In 
th�s collect�on there are nearly 16.000 mov�e posters, lobby cards, and c�nemat�c 
memorab�l�a films. ere are also mov�e categor�es l�ke Internat�onal, Genres, Decades, 
Art�sts etc. You can use these �mages �n language class for l�sten�ng and speak�ng. You can 
also adv�se your students to watch some mov�es wh�ch are benefic�al, and can help them 
�mprove. For more �nformat�on please v�s�t: https://www.mov�epostersgallery.com/ 
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MOVIEPOSTERDB

is site offers more than 800.000 posters, 185.324 movie posters, and 54.509 series 
poster. You can �nd whatever you want easily by typing the name of genre, artist, or 
director of the �lm. is site is only for educational use. You can also �nd posters, reviews of 
�lms, blogs, forums, as well. Besides, the same posters and images are available on  Twitter,
Facebook Instagram.and  For more information please check:
 https://www.movieposterdb.com/
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SHUTTER STOCK IMAGE DATABASE

e website titled Shutter stock offers creative contents and innovative items for those who 
look for a variety of photos and images for any purposes, such as education, employment, 
and art. It currently features more than 340 million images under 49 different categories. 
All images can be searched by any key words such as "Fun Fair", "Healthcare", 
"Halloween", "Food Truck" and so on. Many photos and images are also available on 
Instagram,Twitter Facebook.  and  You can get any image that you like to integrate into your 
classes for teaching and learning English language on this website. For     access    to   the   
database, please visit: 
https://www.shutterstock.com/
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STUB COLLECTION

�s webs�te files concert t�cket stubs of legendary mus�c�an Bob DYLAN. You can even see 
the first stub from 1961 or stubs  of concerts of 2020 that �s cancelled due to Cov�d-19 
pandem�c. You can also find posters of h�s concerts �n webs�te but we w�ll focus on concert 
t�cket stubs. ese stubs may be �ntegrated �nto our Engl�sh language classes. ey w�ll also 
engage students' �nterests as they w�ll see the concert stubs of 60 years ago. In add�t�on, the 
webs�te enables users to upload stubs of concerts of Bob DYLAN. Please v�s�t:
https://dylanstubs.com/TICKETS/1960/t�ckets_60.htm
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THE GRAFFITI DATABASE

e Graffiti-Database has over 33 000 images collected from 55+ countries and 50+ cities .
all over the world, which can be used in different areas of English language teaching and 
learning goals.  is website has many types of graffiti or street art works done by nearly 
6300 artists. e website is available to upload photos about graffiti or to download 
images. For more information, please visit: http://www.graff�t�-database.com/
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MOVIE POSTERS DATABASE

�s s�te offers more than 800.000 posters, 185.000+ mov�e posters and 54.000+ ser�es 
poster. You can find whatever you want eas�ly by typ�ng the name of genre, art�st, or 
d�rector of the film. �s s�te �s only for educat�onal use. You can also find posters, rev�ews 
of films, blogs, forums, as well. Bes�des, the same posters and �mages are ava�lable on 
Tw�tter,  Facebook Instagram.  and For more �nformat�on please check:
www.mov�epostersdb.com 
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